
Community Feedback Compendium 
This document is a compendium of the community feedback received on a potential  
Special Rate Variation across three engagement stages, from May 2023 to January 2024. 

Click on the relevant document name to access the document.

Stage Applicable dates Documents available

Two rate rise options (18.5% and 23.5%)  
included in Long Term Financial Plan exhibition 

May-June 2023 • Submissions and response to submissions on draft Long Term 
Financial Plan exhibited between May and June 2023

Community feedback sought on four rate  
rise options (3.5%, 12%, 15% and 20%)

September-November 2023 • Rate rise options engagement outcomes report

• Report by Micromex on representative survey on rate rise options

• Response to rate rise option engagement themes and submission 
from shopping centre owners

Revised Long Term Financial Plan and Delivery 
Program incorporating preferred 15% increase

November 2023-January 2024 • Engagement outcomes report on revised Long Term Financial  
Plan and Delivery Program

• Response to key engagement themes on revised Long Term  
Financial Plan and Delivery Program
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Individual Submissions and Proposed Council Response on Draft Long Term Financial Plan 2023-2033 

Submission # Verbatim Submission Proposed Council Response 
Individual 
Submission 1 

5% increase in wage bill seems 
excessive, while CPI is high all 
organizations and business need 
to manage employee 
expectations and wants Vs 
business outcomes...a business 
that is not making money should 
be managing their expenses 
better. I do not support the special 
rate variation, this is also 
excessive, manage your spending 
and stop passing on your costs to 
households that are also 
struggling to make ends meet in 
these difficult financial times 

Noted. No decision has been made to submit a SRV at this stage. 
 
There are numerous processes and decision points for Council to undertake, including 
a significant engagement program, prior to making a decision to submit a SRV to 
IPART in February 2024. 
 
The increased employee cost forecast in the LTFP are a result of the Local 
Government Award (currently under consultation) which sets employee wage growth 
at. The Award is negotiated by the peak body Local Government NSW and this is 
outside of Council’s control. It is expected that employee wage growth will be 4.5% 
(2023/24); 3.5% and a bonus up to $1000 (2024/25) and 3% and a bonus up to $1000 
(2025/26). 
 
In addition, between now and 2025/26, there is a mandated annual increase of 0.5% 
per annum in statutory superannuation which is moving from 10.5% to 12%.  
 
The Executive Summary, and Section 5 of the LTFP articulate Council's achievements 
in containing and reducing costs despite very high inflation. Council is committed to 
continuing to examine ways to increase efficiencies and reduce costs. 
 
No change to Plan. 
 

Individual 
Submission 2 

Rates variations is a particularly 
tone deaf idea in these days of 
lean times It smells of feather 
bedding 
As above special rate variations 
could be avoided by simple zero 
based budgeting and cost cutting 
measures 

Noted. No decision has been made to submit a SRV at this stage. 
 
There are numerous processes and decision points for Council to undertake, including 
a significant engagement program, prior to making a decision to submit a SRV to 
IPART in February 2024. There are five criteria that are assessed by IPART including 
the impact on affected ratepayers being reasonable, having regard to both the current 
rate levels, existing ratepayer base and the proposed purpose of the variation.  
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Submission # Verbatim Submission Proposed Council Response 
The Executive Summary, and Section 5 of the LTFP articulates Council's 
achievements in containing and reducing costs despite very high inflation. Council will 
continue to examine ways to increase efficiencies and reduce costs. 
 
Council already undertakes zero based budgeting. 
 
No change to Plan. 
 

Individual 
Submission 3 

Don't support increase in fees, 
plan ahead and deal with issues 
before they are a big problem. Be 
proactive and THINK 

Noted. Fees and Charges are part of the Operational Plan 2023/24 and are part of a 
planning ahead process. 
 
Council is committed to raising revenue in a fair and equitable manner to enable it to 
meet the community’s needs. In determining how its fees and charges have been set, 
we have considered the full costs of providing the particular goods and services. Our 
fee structure uses the pricing principles of user pays principle (full cost recovery), 
subsidised pricing based upon public benefit (partial cost recovery), market pricing 
(charged where the market has a preparedness to pay), and legislative pricing 
standard (fee imposed by legislation). 
 
The majority of increases in fees and charges is to accommodate inflation. Some fees 
and charges may not increase due to the type of service being provided or statutory 
limitations. 
 
No change to Plan. 
 

Individual 
Submission 4 

Before any extra revenue stream 
is proposed it would be beneficial 
for the council to clearly state 
what these 'significant community 
projects' are. There are a number 
of council assets that could be 
sold or used (e.g., there are 
vacant properties that are never 
used, rented or hired). Sell these 

Noted. No decision has been made to submit a SRV at this stage. 
 
There are numerous processes and decision points for Council to undertake, including 
a significant engagement program, prior to making a decision to submit a SRV to 
IPART in February 2024.  
 
Council regularly reviews and tests its portfolio of property and other assets to 
determine if there is opportunity to sell non-core assets, noting assets are required to 
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Submission # Verbatim Submission Proposed Council Response 
first. A 15-20% variation is not 
warranted and was not part of the 
council policy at the last election. 
The waste in this council is the 
worst it has ever been. Roads get 
'repaired' that aren't in need, yet 
others are neglected. Park 
equipment and fencing are often 
broken, yet you build new things, 
or waste money on upgrading 
things that don't need it. Sanders 
Park is an example - the proposal 
is an absolute waste of money. 
This proposal has made me 
furious. 

deliver services. However, selling assets does not address the underlying issue of 
costs growing at a higher rate than revenue and does not provide a long term solution.  
 
The Executive Summary, and Section 5 of the LTFP articulates Council's 
achievements in containing and reducing costs despite very high inflation. Council will 
continue to examine ways to increase efficiencies and reduce costs. 
 
Council has a detailed asset management approach which identifies projects based on 
asset life, utilisation and functionality. As outlined in Section 9 of the LTFP, Council will 
spend $305.4m on infrastructure assets over the next 10 years, including $217.3m on 
renewals of existing assets and $88.1m on new assets. Council also carries out 
scheduled maintenance on its assets, however if there is an immediate risk please 
contact Council. 
 
The works at Saunders Park stemmed from asset planning which highlighted that that 
the works were required to address safety and age of the assets, being 15 years old. 
 
No change to Plan. 
 

Individual 
Submission 5 

The $250 reduction for eligible 
pensioners for combined rates 
and domestic waste management 
charge should be increased to 
$250 + 3.7% in line with Council's 
proposed 2023/24 increase to 
these charges and thereafter a % 
increase in line with Council's 
future proposed Long Term 
Financial Plan. ALSO the $158 
reduction for qualifying self-
funded retirees for the Domestic 
Waste Management Charge 
should be increased by 10% in 
line with Council's proposed 

Noted. Pensioner discounts are mandated by the State Government. 
 
Council does not have any legal way to discount rates further. Discounts currently 
offered to those who meet the eligibility: 
 Eligible pensioners receive a statutory reduction of 50% of the combined rates and 

domestic waste management charge to a maximum of $250.  
 Pensioners and qualifying self-funded retirees receive a $158 reduction in the 

domestic waste service charge. This is over and above what other councils offer 
and represents an increase of $28 (21.5%) on the $130 discount offered in 
2022/23.  

 
No change to Plan. 
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Submission # Verbatim Submission Proposed Council Response 
2023/24 increase to these 
charges and thereafter a % 
increase in line with Council's 
future proposed Long Term 
Financial Plan. 

Individual 
Submission 6 

How is the $27.6 mio being spent 
on the Willoughby Leisure Centre 
justified? 

Noted. This project is funded and underway. 
 
WLC is funded by grants, developer contributions and internal reserves built by Council 
through prudent financial management over the years. This project has been planned 
for many years to address an ageing asset and is required to cater for an increasing 
population and demand for services for multiple age groups and cultural backgrounds. 
A business case has been approved by the Office of Local Government as part of their 
requirement for capital review of major projects. 
 
Demolition has occurred and the future facility will be significantly enhanced. Details 
can be found here: https://www.haveyoursaywilloughby.com.au/willoughby-leisure-
centre-pool-upgrade 
 
No change to Plan. 
 

Individual 
Submission 7 

Forward forecasts and the 
projected financials of the Long 
Term Plan need to be openly 
published to enable rate payers to 
understand where their future 
rates will be spent 

Noted. This information can be found in the LTFP, which is public. 
 
Sections 3 and 4 of the LTFP provide detail on the assumptions and escalations used, 
sections 6 and 8 provide detailed Profit and Loss, Balance Sheet and Cash Flow 
projections for each of the LTFP scenarios.  
 
No change to Plan. 
 

Individual 
Submission 8 

Against the 20% special rate 
variation 

Noted. No decision has been made to submit a SRV at this stage. 
 
There are numerous processes and decision points for Council to undertake, including 
a significant engagement program, prior to making a decision to submit a SRV to 
IPART in February 2024.  
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Submission # Verbatim Submission Proposed Council Response 
 
No change to Plan. 
 

Individual 
Submission 9 

I’m against ANY increase in rates Noted. No decision has been made to submit a SRV at this stage. The State 
Government enables an annual increase in rates. 
 
There are numerous processes and decision points for Council to undertake, including 
a significant engagement program, prior to making a decision to submit a SRV to 
IPART in February 2024.  
 
No change to Plan. 
 

Individual 
Submission 10 

Disapprove SRV, as council 
already have increased revenue 
from new/additional rate payers 
from all the newly built high 
density apartments. Councils 
should seek to manage the 
budget better rather than seeking 
more money from the rate payers. 

Noted. No decision has been made to submit a SRV at this stage. 
 
There are numerous processes and decision points for Council to undertake, including 
a significant engagement program, prior to making a decision to submit a SRV to 
IPART in February 2024.  
 
An increase in the rate base from newly built high density apartments does not offset 
increase in costs arising from the increased population. Any developer contributions 
received from new developments are quarantined to build new assets for the 
increasing population and these assets will need to be maintained into the future. 
 
The Executive Summary, and Section 5 of the LTFP articulate Council's achievements 
in containing and reducing costs despite very high inflation. Council will continue to 
examine ways to increase efficiencies and reduce costs. 
 
No change to Plan. 
 

Individual 
Submission 11 

I have read the plan and regret 
that costs are to increase at a 
time when living expenses are 
rising all the time. However I do 

Noted.  
 
No change to Plan. 
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Submission # Verbatim Submission Proposed Council Response 
understand that Council's costs 
are also higher and to keep our 
suburb at the level of quality 
which we expect, our contribution 
is unfortunately necessary. 

Individual 
Submission 12 

Rate increases are too high Noted. No decision has been made to submit a SRV at this stage. The state 
government enables an annual increase in rates. 
 
There are numerous processes and decision points for Council to undertake, including 
a significant engagement program, prior to making a decision to submit a SRV to 
IPART in February 2024. There are five criteria that are assessed by IPART including 
the impact on affected ratepayers being reasonable, having regard to both the current 
rate levels, existing ratepayer base and the proposed purpose of the variation.  
 
No change to Plan. 
 

Individual 
Submission 13 

I find it difficult to believe that 
Council requires a 20% rate 
variation. There is high 
development of residential homes 
proceeding that would deliver 
fees and charges to Council. 
Council would be enforcing 
revenue from residents already 
suffering from cost of living. I do 
not support this and see it as an 
excuse due to insufficient long 
term planning that should have 
been performed many years ago 
to not have this issue. I do not 
support increase in fees and 
charges for domestic waste as 
Council has already increased 

Noted. No decision has been made to submit a SRV at this stage. 
 
There are numerous processes and decision points for Council to undertake, including 
a significant engagement program, prior to making a decision to submit a SRV to 
IPART in February 2024.  
 
An increase in the rate base from newly built high density apartments does not offset 
increase in costs arising from the increased population. Any developer contributions 
received from new developments are quarantined to build new assets for the 
increasing population and these assets will need to be maintained into the future. 
 
The Executive Summary, and Section 5 of the LTFP articulate Council's achievements 
in containing and reducing costs despite very high inflation. Council will continue to 
examine ways to increase efficiencies and reduce costs. 
 
Council has made prudent financial decisions over many years to enable Council to 
manage the increasing costs, covering the impact of COVID on our revenue and 
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Submission # Verbatim Submission Proposed Council Response 
these fees and the vegetation 
bins are now rarely cleared on 
time, waiting up to 4 days to clear 
bins. Thankyou 

continued delivery of assets and services. The Long Term Financial Plan is reviewed 
annually. Long term planning was undertaken but could no foresee the impacts of a 
pandemic upon revenue and inflation. 
 
The increase in the Domestic Waste Management Charge is required due to: 

 Increased waste management volumes possibly resulting from increased 
working from home;  

 Inflation at over 7% (annualised CPI peaked in December 2022 at 7.8% and in 
March 2023 was at 7%) which will increase the price of the current collection 
and disposal contracts;  

 Fund the up-front investment and ongoing incremental costs associated with 
the requirements of the State Government’s Waste and Sustainable Materials 
Strategy 2041, which includes mandating the separation of food and garden 
organics for households and selected businesses (which is forecast to increase 
waste management costs by between 8% and 16%). 

If your bins have been missed, please contact our Customer Service Centre. 
 
No change to Plan. 
 

Individual 
Submission 14 

I do not support any rate 
increases or special rate 
creations. Council is yielding 
considering amounts of interest 
income on its cash investments 
which more than offset any 
proposed revenues from the rate 
payers. Council is better off re-
zoning E4/C4 land to R2 and 
profiting from increased land 
values than increasing or creating 
new rates. 

Noted. No decision has been made to submit a SRV at this stage. The State 
Government enables an annual increase in rates. 
 
There are numerous processes and decision points for Council to undertake, including 
a significant engagement program, prior to making a decision to submit a SRV to 
IPART in February 2024.  
 
Interest represents only 5.6% of Council's operational revenue and in many cases the 
interest earned must be quarantined and applied to reserves held for specific 
purposes. Interest returns have declined in recent years due to lower interest rates. 
While yields are slowly increasing, increases in costs are far exceeding increases in 
interest and other revenue streams. 
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Submission # Verbatim Submission Proposed Council Response 
Council does not gain any extra rating revenue through increased land values. Council 
rates are fixed at a maximum permissible level and only the allocation of rates changes 
as land values change. The rating methodology is determined by the State 
Government. Please see our website for more information on how rates are 
determined. 
 
No change to Plan. 
 

Individual 
Submission 15 

I oppose spending 3 million on 
refurbishing the council’s office- I 
have been to them and they are 
fine. If the council members looks 
for fancy workplaces maybe they 
can apply to private sector. There 
is 0 value to community in this. 
Also privatization of community 
assets like day care and youth 
services is wrong - selling the 
community to make profit to 
spend on nicer offices and 
personal assistants is borderline 
corruption 

Noted. This project is funded and underway. 
 
Victor Street asset renewal and refurbishment is funded by internal reserves built by 
Council through prudent financial management over the years. 
 
Refurbishment of the Victor Street administration office and it has been 20 years since 
this was built. It is necessary to undertake essential improvements to the asset, ensure 
effective and efficient use of space in the modern post-COVID work environment, 
provide a professional and comfortable environment for staff, and better assist 
collaboration, innovation and problem-solving. The project may also provide a new 
revenue opportunity through leasing some floor space. The site services more than 
200 staff. 
 
In March 2022, Council resolved to find an alternative provider of long day care child 
care services at Devonshire and sought to achieve funding of the upgrade to the 
Centre through investment by the provider. The building and land assets will be 
retained by Council.  
 
Youth services has not been a subject of Council discussion for privatization, nor have 
there been an increase in personal assistants. 
 
No change to Plan. 
 

Individual 
Submission 16 

I've been a member, off and on, 
of the Willoughby Leisure Centre 
for more than 15 years. And 

Noted.  
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Submission # Verbatim Submission Proposed Council Response 
almost entirely using the gym. I've 
asked several times before for the 
gym to be air-conditioned as, 
even with the fans, I find the 
temperature of the room hinders 
my exercise in summer. I see no 
mentioning of air-con in the 
Operational Plan and ask, for 
surely a relatively modest 
amount, that you air-condition the 
gym. 

The gym has recently undergone an upgrade of the fans to provide a more comfortable 
environment. While there is no funding available in the Operational Plan 2023/24 for air 
conditioning of the health club, the request can be considered as part of a budget bid 
prioritisation process for 2024/25. 
 
No change to Plan. 
 

Individual 
Submission 17 

Would like to see more approvals 
for social housing and higher 
building density projects to 
alleviate housing crisis. Improved 
public transport options as well. 

Noted. The State and Council’s planning controls determine density and social housing 
requirements and public transport is a State Government matter. 
 
Council has an Affordable Housing Policy/Strategy which is seen as a better practice 
model. Affordable housing refers to rental housing offered at rent of up to 30% of 
household income targeting key and essential workers. Council owns 37 affordable 
housing units and is progressing Abbott Road Affordable Housing Project to build 12 
new dwellings for essential workers at a cost of $8.7m. The new draft Local 
Environment Plan requires increased affordable housing associated with new 
developments. Council will continue to explore opportunities to increase the supply of 
affordable housing in collaboration with the State Government, developers and 
community housing providers. 
 
Planning for the growth of Chatswood is underway to provide a higher density in 
response to the need for more jobs and housing, through the draft Local Environment 
Plan, currently awaiting approval from the State Government. Growth is to be focused 
around existing services and facilities such as the Chatswood CBD and local centres. 
 
Public transport is managed by the State Government. Council regularly meets with 
State agencies and transport providers to advocate for transport solutions and funding 
for projects in the area. Council has an Integrated Transport Strategy which promotes 
the use of public transport and identifies various active transport projects to improve 
connectivity and accessibility for all residents. 
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Submission # Verbatim Submission Proposed Council Response 
  
No change to Plan. 
 

Individual 
Submission 18 

I am in favour of it having seen a 
summary of the issues from the 
local west ward progress 
association 

Noted.  
 
No change to Plan. 

Individual 
Submission 19 

With the huge increase in rates 
planned, obviously the Council's 
2023-24 Plan spending is not in 
line with its income and I would 
suggest the spending is cut back 
to come into line with the income 
without increasing rates to this 
extent, i.e. balance the budget. 

Noted. No decision has been made to submit a SRV at this stage. 
 
The Executive Summary, and Section 5 of the LTFP articulate Council's achievements 
in containing and reducing costs despite very high inflation. Council is committed to 
continuing to examine ways to increase efficiencies and reduce costs. 
 
No change to Plan. 
 

Individual 
Submission 20 

I understand why the system has 
charged rates according to the 
size of your land but surely it 
should be charged by usage. You 
can have one person in a house 
and five people in a unit. The 
people in the small unit will more 
likely use Willoughby facilities 
more than the person in the 
house. Or you can have a 
neighbour with six people in the 
one house vs one person in a 
house and both get charged the 
same sewerage or garbage fees 
but the six people produce more 
waste. Those with children are 
more likely to use certain 
facilities, elderly other facilities 

Noted. The methodology for calculating rates is a mandated by the State Government. 
 
Council has no option but to charge rates based on land values. Local Government has 
lobbied State Government for many years to change the methodology for calculating 
rates but this has not been successful. 
 
Fees and Charges are outlined within the Operational Plan 2023/24. In determining 
how its fees and charges have been set, we have considered the full costs of providing 
the particular goods and services. Our fee structure uses the pricing principles of user 
pays principle (full cost recover), subsidised based upon public benefit pricing (partial 
cost recovery), market pricing (charged where the market has a preparedness to pay), 
and legislative pricing standard (fee imposed by legislation). 
 
The majority of increases in fees and charges is to accommodate inflation. Some fees 
and charges may not increase due to the type of service being provided or statutory 
limitations. 
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Submission # Verbatim Submission Proposed Council Response 
and some use no facilities. 
Surely, fees should be based on 
how many people live in the 
premises rather than the size of 
the premises. They use more of 
the services. Stop offering free 
services and charge a small fee 
for them. Pay as you use. The 
alternative would be to simply 
charge everyone the same rates 
regardless of unit vs house.  
 
I have found dealing with Council 
is often stressful and leads to 
endless unreturned calls/emails, 
which in itself causes more work 
for your administrative personnel. 
I have found unnecessary double-
handling of tasks that adds 
‘wasted’ time and costs to items. 
Streamlining tasks to remove this 
‘waste’ would mean savings.  
 
I was under the assumption that 
the Naremburn and other town 
centre upgrades were funded 
from the government so I am not 
sure why they are listed as project 
items that Willoughby Council 
needs to fund for. If this is not the 
case then the % that is funded 
should be shown vs how much 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

As outlined in the draft Operational Plan, Council is commencing implementation of its 
Customer Experience Strategy in 2023/24 to drive improvement in our delivery of 
customer experience including reducing double handling and improve responsiveness 
to customer service requests. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Naremburn local centre streetscape is being funded through Council reserves and 
developer contributions. Hampden Road Artarmon, streetscape upgrade is being 
funded through developer contributions and a government capital grant. Provision 
of details of funding sources for projects will be considered in the preparation of future 
Operational Plans. 
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Submission # Verbatim Submission Proposed Council Response 
rate payers are paying for the 
projects to show the true cost.  
 
Cut back on the fairs - make them 
every 2-3 years rather than yearly 
and alternate between the 
suburbs. If it is not in Chatswood 
this year they can visit the one in 
Roseville, etc. I do not know of 
anyone who attends these fairs. 
People tend to avoid them as they 
dislike crowds.  
 

 
 
 
 
Council’s event programs attract significant visitors and income into the local 
government area, particularly when located in the Chatswood CBD.  Council receives 
significant grant funding and sponsorship income which limits Council’s contribution 
and events such as Lunar New Year has shown to result in an additional $10.2m in 
visitor discretionary spend and $5.7m on dining which supports the local economy. 
 
StreetFair part of the Emerge Festival is an annual local community celebration 
attracting 20,000 visitors with 53% of attendees from the local government area. The 
festival showcases local community organisations with 1075 parade participants, 482 
performers and 13 stallholders. The majority of performers are young children and 
performing at Streetfair is a major highlight. Due to a Multicultural NSW grant, Council 
is exploring an additional fair location beyond Chatswood in 2023. 
 
No change to Plan. 
 

Individual 
Submission 21 

The third highest capital project is 
asset renewal of Victor Street. 
How much accountability and 
breakdown is provided to the 
public regarding how the 10m is 
being spent to upgrade offices. 
How can there be no money for 
Devonshire Child care centre?? 

This project is funded and underway. 
 
Victor Street asset renewal and refurbishment is funded by internal reserves built by 
Council through prudent financial management over a number of years. No 
refurbishment has occurred for 20 years. 
 
Refurbishment of the Victor Street administration office is necessary to undertake 
essential improvements to the asset, ensure effective and efficient use of space in the 
modern post-COVID work environment, provide a professional and comfortable 
environment for staff, and better assist collaboration, innovation and problem-solving. 
The project may also provide a new revenue opportunity through lease of floor space. 
The site services more than 200 staff. 
 
In March 2022, Council resolved to find an alternative provider of long day care child 
care services at Devonshire and sought to achieve funding of the upgrade to the 
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Submission # Verbatim Submission Proposed Council Response 
Centre through investment by the provider. Therefore, no Council funds were set aside 
for the centre. 
  
No change to Plan. 
 

Individual 
Submission 22 

Firstly, I take issue with the 
framing of the external economic 
environment as unprecedented. It 
is not. It is the willingness, not just 
of Council, but of all levels of 
government, during a period of 
record low interest rates, to live 
beyond their means, that is truly 
unprecedented. And this is the 
entirely predictable result. Council 
now finds itself having to fund 
deficit spending, where payments 
as a percentage of receipts, are 
advancing at unmanageable 
levels. The solution is not to 
demand payment from sources 
that lack elasticity, but to cut 
spending, to cut it dramatically, 
and for whatever period of time is 
necessary to repair the balance 
sheet. I appreciate that an effort 
has already been made in this 
direction, but far more needs to 
be done, particularly in the area of 
future project spending. Under 
performing assets must be sold, 
every aspect of expenditure must 
be considered. In my experience 
when terms such as 'insolvency' 

Noted. No decision has been made to submit a SRV at this stage. 
 
There are numerous processes and decision points for Council to undertake, including 
a significant engagement program, prior to making a decision to submit a SRV to 
IPART in February 2024. There are five criteria that are assessed by IPART including 
the impact on affected ratepayers being reasonable, having regard to both the current 
rate levels, existing ratepayer base and the proposed purpose of the variation.  
 
The Executive Summary, and Section 5 of the LTFP articulate Council's achievements 
in containing and reducing costs despite very high inflation. Council will continue to 
examine ways to increase efficiencies and reduce costs. 
 
Council regularly reviews and tests its portfolio of property and other assets to 
determine if there is opportunity to sell surplus, non-core assets, noting assets are 
required to deliver services. However, selling assets does not address the underlying 
issue of costs growing at a higher rate than revenue and does not provide a long term 
solution.  
 
Council is audited annually and this includes an assessment of Council’s capacity as a 
going concern. Council has been able to weather the impacts of COVID and high 
inflation. The LTFP indicates that Council needs to make decisions to increase 
revenue, reduce or cease services to ensure our financial sustainability into the future.  
 
No change to Plan. 
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Submission # Verbatim Submission Proposed Council Response 
are used, as they have been in 
Council cummunication, it is often 
already too late. Perhaps it is time 
for external auditors to be given 
an oversight role, and assist 
Council at this crucial time. I have 
lived in the municipality for close 
to sixty years, and have always 
supported Council. However, the 
proposal to apply for an increase 
in the rate variation cap of 
between 15% to 20% above the 
current limit, is beyond the pale. I, 
as do many residents I have 
spoken with, feel that if this were 
to happen, Council should instead 
approach the State to be merged, 
that would be a higly 
disappointing outcome for 
everyone, Council and residents 
alike. I do hope you consider 
these words, and thank-you for 
the opportunity. 

Individual 
Submission 23 

My concerns relate to the 15-20% 
PERMANENT SRV SCENARIO. 
Council officers should be aware 
that many Australian citizens 
have been suffering financial 
hardship over the last few years 
with no end in sight. This means 
that our income and spending has 
been drastically reduced and as 
retirees my wife and I have been 
affected significantly. The result is 

Noted. No decision has been made to submit a SRV at this stage. 
 
There are numerous processes and decision points for Council to undertake, including 
a significant engagement program, prior to making a decision to submit a SRV to 
IPART in February 2024. There are five criteria that are assessed by IPART including 
the impact on affected ratepayers being reasonable, having regard to both the current 
rate levels, existing ratepayer base and the proposed purpose of the variation.  
 
The Executive Summary, and Section 5 of the LTFP articulate Council's achievements 
in containing and reducing costs despite very high inflation. Council will continue to 
examine ways to increase efficiencies and reduce costs. 
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that we have had to "tighten our 
belts" and do away with some if 
the niceties of life and 
concentrate on the necessities 
only. It is time that Council 
learned to do the same and 
reduce its expenditure on what 
most would regard as frivolous 
items and concentrate on 
spending only those funds that it 
has available - i.e. if some things 
have to go then so be it! It is the 
height of callousness to expect 
the ratepayers to support 
expenditure on items that most of 
us do not use. Please read "David 
Copperfield" and then you will 
understand that if you spend 
more than you earn then you will 
go broke! Be sensible and STOP 
SPENDING MORE THAN YOU 
EARN and stop asking us to 
make up for your poor budgeting 
process. 
 

 
No change to Plan. 
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Executive summary  
Between 26 September and 5 November 2023, Willoughby City Council conducted an extensive 
community engagement campaign to seek feedback on four rate rise options. These options are 
listed below: 

Option name Reduce 
Services 

Maintain 
Services 

Increase 
Services 

Increase 
Services and 
Infrastructure 

Option number 1 2 3 4 
Overall rate 
increase 

3.5% 12% 15% 20% 

Includes 
Special Rate 
Variation?  

No Yes Yes Yes 

 
Awareness-raising and engagement activities 

Awareness-raising activities included: 

 Sending 30,057 letters, accompanied by a six-page brochure, in the mail to all 
ratepayers, including ratepayers based overseas.  

 Sending out more than 36,000 emails to various databases 
 Placing 42 pavement sticker signs around 10 localities 
 Publishing social media posts which were seen 198,853 times 
 Distributing at least 1,585 flyers to businesses and passers-by 
 Promoting translated engagement sessions on a Chinese language media site 

 
Other awareness-raising activities included digital marketing signs, on-hold messages, email 
signature blocks, distributing flyers in venues, sending direct emails and Council newspaper 
advertisements. 
 
Council achieved high awareness levels, with an estimated 47% of Willoughby LGA residents 
being aware of the rate rise options. This is higher than the 34% average awareness rate for 
other Sydney councils which have undertaken rate rise engagement campaigns.   
 
Engagement activities included: 

 Creating a Securing Willoughby’s Future online Have Your Say portal which was visited 
5,100 times (www.haveyoursaywilloughby.com.au/swf) 

 An invitation on the Have Your Say portal to complete an online opt-in survey (1,873 
respondents filled out the survey) 

 Commissioning research company Micromex to undertake a representative telephone 
and online survey of 419 residents (survey was weighted to reflect the 18 plus age and 
gender profile of the LGA) 

 Holding eleven engagement events attended by 56 people, including a stakeholder 
roundtable with Progress Associations and business groups 

 Inviting respondents to make comments or submissions to explain their feedback  
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The vast majority of participants (95% in the opt-in survey and 78% in the representative 
survey) were residential ratepayers. 
 
Sentiment outcomes 
 
Community sentiment was measured by asking survey respondents to: 

 Either rate each option against five sentiment ratings (from Very Supportive to Not At All 
Supportive) 

 Rank every option from one (most preferred) to four (least preferred) 
 
The key sentiment outcomes for both the opt-in (Have Your Say) and representative (Micromex) 
surveys were: 
 

 64% of opt-in survey respondents, and 74% of representative survey respondents, 
ranked an SRV option as their first option 

 Across both sentiment questions, Maintain Services had the highest levels of overall 
support. 

 Residential landowners and renters ranked Maintain Services, and then Increase 
Services, as their highest ranked options. 

 
These outcomes are further explained in the table below: 
 

Measure Opt-in (Have Your Say) 
survey finding 

Representative (Micromex) 
survey finding 

Percentage of 
respondents who 
ranked Special Rate 
Variation option as 
first option 

 

64% 74% 

Option average ranking score 

Most preferred 

 

Maintain Services (1.93) Maintain Services (1.97) 

Second most 
preferred 

Increase Services (2.30) Increase Services (2.16) 

Third most preferred Reduce Services (2.58) Reduce Services (2.82) 

Least preferred Increase Services and 
Infrastructure (3.19) 

Increase Services and 
Infrastructure (3.05) 
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Measure Opt-in (Have Your Say) 
survey finding 

Representative (Micromex) 
survey finding 

Percentage at least “Somewhat Supportive” of option  

Most preferred Maintain Services (57%) 
 

Maintain Services (72%) 
 

Second most 
preferred 

Reduce Services (44%) Increase Services (65%) 

Third most preferred Increase Services (42%) 
 

Increase Services and 
Infrastructure (53%) 

Least preferred Increase Services and 
Infrastructure (27%) 

Reduce Services (38%) 

 
 
Other key sentiment outcomes only available in the opt-in (Have Your Say) survey were: 

 Business renters, workers and visitors ranked Increase Services as the highest 
ranked option, while business ratepayers ranked Reduce Services as the highest 
ranked option, while noting the relatively small participant base in these cohorts. 

 
Other key sentiment outcomes only available in the representative (Micromex) survey were: 

 If respondents who selected Reduce Services as their highest ranked option are 
removed, Increase Services was the highest ranked option 

 All age groups ranked the options in the same order as the overall ranking results. 
However, compared to the overall ranking result, there was marginally more support 
towards the SRV options among respondents aged over 65, and marginally more 
support towards Reduce Services among respondents aged 18-34. 

 When asked why they had chosen Reduce Services as their first preference, 45% of 
respondents stated they selected it because other options are not affordable, or 
because they don’t want an increase. 

 About one in four respondents who chose either the Maintain Services or Increase 
Services option as their first preference did so because it was regarded as an 
‘affordable option’. 

 About one in four people who chose Maintain Services as their first preference stated 
they wanted existing service levels to remain.  

 Those who chose Increase Services or Increase Services and Infrastructure as their 
first preferences wanted to see services, facilities and infrastructure upgraded, and 
were willing to pay for this.  
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Verbal and written comments 

In addition to the statistical data collected in the two surveys, and comments collected and 
analysed in the representative survey, a wide range of other verbal and written comments were 
collected. 

This included 39 emailed comments, 26 submissions, 891 comments in the online survey and 
126 verbal comments made across 11 events. One of the submissions was from the owners of 
Chatswood Chase, Chatswood Westfield and Northbridge Plaza, objecting to the rate increase 
on the basis it would make it more difficult to attract tenants to these centres and could affect 
development decisions. 

Commonly-mentioned statements included: 

 Rate increases should not be contemplated in current cost of living environment 
 Council needs to be more frugal and efficient to keep rates down, and review 

discretionary services 
 Overall satisfaction with Council services and a desire to improve them 
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Opt-in (Have Your Say) survey results 
Between 25 September and 5 November 2023, a total of 1,873 participants chose to complete 
the Have Your Say survey. 

Participant information 
Capacity in which participants filled out survey 
 
Respondents were asked to state the primary capacity in which they were completing the 
survey. Participants were allowed to choose up to three options. 

As shown below, 1,773 (or 95% of all) participants were completing the survey as residential 
landowners.  

Figure 1 – Capacity in which participants filled out the opt-in survey  

 

“Other participant” types included the following: 

 Former Council staff member 
 Spouse is a residential landowner in Willoughby LGA 
 Volunteer at community organisation 
 Renting out a unit until we are ready to downsize. 
 “Lover of Willoughby” 
 Child studies in Willoughby 
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Question: Please let us know in what capacity you are 
completing this survey (up to three options allowed)
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In total, some 6% of Willoughby’s total residential ratepayers, and 1.9% of total business 
ratepayers, participated in the opt-in survey.  

Property types owned by residential landowners 
Most residential landowners who completed the survey were owners of detached homes. 
Landowners who nominated “other” were usually owners of duplexes or semi-detached 
properties. 

Figure 2 – Property type among residential landowners who filled out opt-in survey  

 

Property types owned by business landowners 
Around one in three business landowners who completed the survey were owners of 
commercial property.  

Participants who nominated themselves as an “other” landowner included people with 
investment properties, who worked from home or owned a medical suite. 
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Figure 3 – Property type among opt-in survey business landowners who filled out survey  

 

Location of respondents 
Respondents who indicated they owned property, or rented a business or home, in the 
Willoughby LGA were asked to state the relevant suburb. Chatswood was the most represented 
suburb among all respondent types. 

Figure 4 – Location of opt-in survey respondents (number and percentage)  

 

Residential 
landowner 
location  

Business 
landowner 
location 

Residential 
renter location 1 

Business 
renter location 

 No. % No. % No. % No. % 
Artarmon 174 9.8 15 26.3 2 8.3 4 25 
Castle Cove 67 3.8 - - - - - - 
Castlecrag 103 5.8 1 1.8 - - - - 
Chatswood 392 22.1 22 38.6 8 33.3 6 37.5 
Chatswood 
West 

66 3.7 1 1.8 2 8.3 1 6.3 

Lane Cove 
North 

65 3.7 1 1.8 - - - - 

Middle Cove 57 3.2 - - 1 4.2 - - 
Naremburn 191 10.8 4 7.0 6 25 - - 
Northbridge 185 10.4 1 1.8 1 4.2 - - 

                                                           
1 Excludes people living with their families 
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Residential 
landowner 
location  

Business 
landowner 
location 

Residential 
renter location 1 

Business 
renter location 

North 
Willoughby 

85 4.8 3 5.3 2 8.3 1 6.3 

Roseville 59 3.3 2 3.5 2 8.3 - - 
St Leonards 44 2.5 1 1.8 - - 2 12.5 
Willoughby 195 11.0 5 8.8 - - 1 6.3 
Willoughby 
East 

71 4.0 - - - - 1 6.3 

I own property 
in multiple 
suburbs 

19 1.1 1 1.8 - - - - 

TOTAL 1,773 100 57 100 24 100 16 100 
 
How participants became aware 
Participants were asked how they became aware of the engagement process. Some 79% of 
participants stated they became aware as a result of the letter and brochure sent to all 
ratepayers. 

Figure 5 – How opt-in survey participants became aware of engagement activity 

 

Other information 
Participants were also asked if they had read about the four different options, before making 
their selection. Some 1,865 (or 99.6% of all) participants confirmed they had read information 
about the options.  
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Overall participant sentiment 
To gauge sentiment, participants were asked to: 

 State whether they were Very Supportive, Supportive, Somewhat Supportive, Not Very 
Supportive or Not At All Supportive for each of the four options (the option rating 
question) 

 Rank each of the four rate rise options in order of preference, with 1 being most 
preferred and 4 being the least preferred (sentiment ranking question) 

Option rating question - overall 
The option rating question allowed participants to outline their level of support for each option, 
without being required to rank options. This meant respondents had the ability to state they 
were supportive, or not supportive, of all options.  

In response to this question, 57% of respondents said they were at least Somewhat Supportive 
of Maintain Services, compared to 44% for Reduce Services, 42% for Increase Services and 
27% for Increase Services and Infrastructure. 2 

Figure 6 – Level of support for each rate rise option in opt-in survey using sentiment rating 
question 

 

                                                           
2 Minor variance between sum of relevant percentage of Maintain Services and Reduce Services options, and 
overall number, due to rounding of percentage of each option  
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Option ranking question - overall 
As mentioned above, in the option ranking question respondents were required to rank each of 
the four rate rise options in order of preference, with 1 being most preferred and 4 being the 
least preferred (sentiment ranking question). A number needed to be selected (from 1 to 4) in all 
four option boxes for the question to be recorded. 

In this question, and as shown in the table below, some 64% of respondents selected one of the 
three SRV questions as their first ranked option. 3 

Figure 7 – Percentage of respondents to opt-in survey that selected option as their first ranked 
option in sentiment ranking question 

 

Separately, when the average ranking scores for each option are calculated, it can be seen that 
Maintain Services is the most popular option, as it has the lowest score. 

Figure 8 – Overall preference ranking of four rate rise options in opt-in survey 

Ranking Option Average ranking score 
Most preferred Maintain Services 1.93 
Second most preferred Increase Services 2.30 
Third most preferred Reduce Services 2.58 
Least preferred Increase Services and 

Infrastructure 
3.19 

 

                                                           
3 Minor variance between the sum of the percentages of the three SRV options, and the overall figure, due to 
rounding of option percentages 

36%
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Sentiment among different participant types 
This section of the report outlines the overall preference of different participant types. 
 
Option ranking question - preference of residential landowners 
Of the 1,773 residential landowners who filled out the opt-in survey, the Maintain Services 
option was the most preferred option.  

Figure 9 – Preferences of residential landowners only 

Ranking Option Average ranking score 
Most preferred Maintain Services 1.92 
Second most preferred Increase Services 2.30 
Third most preferred Reduce Services 2.57 
Least preferred Increase Services and 

Infrastructure 
3.20 

 
Option ranking question - preference of business landowners 
Of the 57 business landowners who filled out the opt-in survey, the Reduce Services option was 
the most preferred option.  

Figure 10 – Preferences of business landowners only 

Ranking Option Average ranking score 
Most preferred Reduce Services 1.70 
Second most preferred Maintain Services 1.82 
Third most preferred Increase Services 2.72 
Least preferred Increase Services and 

Infrastructure 
3.75 

 
Option ranking question - preference of residential renters 
Of the 24 residential renters who filled out the opt-in survey, the Maintain Services option was 
the most preferred option. 

Figure 11 – Preferences of residential renters only 

Ranking Option Average ranking score 
Most preferred Maintain Services 2.08 
Second most preferred Increase Services 2.38 
Third most preferred Reduce Services 2.50 
Least preferred Increase Services and 

Infrastructure 
3.04 
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Option ranking question - preference of business renters 
Of the 16 business renters who filled out the opt-in survey, the Increase Services option was the 
most preferred option.  

Figure 12 – Preferences of business renters only 

Ranking Option Average ranking score 
Most preferred Increase Services 2.13 
Second most preferred Maintain Services 2.19 
Third most preferred Reduce Services  2.56 
Least preferred Increase Services and 

Infrastructure 
3.13 

 
Option ranking question - preference of workers 
Of the 67 workers who filled out the opt-in survey, the Increase Services option was the most 
preferred option.  

Figure 13 – Preferences of workers only 

Ranking Option Average ranking score 
Most preferred Increase Services 2.10 
Second most preferred Maintain Services 2.27 
Third most preferred Increase Services and 

Infrastructure 
2.67 

Least preferred Reduce Services 2.96 
 
Option ranking question - preference of visitors 
Of the 19 visitors who filled out the opt-in survey, the Increase Services option was the most 
preferred option.  

Figure 14 – Preferences of visitors only 

Ranking Option Average ranking score 
Most preferred Increase Services 2.16 
Second most preferred Maintain Services 2.26 
Third most preferred Increase Services and 

Infrastructure 
2.74 

Least preferred Reduce Services 2.84 
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Option ranking question - preference of people who don’t rent, but live with their family 
or otherwise 
Of the 24 survey respondents who don’t rent, but live with their family or otherwise, who filled 
out the opt-in survey, the Maintain Services option was the most preferred option.  

Figure 15 – Preferences of people who don’t rent, but live with their family or otherwise 

Ranking Option Average ranking score 
Most preferred Maintain Services 1.88 
Second most preferred Increase Services 2.04 
Third most preferred Reduce Services 2.96 
Least preferred Increase Services and 

Infrastructure 
3.13 

 

Option ranking question - overview of preference by participant type 
Below is an overview of option preference by participant type. 

Figure 16 – Overview of preferences by participant type 

Option Participant types which rank this option highest 
Maintain Services Residential landowners, residential renters and people who don’t 

rent, but live with their family or otherwise 
Increase Services Business renters, workers and visitors 
Reduce Services Business landowners 

 
Option ranking question - preference by residential landowners by suburb 
The table below outlines the average ranking score for each option, depending on the suburb in 
which the residential landowner was based. 

The table shows that residential landowners in all 14 of the LGA’s suburbs expressed most 
support for Maintain Services. Landowners in 12 out of the 14 suburbs stated that Increase 
Services was their second most preferred option. The exception to this outcome was in 
Northbridge, where landowners stated that Reduce Services was their second most preferred 
option, and in St Leonards, where the second most preferred option was equally split between 
Increase Services and Reduce Services. 
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Figure 17 – Preferences of residential landowners by suburb 

Suburb Number of 
survey 
responses 
from suburb 

First ranked 
option 

Second 
ranked 
option 

Third ranked 
option 

Fourth ranked 
option 

Artarmon 

174 Maintain Services 
(1.93) 

Increase 
Services 
(2.25) 

Reduce 
Services (2.75) 

Increase Services 
and Infrastructure 
(3.07) 

Castle Cove 

67 Maintain Services 
(1.91) 

Increase 
Services 
(2.18) 

Reduce 
Services (2.69) 

Increase Services 
and Infrastructure 
(3.22) 

Castlecrag 

103 Maintain Services 
(1.95) 

Increase 
Services 
(2.22) 

Reduce 
Services (2.60) 

Increase Services 
and Infrastructure 
(3.22) 

Chatswood 

392 Maintain Services 
(1.90) 

Increase 
Services 
(2.36) 

Reduce 
Services (2.48) 

Increase Services 
and Infrastructure 
(3.26) 

Chatswood 
West 

66 Maintain Services 
(1.98) 

Increase 
Services 
(2.32) 

Reduce 
Services (2.61) 

Increase Services 
and Infrastructure 
(3.09) 

Lane Cove 
North 

65 Maintain Services 
(1.94) 

Increase 
Services 
(2.35) 

Reduce 
Services (2.46) 

Increase Services 
and Infrastructure 
(3.25) 

Middle Cove 

57 Maintain Services 
(1.96) 

Increase 
Services 
(2.32) 

Reduce 
Services (2.58) 

Increase Services 
and Infrastructure 
(3.14) 

Naremburn 

191 Maintain Services 
(1.87) 

Increase 
Services 
(2.25) 

Reduce 
Services (2.65) 

Increase Services 
and Infrastructure 
(3.22) 

Northbridge 

185 Maintain Services 
(1.90) 

Reduce 
Services 
(2.34) 

Increase 
Services (2.40) 

Increase Services 
and Infrastructure 
(3.36) 

North 
Willoughby 

85 Maintain Services 
(1.93) 

Increase 
Services 
(2.20) 

Reduce 
Services (2.82) 

Increase Services 
and Infrastructure 
(3.05) 

Roseville 

59 Maintain Services 
(1.98) 

Increase 
Services 
(2.14) 

Reduce 
Services (2.68) 

Increase Services 
and Infrastructure 
(3.20) 

St Leonards 

44 Maintain Services 
(1.98) 

Reduce Services (2.41) Increase Services 
and Infrastructure 
(3.20) Increase Services (2.41) 

Willoughby 

195 Maintain Services 
(1.90) 

Increase 
Services 
(2.32) 

Reduce 
Services (2.56) 

Increase Services 
and Infrastructure 
(3.22) 

Willoughby 
East 

71 Maintain Services 
(2.06) 

Increase 
Services 
(2.23) 

Reduce 
Services (2.77) 

Increase Services 
and Infrastructure 
(2.94) 

I own 
properties in 
multiple 
suburbs 

19 Maintain Services 
(2.16) 

Increase 
Services 
(2.32) 

Reduce 
Services (2.53) 

Increase Services 
and Infrastructure 
(3.00) 
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Option ranking question - preference by property type 

There was no significant difference between property type owners, when it came to ranking rate 
rise options. 

Figure 18 - Preferences of residential landowners by property type 

 First ranked 
option 

Second ranked 
option 

Third ranked 
option 

Fourth ranked 
option 

Detached home 
owners 

Maintain 
Services (1.94) 

Increase 
Services (2.28) 

Reduce 
Services (2.61) 

Increase Services 
and Infrastructure 
(3.17) 

Unit owners Maintain 
Services (1.88) 

Increase 
Services (2.36) 

Reduce 
Services (2.47) 

Increase Services 
and Infrastructure 
(3.29) 

Townhouse / 
villa owners 

Maintain 
Services (1.98) 

Increase 
Services (2.30) 

Reduce 
Services (2.65) 

Increase Services 
and Infrastructure 
(3.07) 

Other owners Maintain 
Services (1.84) 

Increase 
Services (2.16) 

Reduce 
Services (2.88) 

Increase Services 
and Infrastructure 
(3.12) 
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Representative (Micromex) survey results 
Council commissioned research consultancy Micromex to conduct a representative survey of 
419 residents, comprising 250 phone surveys and 169 online surveys. The survey was weighted 
to reflect Willoughby’s age and gender population profile (among residents aged 18 or over) and 
undertaken from 3-15 October (one week after Council’s engagement campaign commenced). 

This report provides a summary of the headline statistics from this survey. A full copy of the 
Micromex report, including more detailed data analysis and the script and questions used to 
inform feedback, is available at www.haveyoursaywillougbhy.com.au/swf.  

A total sample size of 419 residents provides a maximum sampling error of plus or minus 4.9% 
at 95% confidence. This means that if the survey was replicated with a new universe of 419 
residents, 19 times out of 20 the same results would be expected.  

Participant analysis 
The representative survey was primarily targeted at residents. Participants were however also 
asked whether they were business ratepayers. 

Figure 19 – Participant analysis in representative survey 

 Residential 
ratepayer 

Business ratepayer Don’t pay 
residential rates 
(ie: renter) 

Number of 
participants 

328 8 87 

Percentage of 
participants 

78% 2%  21% 4 

 
The representative survey did not produce any useful results for business ratepayers, due to the 
low number of participants. 

Awareness 
Prior to completing the survey, just under half of respondents were aware that Council was 
exploring various rate rises (47%).  

This awareness level is well above benchmark levels, with data collected by Micromex from 
4,453 survey participants in other metropolitan council rate rise projects showing just 34% of 
participants were aware of the applicable rate rise options. It should also be noted that this 
favourable awareness result is likely to have been higher if Micromex had conducted its survey 
later in Council’s engagement campaign. 

Awareness was significantly lower for those aged 18-34, non-ratepayers, and those who have 
lived in the area for ten years or less, which is likely to reflect that fact these participants were 
less likely to be property owners and therefore would not have received a letter from Council 
about the rate rise options. 

                                                           
4 Responses add to more than 100% as a respondent could pay both residential and business rates. 
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Sentiment results 
Option rating question – overall result 
Residents were given an explanation of each rate variation option. After the explanation of each 
option, residents were asked to rate their support for each option from Very Supportive to Not At 
All Supportive.   

In response to this question, 72% of respondents said they were at least Somewhat Supportive 
of Maintain Services, compared to 65% for Increase Services, 53% for Increase Services and 
Infrastructure and 38% for Reduce Services. 

Figure 20 – Level of support for each rate rise option using sentiment rating question 
(representative survey) 

 

Option ranking question – overall result 
In the option ranking question, respondents were asked to rank each option from 1 (most 
preferred) to 4 (least preferred). Some 74% of residents had a first preference for one of the 
three SRV options (Maintain Services, Increase Services or Increase Services and 
Infrastructure). 

Of the three SRV options, 33% of respondents had a first preference for Maintain Services, 26% 
for Reduce Services and 41% had a first preference for either Increase Services or Increase 
Services and Infrastructure.   

 

35%

11%

18%

27%

27%

16%

17%

21%

17%

31%

23%

24%

11%

24%

28%

17%

10%

17%

14%

12%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Reduce Services – Rate Peg only (3.5%)

Maintain Services – 12%  rate increase 

Increase Services – 15% rate increase 

Increase Services + Infrastructure – 20% rate increase

How supportive, if at all, are you of Council proceeding with 
(insert option name)

Not at all supportive Not very supportive Somewhat supportive Supportive Very supportive
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Figure 21 – First preference of respondents in option ranking question (representative survey)  

 

The ranking results (from 1 to 4) for each option were then averaged to create an average 
ranking score for the relevant option. 

Using this measure, among all survey respondents, Maintain Services was voted as the most 
preferred option in the representative survey, followed by Increase Services, Reduce Services 
and Increase Services and Infrastructure. This order is consistent with the opt-in survey. 

Figure 22 – Overall preference ranking of four rate rise options (representative survey) 

Ranking Option Average ranking score 
Most preferred Maintain Services 1.97 
Second most preferred Increase Services 2.16 
Third most preferred Reduce Services 2.82 
Least preferred Increase Services and 

Infrastructure 
3.05 

 
Option ranking question – ratepayers versus non-ratepayers 
Ratepayers and non-ratepayers (ie: renters) supported Maintain Services and Increase Services 
as their top two options. Non-ratepayers supported Increase Services and Infrastructure as their 
third option, while residential ratepayers supported Reduce Services as their third option. 

 

 

26%

33%

26%

15%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35%

Reduce Services (3.5%)

Maintain Services (12%)

Increase Services (15%)

Increase Services and Infrastructure (20%)

Question: Please rank the four options in order of 
preference: First Preference
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Figure 23 – Option preference ranking compared results from residential ratepayers and non-
ratepayers 

Option Residential ratepayer 
ranking 

Non-ratepayer (renters) 
ranking 

Maintain Services 1.96 1.99 
Increase Services 2.20 2.01 
Reduce Services 2.76 3.09 
Increase Services and 
Infrastructure 

3.08 2.91 

 
Option ranking question – age and gender 
The option ranking outcomes were relatively consistent between men and women.  

The overall ranking of options was also consistent across all age groups. 

However, older residents were marginally more likely to support the three SRV options, and less 
likely to support the Reduce Services option, compared to the overall ranking score. Meanwhile, 
younger residents had a marginally increased level of support for Reduce Services, and less 
support for Maintain Services and Increase Services, compared to the overall ranking score. 

Figure 24 – Overall preference ranking of four rate rise options by gender and age 
(representative survey) 

 

Option ranking question – Ward location 
Respondents in the Naremburn and Sailors Bay Wards supported Maintain Services as their 
most preferred option, followed by Increase Services, Reduce Services and Increase Services 
and Infrastructure. This ranking is consistent with the overall ranking result. 

Option Overall 

Gender  Age  

Male Female 18-34 35-49 50-64 65+ 

‘Maintain Services’ – 12% rate 
increase  1.97 1.98 1.95 1.99 1.98 1.99 1.89 

‘Increase Services’ – 15% rate 
increase  2.16 2.24 2.09 2.25 2.18 2.07 2.13 

‘Reduce Services’ –  Rate Peg only 2.82 2.74 2.90 2.70 2.82 2.83 2.99 

‘Increase Services + Infrastructure – 
20% rate increase 3.05 3.04 3.05 3.06 3.03 3.10 2.99 

Base 419 198 220 106 133 94 86 
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Respondents in Middle Harbour Ward and West Ward produced ranking results which were 
different to the overall ranking results, as outlined below: 

 Middle Harbour Ward supported Increase Services as its preferred option 
 West Ward placed Reduce Services as its least preferred option. 

Figure 25 - Overall preference ranking of four rate rise options by ward (representative survey) 

Council 
Ward  

Number of 
Responses 

First ranked 
option  

Second 
ranked 
option  

Third ranked 
option  

Fourth ranked 
option  

Middle 
Harbour 110 

Increase 
Services 
(2.05)  

Maintain 
Services 
(2.06) 

Reduce 
Services (2.94) 

Increase 
Services & 
Infrastructure  
(2.96) 

Naremburn 101  
Maintain 
Services 
(1.92)  

Increase 
Services 
(2.25)  

Reduce 
Services 
(2.55)  

Increase 
Services & 
Infrastructure 
(3.28)  

Sailors Bay 104 
Maintain 
Services 
(1.90) 

Increase 
Services 
(2.30)  

Reduce 
Services (2.78) 

Increase 
Services & 
Infrastructure 
(3.02) 

West Ward  104 
Maintain 
Services 
(1.98) 

Increase 
Services 
(2.08) 

Increase 
Services & 
Infrastructure 
(2.93) 

Reduce 
Services (3.01)  

Overall 420 
Maintain 
Services 
(1.97)  

Increase 
Services 
(2.16) 

Reduce 
Services (2.82) 

Increase 
Services & 
Infrastructure 
(3.05) 

 
Option ranking question – time lived in area 
Residents who’ve lived in the LGA for 11 or more years were more likely to support Maintain 
Services, compared to residents who’ve lived in the LGA for 10 years or less. 
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Figure 26 - Overall preference ranking of four rate rise options by time lived in area 
(representative survey) 

 

Option ranking question – respondents who stated SRV option was their first preference 
Another way to calculate an average ranking score is by only counting the ranking score of 
people who selected one of the SRV options as their first preference (by removing the 26% of 
respondents who selected Reduce Services as their preferred option).  

Using this measure, there is a higher preference (lower mean rank) for the Increase Services 
option amongst the remaining 312 respondents. 

Figure 27 – Overall preference ranking of four rate rise options after people who ranked Reduce 
Services were removed (representative survey) 

Ranking Option Average ranking score 
Most preferred Increase Services 1.86 
Second most preferred Maintain Services 1.91 
Third most preferred Increase Services and 

Infrastructure 
2.78 

 
 

  

Option Overall 
Time lived in area  

10 years or less 11- 20 years More than 20 years 

‘Maintain Services’ – 12% rate 
increase  1.97 2.04 1.94 1.92 

‘Increase Services’ – 15% rate 
increase  2.16 2.14 2.20 2.16 

‘Reduce Services’ –  Rate Peg only 2.82 2.86 2.73 2.85 

‘Increase Services + Infrastructure – 
20% rate increase 3.05 2.97 3.12 3.06 

Base 419 142 109 169 
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Comments and submissions made 
As part of this engagement process, participants were able to make comments or provide 
submissions. This section of the engagement outcomes report analyses these comments and/or 
submissions. 

Comments made in representative survey 
In the representative survey, respondents were asked an open-ended question about why they 
selected the first preference they did. The resulting verbatim comments were then coded into 
themes by research company Micromex.  
 
For those who chose Reduce Services as their first preference, 45% selected it because other 
options are not affordable. Top reasons for selecting a preference that involved the Maintain 
Services option surrounded concerns for maintaining service levels and that it is affordable. 
Those who chose Increase Services, or Increase Services and Infrastructure, want to see 
services, facilities and infrastructure upgraded. 
 
Figure 28 – Percentage of respondents who provided reason for selecting applicable option as 
their first preference in representative survey 
 

 Rate Peg only 12% rate increase 15% rate 
increase 

20% rate 
increase 

Doesn't want an 
increase/can't 
afford/increase too high 

45% 16% 7% 4% 

Affordable option 9% 23% 25% 10% 

Maintain service levels 1% 26% 10% 24% 

Council needs the 
increase/only solution 3% 16% 20% 24% 

Upgrading services, 
facilities and infrastructure 0% 4% 26% 39% 

Prevent service decline 4% 17% 7% 18% 

Ensure rate rise can be 
afforded by the entire 
community 

7% 16% 13% 2% 

 

Written comments 
 A total of 39 emailed comments were received - these are listed as Attachment J.  
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 Some 891 of the 1,873 respondents in the online survey made a comment to support 
their survey inputs. These comments are available at Attachments K to N and are listed 
by the first ranked option of the respondent.  

 Some 26 submissions were received, as either attached to emails, uploaded to the Have 
Your Say portal or Word or PDF documents or sent as letters in the post. These are 
shown at Attachment F  

When participants explicitly gave permission to publish their name (via the Have Your Say portal 
survey), the applicable name is published alongside the comment or submission.  

Council did not ask participants who provided comments via email or posted letter whether they 
wanted their names published alongside the comment or submission. For this reason, no name 
has been published alongside these contributions. 

It should also be noted that the following organisational comments or submissions were 
received. 

Figure 29 – Organisational comments and submissions 

Organisation Comment / submission 
ANLCM Properties Pty Ltd We wish to keep cost of rates low - we too 

are experiencing inflation in other areas 
and increasing rates adds to the cost 
burden. 

Willoughby Symphony Choir Although rate rises are not (popular), I think 
cuts to services would be detrimental to the 
whole local government area   

Northern Suburbs Tennis Association WCC rates are very reasonable and a 
'catch up' is justified 
 

Urbis on behalf of Northbridge Plaza (Dexus), 
Westfield Chatswood (Scentre Group) and 
Chatswood Chase (Vicinity Centres) 

See among other submissions in 
Attachment F 

 
Option sentiment across emailed comments and formal submissions 
Given that some writers of emailed comments or submissions stated they were unable to fill out 
the online survey, an analysis has been undertaken of the option sentiment among this 
feedback. 

Of the 65 emailed comments or submissions, 18 supported a SRV option and 13 supported 
Reduce Services. A number of writers either did not nominate an option they supported, or 
nominated a new option which included: 

 Reduce rates 
 Keep rates on hold 
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 Differential rate increase between residents and businesses 
 New rate increase percentage 

Figure 30 – Options supported in comments and submissions 

Option Support for this option among emailed 
comments or formal submissions 

Maintain Services 13 
Reduce Services  13 
Increase Services  2 
Increase Services and Infrastructure  3 
No specific option  23 
Option other than four options  11 

 

Verbal comments 
Participants at the online and in-person engagement events asked questions or made some 126 
comments. These questions and comments are available at Attachment G, H and I. 

In addition one verbal comment was received directly by the SRV Project Manager that “rates 
are low, I pay $2,600 for a unit at Cairns, I have no objection to a small amount of increase.” 

Regularly-mentioned themes and statements 
An analysis was undertaken of all written and verbal comments and submissions (excluding the 
comments collected as part of the Micromex survey). 

Figure 31 - Statements made three or more times in comments and submissions 

THEME: AFFORDABILITY FOR RESIDENTS AND BUSINESSES 
Statement Frequency 

 These rate increases are being proposed at a time when 
increasing cost of living is already an unaffordable burden 97 

 Council needs to be more frugal and efficient 51 
 Pensioners & self-funded retirees cannot afford extra rates 25 
 I can afford an increase, but please consider those who can’t 3 
 Increased services or infrastructure is important and affordable 8 

  
THEME: SRV OPTIONS AND THE STRUCTURE OF RATE INCREASES 
Statement Frequency 

 Need for an intermediate option between 3.5% and 12% 8 
 Increase business rates and leave residential rates alone 3 
 Explain the permanency and timing of the rate options 7 
 Option 5 to reduce or zero rates increase and reduce services 4 
 Businesses are recovering from COVID-19 and business rates 

are already excessive – some businesses may need to leave 
5 
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THEME: COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT 
Statement Frequency 

 Release survey results to the community 6 
 Engaging, clear and well-constructed strategy & 

communications 
9 

 On-line registration, contact details, response and survey too 
hard 

8 

 Forced ranking is coercive if in disagreement with Option 2, 3 
& 4 

5 

  
THEME: POTENTIAL SERVICE CHANGES 
Statement Frequency 

 Nominate which services will be cut or increased – more detail 27 
 Nominate infrastructure to be upgraded 3 
 Review discretionary services, cut them and focus on core 

business 
47 

 At least match the rate increase with inflation rate – that’s fair 21 
 Inflation will come down and Council will recover costs 3 
 Limited benefit gained from increased services or 

infrastructure 
3 

 Too many and too diverse services are provided by Council 8 
 Reduce the standard and frequency of waste services 6 
 Single dwelling areas pay more in rates, so deserve more 

services, while unit dwellers use more services 
5 

 Many do not use all Council services, which subsidises others 3 
 Consider service improvements when the economy improves 3 
 Satisfaction with services and the opportunity to improve them 63 
 Desire for future improvements through increased 

infrastructure 
35 

 Increased services & infrastructure adds to land values 6 
  
THEME: MANAGEMENT, ON-COSTS AND OVERHEADS 
Statement Frequency 

 Clarify and reduce management on-costs and overheads 3 
 Reduce glossy hard-copy communications and propaganda 3 
 Financial mismanagement by, and mistrust of, Councillors and 

staff 
15 

 Isn’t Council able to use reserves rather than raising rates   3 
  
THEME: ALTERNATIVE COST-CUTTING MEASURES 
Statement Frequency 

 Consider the sale of Council assets 5 
 Cancel, reduce or defer capital works projects – Bellambi St 

Square an example of wasted expenditure 
37 
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 Maximise other non-rate revenues and develop new sources 6 
 Review staffing levels and reduce salaries 7 
 Get the best value from contractors 3 
 Re-consider merging with other Councils 3 
 Use surpluses to reduce debt and unforeseen events 3 
 Isn’t Council able to use reserves instead of raising rates 3 

  

THEME: GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT 
Statement Frequency 

 Increasing development and population means more rates 
income 

12 

 Increasing populations need more services and maintenance 13 
 Demand more from developers to service growth needs 3 

  

THEME: NSW GOVERNMENT INFLUENCES 
Statement Frequency 

 Need to understand IPART decision making process & next 
steps 

6 

 Relationship of rate increases to unreasonable land valuations 6 
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Attachment A – Detailed information about 
engagement activity 
Engagement portal 

A dedicated engagement portal was created, under the promotional banner Securing 
Willoughby’s future. This portal can be found at www.haveyoursaywilloughby.com.au/swf 

This portal included the following features: 

 A home page 
 A page explaining why Council was examining rate rise options 
 A page explaining Council’s historic and future approach to finding savings, alternative 

revenue and efficiencies 
 A downloadable version of the key comparison table in the six-page community brochure 

sent to all ratepayers, and the ability to download the brochure itself 
 Pages on each of the options, including (on each page) rate tables breaking down the 

average rate impact of the option (including the SRV component) by each major rating 
sub-category by percentage and dollar figure in 2024/25 

 A more detailed (and downloadable) table showing the average rate impact of each 
option (including the SRV component) by each major rating sub-category by percentage 
and dollar figure from 2024/25 to 2027/28  

 Online survey link 
 Online rate increase calculator, which was used by ratepayers to calculate the impact on 

their rates 
 Pages in four different languages (Traditional and Simplified Chinese, Japanese and 

Korean) 
 Page encouraging people to register for events 
 Frequently asked questions 
 Project timeline 
 Contact details 

Below are some key statistics in regard to interaction with the portal 

Figure 32 – Statistics in regard to portal interaction 

Number of portal visits 5,100 
Number of people who completed survey 1,873 
Number of people who visited online rates 
calculator page 

285 
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Figure 33 – Screenshot of Securing Willoughby’s future portal 

 

Surveys 

Two surveys were conducted for the project. 

A representative survey was conducted by independent research company Micromex on behalf 
of Council. This survey targeted local residents, however also asked whether these residents 
were business ratepayers. Some 419 residents were included in this survey. 
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Separately, an opt-in survey was made available on the Have Your Say portal. A total of 1,873 
people filled out this survey, including a wider range of participants (including for instance 
visitors, workers and local organisations). 

Engagement events 

A total of eleven engagement events were held. The table below outlines the date and 
attendance in relation to these events. 

Figure 34 – Event details and attendance 

Event Date Attendance Summary of 
comments raised 

Webinar 10 October 15 5 Attachment G 
Translated event for Cantonese 
speakers 

17 October 6 Attachment H 

In-person engagement event for 
residents at Willoughby 

18 October 4 Attachment H 

In-person engagement event for 
residents at Artarmon  

19 October 3 Attachment H 

Stakeholder roundtable with 
Progress Associations and 
business groups 

19 October 13 Attachment I 

In-person engagement event for 
non-Chatswood businesses at 
Willoughby 

24 October 0 N/A 

In-person engagement event for 
Chatswood businesses at 
Chatswood 

25 October 0 N/A 

Translated event for Mandarin 
speakers 

26 October 0 N/A 

In-person engagement event for 
residents at Chatswood 

31 October 6 Attachment H 

In-person engagement event for 
residents at Naremburn 

1 November 2 Attachment H 

In-person engagement event for 
residents at Castle Cove 

2 November 7 Attachment H 

TOTAL 56  
 

  

                                                           
5 A video copy of the webinar was placed online and was viewed 36 times 
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Attachment B – Detailed information about 
awareness-raising activities 
The engagement process included the following elements. 

Mailout to ratepayers 

A total of 30,057 letters (from the Mayor), accompanied by a six-page brochure, were sent in the 
mail to all ratepayers, including ratepayers based overseas.  

While there were 32,507 rateable properties at the time of the mailout, 30,057 letters were sent 
out after 2,446 duplicate addresses were removed. 

The letter is shown at Attachment C and the brochure is shown at Attachment D. 

Bulk emails from Council 

Bulk emails from Council promoted the initiative, and included the following: 

 Email to 7,532 registrants on Council’s Have Your Say site announcing the 
commencement of engagement (sent Monday, 25 September) 

 Email to 8,042 business owners and operators, who have registered for GST and have 
their primary business location located in the Willoughby Local Government Area (LGA) 
(sent Tuesday, 26 September). 

 Email to 2,142 ratepayers who had elected to receive their rates notice by email (sent 
Tuesday, 26 September) 

 Monthly Have Your say email sent to 8,345 registrants (sent Monday, 9 October)  
 Event registration reminder to 8,632 Have Your Say registrants (sent Friday, 27 October) 

 
The initiative was also the subject of a promotional banner, included in an email to 1,832 
subscribers of Council’s monthly Enews (sent 28 September 2023). ‘ 
 
Clarifications in consultation material 

It should be noted that the average residential rate increase under Option 2 (Maintain Services) 
was described in community consultation material as $130 when (after rounding from $130.52) 
it should have been more accurately described as $131. The issue is not considered material or 
significant. 

The community consultation material also clarified that Council has the second lowest average 
residential rates in Northern Sydney (contrary to the statement in the August 2023 meeting 
report which said Council had the lowest average residential rate). 

Pavement stickers 

A total of 31 small and 11 large pavement stickers, promoting the rate rise options, were placed 
in the following localities around the LGA: 

 Chatswood West (outside library) 
 Chatswood CBD (in and around mall) 
 Castle Cove (in retail centre) 
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 North Willoughby (in retail centre) 
 Castlecrag (in retail centre) 
 Artarmon (in Wilkes Avenue café strip) 
 St Leonards (outside railway station) 
 Naremburn (in retail centre) 
 Willoughby South (in retail centre) 
 Northbridge (in retail centre) 

Photos of the stickers are shown below: 

Figure 35 – Large sticker 

 

Figure 36 – Small sticker 
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Figure 37 – Example of pavement sticker in Chatswood Mall 

 

Digital signs 

Digital signs raising awareness of the rate rise options were placed in Council’s foyer and on 
digital advertising signs in the Chatswood mall. 

Figure 38 – Digital promotional sign in Council’s Victor St head office foyer 
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Social media 

During the awareness-raising period, Council undertook two social media campaigns. The first 
campaign released the message below on Facebook and Instagram, including through organic 
and promoted (ie: paid) posts on Council’s accounts, between 26 September and 11 October. 

“Willoughby Update: Did you know Willoughby's average residential rates are the second lowest 
in Northern Sydney? But, we're facing financial challenges including COVID-19 losses and rapid 
inflation increases, along with a growing population and increasing community expectations.  

Council needs your input on four rate rise options (shown in the graphic). 

This is your chance to shape our future! Visit www.haveyoursaywilloughby.com.au/swf by Nov 5 
to learn more, share your thoughts by filling out the survey, and use the rate calculator.   

Let's secure Willoughby's future together!  

#HaveYourSay” 

Council also released the message below on Facebook and Instagram, between 5 and 12 
October to promote engagement events. This message was also subject to paid promotion. 

“From next week, we're kicking off a series of community engagement events on our four rate 
rise options. 

This includes a webinar on the evening of 10 October, followed by nine in-person events for 
residents and businesses across the LGA from 17 October to 2 November.   

Two of these events will be translated in either Cantonese or Mandarin. 

This is a great opportunity to receive a presentation on the options and to make a comment, or 
ask a question, directly to a Council representative. 

Find out more and register here - https://www.haveyoursaywilloughby.com.au/rate-rise-option...” 

Collectively, these two messages: 

 Reached 83,074 social media account holders 
 Were seen 198,853 times, including on multiple times by the same account holder 
 Resulted in 1,351 engagement activities, including through reactions, comments, shares, 

views and clicks 
 Led to 1,237 link clicks 
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Figure 39 – Promoted social media post on Facebook 
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Figure 40 – Promoted social media post on Instagram 

 
 

Other letters and emails 

Personalised emails were sent to representatives of Chatswood Chase and Chatswood 
Westfield, including inviting them to participate in a one-on-one meeting. 

A letter was also sent from the Mayor to Willoughby MP Tim James, informing him of the 
initiative. 

Video 

A video which featured the Mayor explaining the background and detail of the rate rise options 
was featured on the engagement portal home page and uploaded to Council’s YouTube 
channel. By the end of the engagement period, this video had 123 views. 

On-hold message 

During the engagement period, Council’s on-hold message (heard by people calling Council 
who are placed on-hold) was amended to reference the rate rise options.  

Media release 

A media release was issued on 25 September to 132 media contacts. This media release was 
also published online, including on Council’s website home page, at 
https://www.willoughby.nsw.gov.au/Council/News-and-media/securingwilloughbysfuture 

This media release was featured in media stories in the Hornsby-Ku-ring-gai Post and North 
Shore Living on 1 November 2023. 
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Website home page 

On 26 September, a banner was placed on the bottom of Council’s main website home page, 
directing people to the website portal. 

On 5 October, a banner was placed on the top of the Council’s main website home page, 
promoting engagement events. The events were also listed in the website’s event listing area. 

Figure 41 – Banner on Council’s main website promoting engagement events 

 

Flyer distribution to venues 

A DL-sized printed flyer was distributed to a range of Council venues, including: 

 Chatswood Library, and branch libraries 
 Dougherty Centre 
 Willoughby Leisure Centre 
 Zenith Theatre 
 Willoughby Park Centre 
 Chatswood Youth Centre 
 Victor St head office foyer 

Flyer distribution to businesses and passers-by 

Around 1,585 DL-sized flyers were distributed to businesses and to passers-by in town centres 
around the LGA, as shown in the table below.  

Figure 42 – Flyer distribution by location and date 

Place Number of flyers distributed Distribution date 

Chatswood 700 Wednesday 4 October 

Artarmon  150 + 150 left at newsagent Thursday 5 October  

Naremburn 100 Thursday 5 October  

Castlecrag 15 + 150 left at butcher Thursday 5 October  

Castle Cove 50  Thursday 5 October  

Northbridge  90 Thursday 5 October  

Willoughby  30 + 150 left at cafe Thursday 5 October  
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Further flyer distribution took place on 27 October, at Naremburn and Castle Cove, to promote 
engagement events happening the following week. This was mainly via leaving flyers at local 
businesses. 

Community noticeboard 

An A3 poster promoting the engagement activity was placed in library community noticeboards 
at Artarmon, Northbridge, Chatswood West, Naremburn and Castle Cove and in general 
community noticeboards at Castle Cove and Castlecrag. 

Figure 43 – Community noticeboard sign 

 

Non-English speaking communication 

In line with the endorsed engagement plan, awareness-raising effort (for Willoughby’s non-
English speaking population) was focussed on Mandarin, Cantonese, Japanese and Korean. 

Efforts to reach this cohort included: 

 Call-to-action text in Traditional and Simplified Chinese, Japanese and Korean on the 
Mayor’s mailout letter and brochure 

 Pages with translated text on Council’s Have Your Say portal 
 Sending the media release to 107 media contacts working for Chinese, Korean and 

Japanese-focussed media outlets 
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 Emailing local community leaders and regular attendees of the MOSAIC centre 
 Running a one-week promotional campaign on the Vision Times WeChat site, seeking to 

encourage community members to come to translated community engagement sessions 

Figure 44 – Advertising banner on Vision Times WeChat site 

 

Newspaper advertisement 

The rate rise option engagement was promoted via Council’s full-page advertisement in North 
Shore Living (3 October 2023) and Hornsby Ku-ring-gai Post (1 October 2023) – see 
Attachment E. 

Email signature 

The engagement process was promoted through the automatic attachment of a promotional 
banner to all outbound Council emails by individual staff members, as shown below: 

Figure 45 – Promotional banner attached to Council email signature 
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Attachment C – Letter from Mayor 
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Attachment D – Six-page brochure 
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Attachment E– Newspaper advertisements 
Figure 46 – Living Local advertisement in North Shore Living (3 October 2023) and Hornsby Ku-
ring-gai Post (1 October 2023)  
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Attachment F– Word or PDF submissions received 
Submission 1: Ros and David Clune 

Council services can be divided into core and non-core. The background information does not make that 
vital distinction when it talks about blanket cuts to services. 

In our observation, Willoughby Council has unnecessarily committed to many feel good, tokenistic 
projects rather than concentrating on its core responsibilities of roads, parks, open space maintenance, 
libraries, rubbish collection etc. If you can afford both fine (which does not seem to be the case), but if 
you can’t these non-core programs should go first. 

Some examples: why do the ratepayers of Willoughby have to pay to lobby for a ‘transition to a circular 
economy’. Ditto the ‘Hi Neighbours Program to promote neighbour connections & reduce social 
isolation in high rise apartments’. The ‘Emerge’ festival’s five week scope and cost could surely be cut 
before slugging ratepayers. Why do we need to fund a glossy newsletter distributed regularly to all 
ratepayers that is a propaganda sheet devoid of real information? 

We would like to see a breakdown of the head office costs of WCC. How much is spent on non front-line 
workers, eg media, events managers etc? What does the GM get paid? How many support staff does the 
mayor have?  

Our reaction to the financial deficit, and the easy solution of a rate rise, is that there is scope for 
expenditure reduction as first priority. 

Ros and David Clune 

28 Stewart St 

Artarmon 

25 September 2023 
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Submission 2 
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Submission 3: Eric Leung 

Submission to Willoughby Council on proposed rate increase: 
Name:  Eric Yeung 
Capacity:  Rate payer for 1418/1 Sergeants Lane, St Leonards, 2065 
 
Submission: 
I am disappointed that there is not a moderate option between 3.5% and 12%. I agree 
the financial position of the Council must be reinforced, but at the same time I think a 
moderate curb on services during this difficult period is also feasible. The 
commitment by the council of a symbolic $1m cost reduction is NOT adequate. The 
other 2 options (15% and 20%) just shows the council is out of touch with the 
difficulties the residents and the local businesses are facing today. 
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Submission 4: David Hale 

 
Submission on Council rate rise options 26 September 2023 A lot of the landowners in Chatswood are 
older retirees with limited income, increasing medical care costs and facing the rising costs of living that 
everyone else faces. It is not reasonable for the Council to increase rates in the name of expanding 
services in difficult times like these. If there are limited funds, then services should be cut back, and less 
important projects also need to be cut back. Australians have battled crises over history. Everyone, 
including local Councils, will need to be frugal and spend money more efficiently- this will be a good 
opportunity for Willoughby Council to carefully scrutinise how best it will spend the available resources 
and funds. As a family we STRONGLY OPPOSE ANY INCREASE IN RATES AND SERVICES and FAVOUR 
REDUCING SERVICES GOING FORWARD. David Hale 
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Submission 5: Robert Oser 

 
64 Linden Way 

Castlecrag NSW 2068 
raoser@optusnet.com.au 

28 September 2023 
 
 
Willoughby City Council 
PO Box 57 
Chatswood NSW 2057 
 
Attention: Special Rate Variation Project Manager 
 
This is my submission on the four rate rise options in “Securing Willoughby’s Future”. 
 
I support the Maintain Services 12% increase, by increasing the levy in the 
required $ amounts on commercial property and leaving residential rates 
unchanged.  
 
I submit and express my disappointment that the brochure inviting “have your say” 
should intentionally create the impression that Willoughby Council is financially well 
managed because it has the second lowest average rates in Northern Sydney.  
 
Apart from the fact that simple arithmetic averages are in themselves misleading, the 
reason for the relatively lower rate is the high proportion of commercial property in the 
Council area, mainly in Chatswood. Only North Sydney has a larger commercial 
component. 
 
In this respect, the brochure contains misleading and deceptive statements. 
 
Additionally, you fail to disclose the Council's financial position. A current Statement of 
Financial Position should be attached to the options. 
 
Sincerely 
Robert Oser 
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Submission 6: Chris White 

 

To whom it may concern, 

Good old Willoughby CC, at it again, applying the 1960s style cost plus mentality to an organisation that 
has a guaranteed rates income of somewhere between $65 – 70M per annum and still cannot live within 
its means. Furthermore, that ignores the income from a reasonably extensive property portfolio (what is 
the current vacancy rate?) the management of which could be described as at best, “doubtful” and 
worst “commercially hopeless”. 

You continue to blame the dreaded negative income effects of COVID for the greater PART OF your 
woes which in 2023 is completely spurious and unacceptable. All options should be immediately 
dismissed out of hand. 

What to do in such a situation you then ask? My response is very simple which is what all commercial 
organisations (remember, that‘s the part of the economy that employs people and generates wealth)   
do in these challenging economic times, “cut your cloth to suit your purse” which effectively means, 
conducting an extensive and very aggressive root and branch review of your cost structure asking the 
question, “is this planned expenditure necessary in the future efficient functioning of WCC”. An attitude 
which up until now, is totally foreign to the organisation. 

A few tips and questions:- 

1. Number of employees – is the current headcount (I assume it is bloated!) appropriate to WCC 
and where can we drop off people (redundancies!) and improve efficiency? Here’s a hint – 
eliminate the events team and use external people for the soon to be reduced number of 
events.  

2. Place a freeze on all new employment and where people resign in the future, ask whether 
they need to be replaced; 

3. Freeze all salaries from the mayor and GM downwards. 

4. Get all employees back to the office and efficiency will improve i.e. cancel working from home 
immediately; 

5. Cancel the $11M planned expenditure on the council chambers. This in the light of +$7M 
spent on the same building 2 years ago and what did that achieve? 

6. Have a good look at the funds planned to be spent with Technology One on a computer 
system which has not functioned properly since being installed. 

7. Cancel the following planned expenditure items:- 

a.   CBD marketing plan; 
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b. Community engagement strategy; and 

c.    Public toilet strategy implementation. 

 The cancellation of superfluous projects highlighted in item 7 above is just a start, there are others. 

Yes, many of the measures above are difficult, probably unpopular but necessary, thereby injecting 
some much needed financial discipline into WCC. The alternative is to continue the well worn path of 
using the poor old ratepayers (domestic and commercial) as a bottomless pit cash cow.   
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Submission 7: Fiona Maggs 

 
I would like to propose that there is a solution that achieves the best outcomes at the lowest cost.  

By critically assesses services there may be valuable savings. 

From a householders perspective ie our council has very high household waste collection services - can 
you reduce green waste pick up during winter to only every fortnight.   Can the recycles be pulled back 
to fortnightly?   What about a campaign that if your bin is only 1/2 full - don't put it out to make the 
process quicker.   Similarly the big waste pick up could be reduced to 1 less per year.  These strategies 
would reduce the cost,  and therefore with a moderate rate increase you could continue to improve 
services which is critical. 

 

Fiona Maggs 

71 Stafford Road 

Artaramon  

0417 217 493 
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Submission 8: Craig Selman 

Securing Willoughby's future 

 

29 September 2023 

 

This could be a textbook example of how to manage change: 

 We genuinely don't know which option will work best, so let's trial one of the four. 
 If you reduce services and it proves unsuccessful, you can acknowledge its failure, then pursue one 

of the other options. 
 By contrast, if you raise rates, that rise is permanently baked in and can never be reversed. 

If it proves to be unsuccessful, you can switch to a 'reduce services' strategy but there's no way you 
can reduce rates by 12%, 15% or 20% - politically, it just can't be done. 

 So be sensible, be logical and trial 'reduce services' first. 
 

Craig Selman 

Resident / Rate payer 

6A Mabel St 

Willoughby NSW 2068 
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Submission 9: Gregory Szuladzinski 

Rate options for the Council.  

I definitely vote for Reduce Services option. I don’t understand why the council would want to reduce 
services in spite of being granted 3.5% increase for the rates. “Community Projects” are one of the 
largest expense items, as the latest Willoughby News show. Only one of those 6 listed there, namely 
Stormwater and Drainage makes a convincing sense. (This is also one of the smallest items.)  

The remaining tens of millions in projects are totally inappropriate for these hard times. Let me remind 
you of an unfortunate project called “Bellambie street closure” in Northbridge. It is ugly and useless in 
spite of probably tens of thousands spent.  

Sincerely yours  

Gregory Szuladzinski 
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Submission 10:  Evan Gongolidis 

I have reviewed your attachment booklet for the council meeting of June 2023 to understand the 
financial positon of the council that warrants such extreme decisions regarding council rates. 
Your strategic financial objective of a balanced budget should be your top priority.  

This usually means in practice, to manage your expenses so that they do not exceed your 
revenues, not vice versa. Rates constitute about one quarter of your annual revenues. So, you 
could elaborate what are you actively doing to maximise the other three quarters of your 
revenue before imposing higher rates on your constituents.  

The core task is then to actively reset your expenses. Apply zero based budgeting, justifying 
each expense from scratch. The significant cost of about $30 million for the Sport Centre will not 
repeat in the future, releasing about 15% of your budget.  

This should more than offset any inflationary costs without any rate increases for the 
foreseeable future. Further, prioritise projects across your stated strategic outcomes subject to 
how essential they are.  

For example, the outcome of “connected, inclusive and resilient” that is supported with about 
$25 million is nebulous and arguably beyond the scope of a local council. Lastly, reassess your 
employee costs of about $47million for est. 350 Council employees. Revisit how many 
employees you really need to service the needs of your council following the prioritisation of 
necessary services. Also, the avg. employee cost of $135,000 seems rich and will need to be 
benchmarked by role. These are just some topline suggestions of fiscal management actions 
that you could undertake before resortng to raising rates. 
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Submission 11: Criastina Cifuentes 

I congratulate Council on attempting to engage with the community on the proposed rate increase options 
and appreciate it is a difficult task. However, I feel the information provided is too little to allow an 
informed assessment and the phone survey is not the best approach for a difficult issue. It is too simplistic 
to offer the options as Council has framed them without additional context and information.  

With this in mind, I have gone through the proposals in more details since doing the phone survey and 
have moderated my answers to reflect the lack of detail and transparency in the Council material. 

I agree Council needs some additional rate increases to repair its financial position but whereas 
previously I supported the 15% increase, on reflection Council has not adequately justified this. Instead 
I'm more inclined to support the 12% option but even so feel that council has still not provided enough 
detail. 

In deciding on which option to present to IPART Council must be able to address the following issues: 

Council has not explained how Covid impacted on revenues - only states it had revenue losses of $20.6m.  
Are these one-off losses or structural?  

If cyclical the financial position is more recoverable over time than if structural. This is important as some 
households are under cyclical cost-of-living financial stress with high interest rates and inflation.  Has 
Council attempted any impact assessment on rate payers by segment – residential, business as a 
minimum? Has Council considered a sculpted price path with a modest rate increase in the coming two 
years followed by higher increases as interest rates abate? 

Council does not present an indicative or past budget or budget forecasts under the four options.  As such 
it's impossible to assess what a $1m-2.8m cost cutting target or a $0.5-1m non rate revenue target mean.  
Similarly, it doesn't provide context for what could be expected of a $1.5m increase for new community 
services ie how big is the capex program? It also does not provide forecast net financial positions under 
each of the 4 options over the forecast period - only the do-nothing scenario which is an unrealistic option.  

Council doesn't clearly explain what will happen to rate rises over the forecast period. Are the proposed 
increases one off ie just for FY24 or FY25? What happens in following years given the proposals are framed 
in terms of removing deficits over a 9-year period? 

Council hasn't explained the rationale for 9 years or why it needs to ensure there are no deficits in each 
of the 9 coming years or whether any other expenditure options will be considered during the forecast 
period in tandem with rate increases. 

Council has not adequately explained why it can't adopt some maintenance or capital works deferral 
decisions. It just says asset sales and maintenance deferral are not feasible or not timely. 

Council has not explained whether the average annual surpluses in the table one off are or accumulate 
each year at the estimated level in each option or what the projected surplus will be in forecast years 
under various options. 
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Council has not explained how a 20% rise only gives rise to a $2.5m a year in additional community 
infrastructure. The incremental gain in infrastructure seems very small considering the size of the rate 
increase. 

Council has not explained how the $168m special purpose funds are to be used. How does this fund run 
down under the various options and how is it used to maintain services/infrastructure.  It is large amount 
relative to the paltry $2.5m for new infrastructure under option 4. 

Council has not provided enough detail on the planned cuts under options 1 and 2 or planned expansions 
under option 4 - they are all generalized statements.  How do we know whether they are services we 
value? What is being done for seniors or residents with no children?  How will the options assist business? 
Council should undertaker a willingness to pay study to see what services are valued most under the 
options and what ratepayers are willing to pay for. 

Council does not provide any indication of population growth over the 9 year forecast period nor what 
this might mean in terms of services and revenue. It makes a general statement of a 12% increase over a 
20 year period with no additional detail in how this would impact services provide by local government as 
opposed to State and Commonwealth government.  

I hope Council takes these comments into account and genuinely attempts to engage with the questions. 
I would hope Council will also be transparent and post the results of the surveys and an anonymised 
summary of the submissions and questions raised.  

It would be very disappointing to read Council’s submission to IPART only to see it has reverted to a 
minimalist approach of comparing our rates with other councils, forecast inflation, and basic financial 
information and saying yes we consulted with the community without providing more detailed and 
relevant information. 

 

Yours sincerely 

 

Criastina Cifuentes  
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Submission 12 
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Submission 13 
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Submission 14
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Submission 15 
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Submission 16 
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Submission 17 
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Submission 18 
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Submission 19 
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Submission 19: Raquel Martinez 
 
Dear Councilors, 

You are right in saying that proposals to further increases of council rates beyond the minimum is 
unwelcome and undesired in light of the raising cost of living that the current government does not 
seem to manage well. 

I cannot support any of the proposal you have outlined: reduce, maintain or increase services. This is 
because you have not outlined in detail, like an ordinary person would expect, in a budget simply how 
much you have spent in aspects such as for example: 

1. Exact or estimated amount destined for maintenance of sports facilities  
2. Exact or estimated amount destined for Maintenance of public spaces 
3. Exact or estimated amount destined for Maintenance of road infrastructure, traffic safety and 

signage 
4. Exact or estimated amount destined for rubbish collection and cleaning 
5. Exact or estimated amount destined for salary and wages the Council pays to all its workers  
6. Exact or estimated amount destined to pay its contractors in the various aspects they hire 

contracts for 
7. Exact or estimated amount destined for environment and green matters 
8. Among others and in addition to the above. 

You surely cannot expect the residents and tenants of the large council of Willoughby to make an 
informed decision without outlining how you plan to spend the money you current have, the monies 
you will collect, and the fund you receive from NSW government. 

Speaking of NSW Government, you have shown a bit of waste of these precious funds with the Emerge 
festival.   This event, which was not attended by Northbridge residents, produced noise pollution.  The 
Council should be all for reducing pollution including noise, particularly on Sailors Bay Road where we 
already experience parking and noise and traffic related issues from early morning to late in the 
afternoon daily. 

This program was said to be funded by the NSW government. The Willoughby council is currently 
proposing at the same time to increase rates dramatically because of the tight financial position it says it 
has. The NSW monies should have been wisely used instead of being wasted on nightly events: we have 
playground areas that need continuous upkeeping as well as green and sports areas in the large council 
we live in; we have rubbish collection expenses to forecast and set money aside for; we have road and 
infrastructure to upkeep; we have traffic signage and issues to address; we have school, parking, and 
other residential and commercial aspects that council needs to invest money on. Instead, Willoughby 
council used state funds to put on live entertainment. How can you demand more money from residents 
in the council when you have shown little disregard for resources management? 

Please list all the services you intend to reduce vs the services you already provide before you ask us to 
vote on whether we want councillors to reduce their ability to service the large council. 

Thanks for the opportunity to make submissions. 
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Raquel Martinez  

18 Oct. 23 
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Submission 21 
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Submission 21: Mark Crew 
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Submission 22 
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Submission 23: Urbis on behalf of Northbridge Plaza (Dexus), Westfield Chatswood 
(Scentre Group) and Chatswood Chase (Vicinity Centres).
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Submission 24 
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Submission 25 
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Submission 26: Alex Danilov 

As I mentioned during the meeting some weeks ago, Council wastes money on stupid, unnecessary 
projects. Several examples of which I know are as follows:- 

The Concourse in Chatswood was a huge waste of money and mainly aimed at increasing the standing of 
the self-aggrandizing mayor at the time. We all had to pay a fortune for that. (My letter to the mayor at 
the time should be on file.) 

Recently, money was wasted on painting pedestrian stripes on an existing speed bump at the corner of 
Rohan St and Willoughby Rd, and extending the footpath into Willoughby Rd so some plants could be 
placed there. What possible purpose did this serve, especially after there were many objections which 
you ignored? 

You intend to demolish a perfectly acceptable path and a brick wall containing mature coffee plants in 
the Naremburn shopping area, in spite of many objections. There is nothing wrong with the path, and 
the brick wall with coffee plants acts as a noise and view barrier, and is perfectly acceptable. I want to 
know who among the business owners there asked for this work to be done. I know of no-one who 
wants it, and it will cause loss of income for the shopkeepers (they’ll probably sue you for this loss) and 
disturbance to all who use the area now, of which I am one. A sensible lower cost alternative would be 
to repair the walking area in the park at the end of Rhodes Avenue, which has been in a terrible state for 
all the 25 years I have lived here. The only thing ever done there has been to employ someone to drive a 
concrete grinding machine to grind away some of the more dangerous edges which are and continue to 
be a huge trip hazard. This has been done at least three times in the last 25 years, and is absolute 
stupidity and a waste of our rate money. Fix it once and for all and pay a fraction of what you intend to 
waste on the unnecessary Naremburn shopping precinct upgrade. 

Some genius decided it would be a good idea to build brick plant holders along the noise barriers at the 
end of Rhodes Avenue, but it didn’t occur to this same genius that plants need water, so they all died. 
After I wrote to Council the dead plants were replaced with Cacti. Please provide me with a list of people 
who requested these plant holders be fitted there. 

Council has a weird policy on tree removals, to the point where some years ago one of my neighbours 
asked to remove a large gum tree which threatened to topple onto the house or footpath, and Council 
refused permission until the people enlisted the aid of other neighbours with a petition, which finally 
achieved a result before some pedestrian was killed by the tree. 

When I wanted to replace an existing car-port with a kit garage, some moron from the Council insisted I 
obtain an engineer’s approval to ensure the slab would support a car. This slab had supported a car for 
many years before, but I had to pay over $300 for an engineer to sign a piece of paper saying the slab 
was strong enough. 

After I obtained permission to build the garage and a drive entrance, and asked about linking the two 
with a drive, the Council genius to whom I spoke told me that just because I had received permission for 
a drive entrance and a garage, I would not necessarily receive permission to link the two. 
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The re-development of the Leisure Centre may well be of some use, even though it was quite adequate 
before, providing most things which people wanted (including me), but of all the rate payers in 
Willoughby, exactly how many will benefit? 

The list goes on and on, to the point where I believe the council may be staffed with many incompetent 
idiots (all of whom could be sacked to save money). One could be forgiven for thinking that Council sit 
around being paid, while thinking up idiot projects on which to waste money. If you` want to spend a bit 
usefully, fill in the hole in the location next to a large tree in the Cammeray parking area where I parked 
recently after heavy rain and had to wade though 150mm of water because the surface is so uneven. 

Willoughby Council have as much high-rise rate income as North Sydney, and will soon have millions 
more from rates which will come in from all the over-developed buildings which you have permitted. 

In my time I have managed multi-million dollar projects in Australia and overseas, and brought them in 
on time and on budget. If you cannot do this with the enormous income you have, it means you lack 
financial competence. 

Some simple suggestions: 

Get rid of as many incompetent employees as possible to save on wages. 

Ensure that you are charged only for waste bins which are collected, not a bulk price for waste 
collection. This is another result of privatizing everything, where costs only increase and services 
deteriorate. Residents could then help by recycling more and wasting less, lowering the costs of garbage 
collection at the same time. Governments of all stripes insist on propagating the same old lies, telling 
everyone that privatization will result in more competition and lower prices. I defy you to provide ONE 
example of cheaper prices from ANY entity which has been privatized. 

Have some employees (or all employees who move around the area) report back to Council on anything 
which needs attention, on a daily or weekly basis, and then plan on having this done, so residents don’t 
have to wait until someone complains about something. An example of this is high energy consumption 
lights in sporting areas being left on through the day, potholes, faulty lighting in parks, trees and 
branches left on walking areas (specifically along Flat Rock Drive), etc, etc. 

If possible, save some money and return as many services as possible to the public, to avoid the insane 
prices which all privatized services charge, and which should never have been privatized. 

If you would like more suggestions, I am happy to provide more examples. 
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Attachment G – Webinar comments 
Question / Comment / Notes Type of 

comment / 
question 

Summary of response 
provided 

Just to clarify, what kind of services 
are we reducing? Is it simply reducing 
the frequency for bin pick ups? Eg 
general rubbish are picked up once a 
fortnight, instead of weekly? 

Written  Rubbish is part of domestic 
waste fund, which is 
separate to Council’s general 
fund, so waste would not be 
targeted for any reduced 
services 

I am supportive of the Increased 
Services and Infrastructure option, it 
would be good if we don’t waste 
money on increased services 

Verbal  This will be considered in 
next Operational Plan and 
Budget 

 Would be interested if you 
suggested some ideas to be 
considered under this option 

How much debt does council have 
and can Option 2 (Maintain Services) 
be used to reduce debt 

Written  Our debt is largely linked to 
The Concourse, which is a 
long-term asset 

 It is not intended to use 
Option 2 to reduce debt, but 
feedback on this is sought. 

 In June 2023, we had 
$37.5m of debt out of $2bn in 
assets, which is manageable 
in terms of current operating 
profile 

I am receptive to Option 2 (Maintain 
Services) and would like to see 
council build up their reserves for 
unforeseen events, rather than add 
new services 

Verbal  Thank for you feedback on 
this 

When the new rate will take place? Written  It will start in the 2024 - 2025 
financial year 

In regard to the assets, are you 
considering selling any assets 
(income generating or debt)? 

Verbal  We don’t intend to sell assets 
which have a substantial 
income-generating role.   

What is the value of our reserves 
present? 

Verbal  Our reserves are $180 
million  

 We publish this information 
each month in our 
investment report 

What percentage of this reserve do 
you use on an annual basis? 

Verbal  91% is quarantined for 
specific purposes, with the 
other 9% available for 
general use 
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So, the community vote on the 
percentage increase or is that just 
council? 

Verbal  We’re seeking your views 
now and we are taking into 
considerations extra 
feedback / commentary 

Just confirming the SRV will be 
adjusted correspondingly if the PEG 
rate is different? 

Written  The headline number will be 
the applicable rate rise, the 
Special Rate Variation 
component will be adjusted 
depending on the published 
rate cap 

What’s the general consensus of the 
survey so far? Is any particular option 
standing out? 

Verbal  We will not share the current 
results at the moment, as it 
could influence the final 
outcome 

Curious to know, how does 
Willoughby's 4 proposals (reduce 
services, 12%,15% and 20%) 
compare with other nearby Councils 
such as North Sydney, Lane Cove 
etc? 

Written  We had some facts and 
figures on previous slides  

 So we know Hornsby has 
asked for one, it is possible 
Ku-ring-gai will be putting a 
Special Rate Variation 
forward for the 25/26 
financial year 
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Attachment H– Comments and questions at in-person 
engagement events 
Translated event for Cantonese speakers at Council Chamber on 17 October 

Date 17/10/2023 
Location Willoughby Council, Council Chambers 
Timing 7.00pm – 8.30pm 
Attendees Six community members 

Question / Comment / Notes 

Any Government subsidies or grants available to the Council? 
Does the Hornsby Council rate (on the Council rate comparison slide) include their SRV 
increase? 
What would North Sydney Council’s rates be if you included the SRV? 
What are the services that would be cut by the Council under Option 1? 
Has the State Government subsidised any losses for the Council, particularly during 
COVID? 
Does the council take responsibility of the losses and profits? 
What is the percentage/amount of income from rates? 
Why do we (Willoughby Council) want to do a nine year forecast? 
Is there a timeframe for the 3.5% + 8.5% increase (with Option 2)? 
Could you please help me understand a financial policy – after 9 years, there will be the 
same surplus as after 1 year ($40-ish million), not re-investing surplus? Does that mean 
that the Council is essentially never building a reserve? Does Council have a reserve fund 
now? 
If there are more high-rise buildings, we might need more parks (re: Option 3, in response 
to spending more money on maintaining and improving parks) 
Comment - Surprised amount Council has is so low/that it costs so little to run a council 
When you present, it would be easier if you included actual figures, rather than 
percentages? 
Regarding the rate renewal, there are more high-rise buildings coming – is this more 
money for Council? 
Is the local bus service run by Council? 
If everyone opts for Option 1, if something happened that required more funding after a 
couple of years, could Council still increase the rate/change rates? Or will you still be doing 
the same thing? Option 4 would be more stable? 

 

In-person event for residents at Willoughby Uniting Church on 18 October 

Date 18/10/2023 

Location Willoughby Uniting Church 

Timing 7.00pm – 9.00pm 
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Attendees Four community members and Councillors Taylor and 
Mouradian 

Question / Comment / Notes 

What were the examples of the extreme weather consequences in our area?  
Where was there loss of revenue? 
What other figures do the councils allow their rates? 
Would there be another alternative? 
Is the population adjustment rate Council wide or state wide? 
Compliment: “Love Willoughby and wouldn’t want to move”  
Definition of loss, are you excluding capital contribution? Do you include expenses, 
depreciation, amortisation? Why is the presentation not inclusive of capital contributions? 
Don’t understand presentation isn’t inclusive in capital contributions – before grants and 
permissions? 
Why did you cut senior staff? 
How do you create savings? 
If you’re making a loss can you make the money back elsewhere? Government’s role is 
not profit generating but you’re offering a service 
Will this slideshow be available? 
Are CBD rates less than Willoughby? 
How many councils were included in graph? 
How do you decide on where you’re going to cut cost versus what you’re going to spend? 
Where are the priorities coming from? Is it the “squeaky wheel gets the most oil?” Does 
this mean services being cut like garbage pick-up? How do we help you make a decision 
on this, we can zoom in on priorities? 
Footpath modification on Willoughby Road – how much did that cost? Why can’t that be 
on the website? What was the point of that? Why can’t this be on the website without 
having to bother Council? Complete waste of money 
Redevelopment of Naremburn shop precinct from what I can see it’s not finalised and 
needs to go to tender – do we know how much that costs? 
Have you worked out which services will be reduced? 
Would you publish the pros and cons and specifically what you would plan to do before 
you go ahead? 
Is there a difference between businesses and residentials? Do they give feedback too? 
Where do you take into an account on rate increases? Where do you take account of 
that? New units in high rises? 
In the Willoughby LGA – rich and poor diverse range – is our LGA more diverse than say 
Ryde? The average doesn’t mean anything. Are you referring to cost of living (not the 
income)? 
What’s the decision-making process? Cutting services, increasing rates, how do we 
make that decision? The decision is not really in our hands.  
Services like maintenance, like maintenance of the grounds, traffic islands– is that what 
that means? 
Compliment: “Bus 120 is really good 
You put up four options what is your recommended option do you have a preference?  
Do you take into the account the options on the survey? Will survey results actually 
impact the final result? 
Will the survey summary result be available? 
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In-person event for residents at Artarmon on 19 October 

Date 19/10/2023 
Location Willoughby Leisure Centre Community Hall, Artarmon 
Timing 7.00pm – 8.30pm 
Attendees Three community members 

Question / Comment / Notes 

If we get more people into the area (for growth and population) does that mean the council 
will have more money coming in? Does that mean you focus on more rates?  
Operating revenue divided by expenditure? What does that mean? 
Has there been any financial pressure on the council resulting from the amalgamation 
process? 
Just to clarify the numbers, is it $130 rate increase in first year then 3.5 % over the next 
few years ($130 a year in perpetuity)? 
$2 million into maintenance then taking away from somewhere else, what is that 
“something else”? 
What are the new rates like and when, is it 2023-2024? 
It’s a lot conceptually – is there an easier way to understand this? 
Can we have a picture on what the Council owns? 
The people who actually run the parking company do it through Council? What about 
Chatswood Chase? 
Option 3 or 4 would be quite acceptable 
How does Council determine their costs, revenue and rates? What about next steps, are 
you releasing the survey results?  
The dollars are not that big in the grand scheme of things 
Not a strong attendance tonight. These events could have been more clearly promoted on 
the back of the brochure 

 
In-person engagement event for residents at Chatswood 

 
Date  31/10/2023  
Location  Willoughby Council Chambers  
Timing  7:00pm – 8:30pm  
Attendees  6 community members 
 Question / Comment / Notes  
Why is the ratio/margin 2.5%, when we only need 2%?   
  
Do the first two options (option 1 and 2), mean that there is no maintenance?  
How do you use the additional funding? For example - tree maintenance. Understanding that 
it makes our area look more attractive, but we need to maintain them to keep them safe.   
Do Willoughby Council know what other Councils doing?   
Would Council think about merging with other councils?  
Other Councils are increasing rates by 20-30% over 5 years - why is Willoughby Council 
suggesting to have the 20% increase within 1 year?  
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What’s the review process over time?   
  
If this is perpetuity and the wealth of the Council becomes greater, at what point do you say 
you have enough at this time?  
How persuasive will the community consultation be on making the decision (about rate 
increase)?  
So, the Council and Councillors will make this decision, but it won’t be definitive?  
Who sits on IPART?  
Discussion on where the money goes – often people don’t appreciate what the council does 
now and when it can do with more resources i.e. streetscapes, footpaths, that can be 
approved throughout all of Willoughby.  
 
 
In-person engagement event for residents at Naremburn 

 
Date  01/11/2023  
Location  Naremburn Community Centre  
Timing  7:00pm – 8.30pm  
Attendees  2 community members  
Question / Comment / Notes  
Who determines that annual award increase? (3%)  
Do you run the COVID testing Clinic at the car park? Were there additional costs?  
Are the rate rises impacting residential and businesses?  
When will this rate rise be implemented?  
What infrastructure will you consider upgrading?   
What are the increased services you are considering?  
Comment: With climate change – thought needs to be where tree shades need to be.  
Comment: Futureproofing of new buildings with regards to heat waves – better insulation to 
new buildings.   
 
In-person engagement event for residents at Castle Cove 

Date  02/11/2023  
Location  Castle Cove Community Centre  
Timing  7:00pm – 8.30pm  
Attendees  7 community members  
Question / Comment / Notes  
Who determines that annual award increase? (3%)  
When will this rate rise be implemented?  
What infrastructure will you consider upgrading?   
How does it compare to other councils regarding Council’s operating result?  
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Does this include government grants for COVID?  
Is it common amongst councils to have vacant roles to balance the budget?   
I’m concerned that it does not make it an enticing place to work for (at Willoughby Council), 
as it indicates that 1 person is doing 2 roles.   
Comment: It is important that the wording should be changed from “target” or an 
“assumption” for vacant jobs  
Survey could have been done earlier in the morning and not during COVID (re. ceased loop 
bus services)  
Outsourcing Devonshire Street – Do we know how it impacted people who need the 
childcare?  
Where are the standard services in the community? It’s disappointed that the gov does not 
set targets for standard services. Services have suffered and worse than what it was 
before.   
Residents living in apartments use more of the Council facilities than home owners.   
It’s an aging population. We need more bus services in Castle Cove.  
What are the increased services you are considering?  
Feedback: Regarding Option 1 - it too broad and difficult to make a decision, as we do not 
know which services will be cut to make a decision.   
Comment: Once we determine the budget, then they can work out what can be 
cut/increased. What the community can do – is to make suggestions.   
Comment: Castle Cove would like more services with our higher rates (more houses than 
apartments).  
Regarding option 3: Can we be ensured the 2mill will go into beautification?  
Comment: If we go with option 3 and 4 – we need it to be super clear, and make it be known 
that there is a hardship program. Concerned about those with a fixed income (pensioners)  
We should push back, and demand more from the developers to help service our growth. 
Feedback: This is the most engaging council has been with the community. Congratulations 
on getting this together.   
How do you define high value services?  
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Attachment I – Report of rate rise option stakeholder 
roundtable held on 19 October 2023 
Venue: Council Chambers Victor St Chatswood 

Time:  8.00 – 9.15am 

Date:  19 October 2023 

Overview 

On 19 October 2023, Willoughby City Mayor Tanya Taylor, CEO Debra Just and Chief Financial 
Officer Stephen Naven led a roundtable on the rate rise options with representatives of 
Progress Associations and business organisations from across the LGA.  

The event involved Ms Just running through a presentation for the attendees, and the 
opportunity for attendees to ask questions during and after the presentation. The purpose of the 
event was to brief the attendees to ensure their submissions and members were well-informed. 

Photo of the roundtable in session  

 

There were 21 questions in total, with six regarding alternate revenue streams, three regarding 
rate rise option details, five regarding rates details, three regarding finances, one regarding 
staffing, one regarding Council's other projects and one regarding specifics of working to 
accommodate future growth. 

Attendees expressed their thanks by delivering a round of applause at the event’s conclusion. 
The meeting closed a little after 9.15am.  
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Attendees 

 Attendees Organisation 
1.  John Chase Northbridge Progress Association 
2.  Tony Richards Northbridge Progress Association 
3.  Mary Ann Irvin Artarmon Progress Association 
4.  Michael Chen Artarmon Village Incorporated 
5.  Judy Simpson Artarmon Progress Association & Federation of 

Willoughby Progress Associations 
6.  Phillip Briggs Naremburn Progress Association 
7.  Kristina Dodds Willoughby South Progress Association 
8.  Tony Tenney Willoughby South Progress Association 
9.  Kate Westoby Castlecrag Progress Association 
10.  Wendy Norton Castle Cove Progress Association & Federation of 

Willoughby Progress Associations 
11.  Diana Pryde Chatswood West Ward Progress Association 
12.  Andrew Nelson Chatswood West Ward Progress Association 
13.  Carol Chen Chatswood Chamber of Commerce 

 
Council representatives present and their roles 

Representative Role 
Mayor Tanya Taylor Chair 
CEO Debra Just Presenter 
Chief Financial Officer 
Stephen Naven 

Observer, answer questions if needed 

Community Engagement 
Specialist Neal Robinson-Clark 

Event project manager 

Community Engagement 
Officer Elizabeth Scott  

Assistant project manager 

 
Questions / comments raised: 

Theme Questions / comments in theme 
Rating structure Will new high rise apartments change our demographics? 

What are the median rates? 
Rates only account for 40% of revenue after covid, will that 
change? 
What is the average rate based on land use?  Apartments 
vs single dwellings etc 
Are rates based on value of land? If so, if the value of land 
falls will the rates fall too? 
What is the percent of business ratepayers? Is there 
special materials for businesses? 
How permanent is the rate increase? 
Do businesses pay rates or do landowners? 

Finance strategy What about reserves and capital? 
Why is staffing vacancy always at 7%? 
There is not a lot of transparency around assets sales and 
portfolio management. What is the revenue benchmark 
process for Willoughby venues? 

Expenditure What’s the current timing for CONNECT? 
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What was the infrastructure levy implemented for? 
Has service reduction for waste collection been 
considered? 
Council is spending money on services that are not seen 
as core and we might need more community education 
 

Revenue What are the Developer options and are they included in 
our numbers? 
What is the normal percent for developer contributions? 

Other Commending Council for their engagement efforts on the 
SRV project.  
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Attachment J – Emailed comments 
Location / capacity 
of participant 

Comment 

Residential 
ratepayer, suburb 
unknown 

Given the substantial revenue generated from the numerous high-rise 
developments in Willoughby, it seems that the council is already receiving 
significant income for its services and future projects.  
 
Meanwhile, our salaries have increased by only 0%, and the cost of living has 
risen by 12%. Therefore, it would be reasonable to consider reducing the council 
rates. 

Artarmon resident  Can you please pass this on to your marketing team/designers.  
Brilliant well constructed mailed comms to residents explaining the % rate rise 
increases. It clearly articulates all options and the benefits. It’s beautiful. 
 
After a short read Id moved my position from maintain at 12% to 20%. So...all I 
want to do is tick a box stating Im in the 20% crowd.  
 
I scan the QR code...get taken to a survey, log in etc etc. 
Im digital savvy...waaaaay too hard. Good luck...I tried. I am done. Damn shame 

Residential 
landowner, suburb 
unknown 

Maintain services - Option 2 

Residential 
landowner, 
Northbridge 

I would like to vote for the 3.5% increase option. 
While I highly appreciate the dedication of rangers and other staff, the council’s 
expenditure on some public areas makes me puzzled. 
The new brick area on Bellambi St, Northbridge. It have costed a fair bit of money 
(someone told me 300,000) I do not believe it will bring that level of benefit to the 
people. 
Some time ago, the council replaced the kerb stone on Sailors bay Rd opposite 
Shore Oval with sand stone, and made sand stone planters. 
Some street resurfacing, an example of which I cannot provide, makes me 
puzzled. Painting of bicycle paths in some roads in the absence of safe bicycle 
lanes makes me puzzled. 
This area is mature without being obsolete. I hope such fringe expenditure would 
be cup back and be spent on staff to attract quality people. 

Residential 
landowner, multiple 
suburbs 

My wife (name deleted) and I own (address deleted) Artarmon (address deleted) 
Artarmon (address deleted) Artarmon and (address deleted) Chatswood. 
We have received your letters asking us to have our say on four rate rise options. 
We vote to reduce services for a 3.5% increase. 
I tried to go to www.haveyoursaywilloughby.com.au but it required me to register 
and sign on before I could vote and I was unable to do that. 

Residential 
ratepayer, 
Chatswood 

We are rate payers of Willoughby Council having lived here for the past 12 years. 
I’ve received a letter seeking feedback on options for Rates – I’ve tried navigating 
your haveyoursaywilloughby.com.au website – but found it too convoluted and 
confusing – so thought it easiest to send you this email. 
 
In short, our strong recommendation is to reduce services to attempt to reduce 
rates. 
In terms of “why”, we do not find the current level of services either necessary or 
adequate – so we definitely do not want those “services” increased or expanded. 
By way of example… 

 Repeated engagement with development planning has been cumbersome 
and ineffective 

 Obfuscation when dealing with repeated complaints to deal with a 
demonstrably dangerous and menacing dog in the neighbourhood 

 Obsessive pursuit – to the point of threatening harassment - for a number 
of years over an air conditioning unit 

 Unnecessary closing of playing fields for children with minor rain. 
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 Disproportionate “rights” granted to dog owners on playing fields over 
those of children wishing to play 

 Digging up and relaying asphalt on lowly trafficked neighbourhood streets 
which do not require it (versus not addressing the terrible conditions of 
Willoughby Rd) 
 

Our observation over the last dozen years is that while Council is trying to hard to 
be an engaging and comprehensive service provider, largely the services being 
provided are either infective, based on poor judgement, or lacking common sense, 
produce poor outcomes, or are services which are simply not necessary. So our 
recommendation is for Council to do LESS, rather than try and do more.  

Castle Cove resident 
and Chatswood CBD 
business owner. 

I understand the difficult position the council is in. As a rate payer, I want the 
council to focus on the essential services that benefit majority of the rate payers, 
and reduce services that that only benefiting minority groups. 

Castlecrag ratepayer Thank you for your letter regarding 'rate rise options' which arrived in my post box 
yesterday. 
 
I am a Castlecrag Resident and Ratepayer, and I am emailing you as the on-line 
'have your say' is largely with respect to  'four rate rise options', when in fact 
there are several more options that should be canvassed, which I outline below: 
 
* Option 5 - Maintain Services following a thorough review of Council's 
expenditure, ensuring that expenditure is aligned with reasonable and realistic 
Ratepayer expectations. Rate increased pegged at 3.5%. 
 
Councils were established to provide basic services such as roads, 
garbage collection, public open spaces, community centres, planning and building 
approvals etc.  
 
However, over time they have morphed into all manner of areas, pet-projects, 
edifices, financing of events etc. And unfortunately I frequently see Council 
wasting Ratepayer funds on unnecessary matters and works, and without direct 
consultation with Ratepayers who may be impacted by them - such as the 
wasteful proposed conversion of a useful  
existing car park beside the Griffin Centre in Castlecrag into yet another park 
(Castlecrag is already proliferated with small parks),or further unwanted traffic 
devices on Edinburgh Road, Castlecrag etc. And of course I see unspent Council 
budget being hastily spent during May - June most years. 
 
* Option 6 - Sale of The Concourse. Nil rate increase. 
 
Council's ownership of The Concourse is an extravagance, and an example of 
Council's activities having morphed well beyond its original purpose. Selling The 
Concourse to the private sector would vastly improve Council's finances, through 
debt retirement and providing investible funds for the future. I understand that 
most of Council's indebtedness is due to The Concourse. 
 
I do not believe that any of the 'four rate rise' options are realistic, particularly 
Option 1 of 'Reduce Service' with rate increase pegged at 3.5%, or Option 3 
'Increase Services' with a 15% rate rise, or Option 4 'Increase Services and 
Infrastructure" with a 20% rate rise. Option 2 'Maintain Services' but with a with an 
3.5% rate rise (not 12% and only 
after a rigorous review of Council expenditure) may be acceptable. 
 
In summary, my view is that Council should refocus on its basic purpose in life, 
refocus on what are realistic community expectations, and consult directly with 
Ratepayers prior to launching Council developed 'initiatives'. 
 

Naremburn 
residential ratepayer 

With regard to council's rate option increases. My preference would be option 2 to 
maintain the current level of services. 
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Northbridge resident I definitely vote for Reduce Services option. 
I don’t understand why the council would want to reduce services in spite of being 
granted 3.5% increase for the rates. 
“Community Projects” are one of the largest expense items, as the latest 
Willoughby News show. Only one of those 6 listed there, namely Stormwater and 
Drainage makes a convincing sense. (This is also one of the smallest items.) 
The remaining tens of millions in projects are totally inappropriate for these hard 
times. 
Let me remind you of an unfortunate project called “Bellambie street closure” in 
Northbridge. It is ugly and useless in spite of probably tens of thousands spent. 

Status not known Thank you for your pamphlet outlining 4 options for "Securing Willoughby's 
Future". The four options provided were: 1. Reduce Services (with a 3.5% rate 
increase) 2. Maintain Services (with a 12% rate increase) 3. Increase Services 
(with a 15% rate increase) 4. Increase Services and Infrastructure (with a 20% 
rate increase)  
 
However I think there is a 5th option that your nice, printed documentation 
neglects to mention. How about reducing the General Manager's salary to around 
$200K per annum? We can get someone very well qualified for that amount of 
money and the next level of management of the council?  
 
These management salaries are totally out of control. Why should a GM of a local 
council be paid on par with the Prime Minister of the entire country? Why should 
this be a mandated employment increase? When was the last time this went out to 
open tender for this kind of money? It pretty much boils down to rates, roads and 
rubbish. It's not that complicated. It does not deserve these outlandish fixed term 
contracts and salaries.  
 
If you're asking the community to tighten our belts - that's fine - but we would like 
to see the pain shared equally here. We would absolutely like to see Deborah 
Just's salary be taken down by about 50%. Thank you. I look forward to a serious, 
considered response. 

Willoughby 
residential landowner 

1) As an owner of a small flat in Willoughby and another elsewhere, and both 
living in a retirement village, we favour the Reduce Services choice as one that 
will have a lesser affect on our lives. 
 
2) I was astounded to find your request that I give you my email with its password 
– unbelievable at a time when we have to protect ourselves from scams and other 
intrusions. I believe that this will result on a reduction in replies to your request for 
resident and owner views. Perhaps you wish to reduce the number of responses – 
“fewer says”.  

Northbridge 
ratepayer 

Thank you for offering different levels of service to cope with various costs. 
I vote for REDUCE SERVICES because I believe the remit for Councils has gone 
far too wide. 
I know you provide lots of services and landscaping etc but I don’t think these are 
the role of Council 
Many services used to be provided in the past by volunteers (I used to be one as 
secretary of the original occasional child care centre) and I think we should return 
to this model. 
Also, as an example, I think the expenditure at Artarmon village is quite 
unwarranted. It does not widen the road for cars. 
It is certainly attractive but I think a gross waste of rate payers money 

Willoughby residents My wife and I are happy to pay more and enjoy more infrastructure spend. 
North Willoughby 
resident 

I think that the council should maintain their level of service, as it currently exists, 
and that the Council's Charges should be increased to a level that enables them 
to do so. 

Northbridge resident I would like to provide feedback that I would like to recommend the option to 
'reduce services' to help keep down rates rises to a minimum. In the current period 
going forward with higher interest rates and cost of living increases, keep rate 
increases to a minimum would be supported in my view. 
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Status not known What a load of inexplicable nonsense. 

I have professional qualifications and university degrees and worked in varying 
senior management jobs, but from the complicated publication you have sent out, 
have absolutely no idea how to respond and to whom I can have my say. 
Has your brochure been tested on the general public? I’m sure not. 
So I can only assume, like others, any results from your survey will be unlikely to 
represent your ratepayers views. 
It seems just a waste of ratepayers funds. 
 

Status not known I hereby vote for the reduced service option. 
Business, other 
information not 
known 

NIL rate increase is the only option acceptable 

Castlecrag resident We have read all the options, but we still do not know how to vote for the option 
we want, which is the large one. So tell us how to do that 

Status not known Having reviewed the options I vote for Option 3 Increased services. 
Status not known Arrange free entry or very low low fee to the waste management area in Artarmon, 

it will cut cost for them on the rubbish collection or old junk pick up because less 
booking 

Status not known I am writing to express our support for Option 2 ie "Maintain Services" at a 
proposed rate rise 12%. 

Artarmon resident Today I received a letter: UPDATE – Artarmon Parklands Pavillion. 
There might be some justification for notifying me as a ratepayer but in view of 
Council wanting to increase rates, this way of doing it doesn't represent any 
attempt at the frugality that might be expected in the circumstances.  
The notice is on expensive, heavyweight, glossy paper and in a hand-delivered 
envelope. Should Council not adopt the advice of the old addage: 'Look after the 
pennies and the pounds will look after themselves'. 

Status unknown I would like to see services maintained which would involve a rate rise of 12% but 
given the current cost of living increases this would hit some struggling ratepayers 
very hard. 

Willoughby South 
small business 
owner 

I am writing to you to express my concerns regarding the current proposed 
increases to council rates.  
I have read the proposed changes and voted to reduce services and increase 
rates by 3% as this was the cheapest option 
The council have noted that these proposed changes come at a time when 
Australians have been hit hard by cost of living pressures, however I believe this 
point deserves more consideration.  
My council rates have already increased from a year ago and interest rates are 
only going to increase until 2025 and only now strata companies are just starting 
to increase their rates. Things are about to get a lot harder and it needs to be 
seriously questioned if raising council rates will cause more harm than good.  
I also feel that alternate revenue streams have not been considered. As you are 
aware I previously lead a petition for the couincil to grant parking permits for my 
building. The residents were willing to pay for these permits as required and I'm 
sure there are many others across the local suburbs also willing to pay for permits. 
Yet the petition was denied for non sensical and outdated reasons.  
I seek your support to keep council rates as low as possible. Preferably avoiding 
any increases but I realise that this may not be pheasable.  

Willoughby resident I'm providing feedback on behalf of my 94 year old mother who lives at (address 
redacted) Willoughby. 
She doesn't have a computer so I'm passing on her 'say'. 
Of the 4 options she prefers option 2 ie services to remain the same as they are 
now. 

Chatswood resident 
and ratepayer 

I am a senior resident & ratepayer in Chatswood. 
 
I provide housing & care for my adult daughter, who has a longterm medical 
disability. 
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With the ongoing cost-of-living crisis, I am making this submission to Willoughby 
Council to adopt Option 1 - Reduce Services - 3.5% rate increase i.e. rate 
increases in line with NSW Government rate peg. 
 

Status unknown You never listen, so what’s the point 
Artarmon business 
property owner 

I have tried to register my vote many times on the Have Your Say web site, all to 
no avail. In the end I phoned your office last week and, after a lengthy discussion 
with the Council person I was put through to answer my questions, I was advised 
to email Council with my Option Preference. This may be because of my age (over 
85 ) and my lack of experience in dealing with issues on line. 
 
Anyway, my name is (name redacted) and I am responding as the business 
property owner of (address redacted). 
 
I would like to register my choice of Option 4 to Increase Services and 
Infrastructure with a 20% rate increase. 

Status unknown I hope this email finds you well. I am writing to express my concerns about the 
recent rate rise online survey that was distributed to the taxpayers in our 
community. While I appreciate the council's efforts to gather public input, I believe 
that one specific question in the survey may inadvertently coerce taxpayers into 
agreeing to the rate rise without giving them a fair and unbiased opportunity to 
express their preferences. 
 
The question I would like to address is the one that asks participants to rate 
different options from most preferred to least preferred. The concern here is that 
this question may not allow for a truly accurate representation of taxpayer 
sentiments. It could inadvertently pressure respondents into favoring one option 
over the others, even if they have concerns or reservations about the proposed 
rate rise. 
 
Thank you for your attention to this matter. I look forward to seeing the 
improvements in the survey and participating in a process that genuinely reflects 
the views of our community members. 

Status unknown I wish to maintain services with an increase of 12%. 
North Willoughby 
resident 

My feedback is as follows 
 
Option 2 
Maintain services 

Chatswood resident Regards to your letter of increasing council fee, as a long term Chatswooder and 
Willoughby council rate payer we strongly say that councillors and mayors should 
stop using rate payer's money to buy their ideal or own selected car, because 
that's huge amount of rate payer's money to satisfy personal desire, they are 
employed by council and receive salary, they should offer their own cars like 
ordinary people do.  Please do not misuse rate payer's money. Rate payer's 
money is for building our community only. Please manage rate payer's money 
better to avoid increasing council fee! LIfe is very harsh now for every one. Thank 
you very much for your prompt attention. 

Status unknown Under the proposal to increase rates the Council should maintain services with 
either no or a minimal increase in rates. I would also request that the Council find 
out why the Government is not passing some of the hard earned money that 
people give it in taxes, back down to the people, via the Council. Where is all this 
money going? 
 
People already pay the Council enough money in rates and fines and should not 
have to part with any more. 

Status unknown Hello Council team, 
I know you are trying to collect more council rate, but I do not have an ideal about 
the service we are receiving around Chatswood west at current stage. We are at 
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low the low end of the of the Chatswood any way, What service would you like to 
reduce ? How many residents support you? 
I tried to login to your account but I am blocked out, as my email address is linked 
to Everbrite. 
not keen to increase council rate, we are not at the high end of the town. 

Northbridge resident Dear Willoughby City Council, I note Willoughby City Council (WCC) does not 
accept the Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal NSW (IPART) peg rate 
without knowing the actual rate.  
How then does WCC determine the claimed shortfall and calculate the increases 
in rates? It seems WCC does not accept the independent scrutiny of IPART given 
“IPART’s rate peg takes into account the annual change in the Local Government 
Cost Index (LGCI), which measures the average costs faced by NSW councils, in 
addition to a population factor based on each council’s population growth.” IPART 
also makes provision for special variation in the peg rates. So why is WCC not first 
providing the business case to IPART to seek an increase, rather than 
immediately fall back on ratepayers ?  
I find it hard to reconcile the current claims with “The 2021/22 Financial 
Statements find Council in a robust, healthy and sustainable financial position. 
Council’s reserves and ongoing revenue streams will enable us to continue to 
provide services to the community and to deliver planned projects and capital 
works.” This, in the middle of the 2021-23 period of concern, despite COVID 
losses and the failure to achieve a couple of financial performance indicators, at 
least one of which appears to be sensitive but could be quickly fixed by seeking 
more from ratepayers rather than managing it another way. WCC have not 
provided a business case to demonstrate the need to increase rates or decrease 
services.  
The 2022 Financials indicated any COVID losses were managed and they should 
now be much reduced. The increase in operational costs in the 2022 Financials 
appears to be approx. 1.5%, so where is the rest ? One of the few significant 
changes in the period of concern appeared to be the loss of some infrastructure 
grant funding. WCC appear not to be strategic in planning, in admitting to letting 
the infrastructure levy lapse, and not being prepared for wild weather events which 
have been forecast for years, and not anticipating that inflation would rise above 
the historical lows, and not anticipating that IPART is likely to raise the peg rates 
in future if indeed inflation raises operating costs.  
Therefore, I don’t believe WCC have provided a business case to justify either an 
increase in rates or a reduction in services. WCC need to manage any pressures 
within their “robust, healthy and sustainable financial position”. 

Chatswood 
residential ratepayer 

I am happy for the option of the Increase Services for 15% rate increase.  
I also would like to express my have your say in regards to seeking community 
feedback. I am a landowner resident in Chatswood who live in the strata building. 
Most of the Strata Plan nowadays, there are many more investor owners than 
owner residents.  
Those investor owners live somewhere else. That means they are not really part 
of our Willoughby Community. I realised that many of those investor owners do 
not care about the community, do not care about the building maintenances and 
do not care about the council services they receive. All they care about is 
maximum rental income and minimum outgoing expenses.  
Asking community feedback to those investor owners who live somewhere else 
may affect the true community feedback. Because most likely those investor 
owners express their opinion for minimum rate increase only as they do not care 
about the services but all they care about is a minimum outgoing expenses. 

Chatswood property 
owner 

I would like Willoughby Council to maintain services, which implies an increase of 
12% in rates for the year. 
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Attachment K– Comments made by participants who 
supported Reduce Services as their first ranked 
option 
Council need to stop wasting money and look to more efficiency. 

Cost of living increases are impacting everybody and the council needs to become more efficient or 
reduce all but the very necessary services like rubbish removal and emergency road repairs. The 
council has an obligation like all families to manage services within the current budget restraints. 

1. Council voluntarily gave up millions during COVID-19 to businesses. How about clawing back all 
the revenue you gave away during that time. 
2. Council closed Willoughby Leisure Centre at the same time as North Sydney Pool. No doubt 
Willoughby Leisure Centre is over budget. 
3. Time for Council to cut the cloth to suit ones purse. Roads, Rates, Rubbish. Stick to those 3.  

Please review your expenditure and cut the unnecessary spending 

At a time when Cost of Living is high it would inappropriate to add to the financial burden already 
carried by you ratepayers.  Council should first look at increasing  the efficiency and cost-
effectiveness of its existing structure. 

You have allowed all these new developments Council will be getting extra rates from the new 
occupants. Council has approved all these developments and now we have to suffer the 
consequences . We have a Mayor who is not visible in the community you never hear from her. I 
have been emailing Council for years about the lack of Street lighting in Penkivil St nothing done no 
response. You only hear from Mayor when there is an election. Jilly Gibson was the Mayor of Nth 
Syd very active in the community and still is, always writing posts in a Kirribilli Connections. What’s 
our Mayor doing ? Trying to raise our rates people are sick of rising costs and disappointing 
Government and local Gov.  You’ll raise the rates nothing surer so I cannot understand why even 
have this survey.  

Council ought to balance its budget.  I have to, notwithstanding costs of living pressure - the inflation 
Council speaks about also applies to residents.  Council mentions average rates falling by 3.2%, 
however my rates have not fallen.  On the contrary, they have increased.  As to infrastructure 
repairs, this ought to have been budgeted for long term - that is simply good management.  There is 
otherwise no explanation for the COVID-19 losses.  There are a significant number of new 
apartment blocks that have gone up in the Council area, which ought to have brought in a significant 
amount of new rates.  However, Council is not responsible for infrastructure like new schools or 
hospitals to accommodate the increase in population to justify infrastructure costs.  And I would think 
the rates levied on the new apartment blocks ought to cover any increase in Council services 
associated with the increase in population.  'No' to council increases beyond those it is entitled to.  
Indeed, it should proceed on that basis by maintaining current services, rather than reducing them. 

There is a significant jump in the revenue peg from 3.5% to 12% in the next option. Can you please 
look at a new option in the middle, say 8%? Also look at reducing red garbage collection to 
encourage residents to reduce their environmental footprint. Thanks  

Council could make significant savings, without reducing services, if it kept its capital works at a 
reasonable level.  For example,  if the residents were asked whether they really wanted  $4M , 
admittedly some of it non council money, for the Hampden Road upgrade, at a costy of increased 
rates, then Im sure their enthusiasm for it would have been tempered.  A $1M refurbishment would 
work just as well.  The services are generally needed , but some of the capital works' are simply 
excessive indulgences, allowing a photo op for the mayor and councilors.  So the question is a bit 
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cunning.  Rates go to services and capital woks and maintenance of capital works.  More money into 
maintenance and less in ego driven vanity projects would greatly assist in balancing the books.   

Not enough detail provided in terms of services that will change depending on the options chosen  

We believe there is an overabundance of some services and staffing, particularly those in the 
council-owned nature and gardening maintenance which we believe to be excessive. 

The commercial rates are already heaps higher than residential and we get basically nothing for 
them. Rubbish stays in left in the street for weeks. It seems like we are treated as a cash cow and 
nothing else. 

cost pressures coming from every quarter 
…we all need to live within our means 

In my opinion Council should review its work productivity and necessities of some projects. 

cant afford to live here if the costs of living continue to increase as my income cannot keep up with 
all the other increases and this one just adds to it. So like other things I have to cut back on things - 
so should the council   

Cost of living has increased substantially so a slight reduction in council services would not be felt 

Cant afford it atm with everything else increasing,please defer at least 1 year 

In the current cost of living pressures we find it difficult to support any increase. There are quite a 
number of new medium density developments in our which should add significantly to the Councils 
income in the next few years. 

Cost of living pressures mean any limits on council spending good. 

The council provides far too many services and wastes vast amounts of money. It needs to cut 
services and expenditure severely. Look after garbage and parks - there is very little else councils 
need to do. 

I receive very little benefit from council services apart from the library and rubbish collection.  I 
believe much money is wasted on increasing 'greenie',projects and numerous child playground 
refurbishments which appear redundant  and under-utilised in Castlecrag. I have had some 
communication with the council regarding limited regular activities for senior citizens in the 
Dougherty centre but pleased to see the introduction of line dancing and resumption of sketching 
classes. Other councils such as Mosman and Kuringai are much more proactive in this area and the 
Dougherty centre appears a much wasted resource.  

Low rates should be the priority of Council.  

Have you reviewed council costs? You have decided to close Devonshire St Child care which was 
making a profit. How many other real services is council reviewing that make a profit or loss? How 
much are you paying council executives... are there any costs associated with executive team that 
can be trimmed.... is council paying for uncommercial executive benefits? Is that expenditure being 
reviewed? Have you got your headcount right? Is your competitive tender process appropriate for 
the current environment? None of that seems to have been answered. 

We are all being expected to manage with less.  Willoughby council should be no different to any 
other household budget. 

There is too much money being wasted with projects that do not need to be undertaken, Edward St 
is an example. I would only support an increase above the prescribed rate if the money was being 
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spent wisely. Key issues are not resolved, but new projects keep getting funded. I am not supporting 
council increases while the focus is not on repairs, safety and cost saving.  

There are already enormous cost of living pressures on households, including energy inflation 
(20%+ increases) and food inflation. Any other increases in rates should be kept to a minimum to 
assist families 

Enough people are struggling with the cost of living now.  It is not the time to be campaigning for any 
increase in Council rates.  Council should be tightening their belts like all residents have to.  Time for 
new projects to be put on hold and the essentials only paid for 

My rates are already exceptionally high because of the VG's valuation of my property.  Currently 
$4,798.0 a year with a rate component of $4,155.80.  Yet services provided to me are the same as 
to the lowest domestic rate payer in the WCC area.  For me the estimated annual increase is as 
follows: 3.5% = $145.45; 12% = $498.70; 15% = $623.37; 20% = $831.16.  I understand the 
"wealthier supporting the less wealthy" policy of rate calculation but my wife and I are retired on a 
limited fixed income and can ill afford an increase.  Council would better serve its community by a 
more commercial approach to Council spending, eliminating waste and more economically 
delivering its current services. 

Garbage disposal n street lightening r to be maintained.  It would be good to know what services r to 
be reduced before we make a submission 

When the new Chatswood library and concourse centre was built, council was very clear there 
would be no financial burden in the ratepayers. In addition, with increasing density there is 
increasing revenue to Council. Everyone else is tightening expenditures, Council needs to as well, 
this is no time to increase services.  

Existing council services are more than adequate. More seems to be being spent than necessary 
e.g. upgrade ro Sanders Park 

I am strongly against borrowing from the future, directly or indirectly. I believe that the Council 
should prioritize future generation housing/rates challenges above increased park care, additional 
pavilions etc. I believe that rates will be unlikely to undergo a relative decrease later. Why not stay in 
alignment with the rest of NSW? I accept this may be a disappointing opinion. The stress of reduced 
services should be distributed as equitably as possible. Thank you for the opportuniy to comment. 

LOWER rates 

The community is sick of the never ending rising costs of living and Council raising rates is not going 
to help  

Cost of living pressures are overwhelming, so it’s completely unreasonable to raise costs and 
unnecessary to add services. Many of the current council “services” aren’t even needed are a luxury 
that should be trimmed. 

Keep to the basics - 
1  Keep the roads in order (clean, potholes, in good repair, resurfacing etc) 
2  Keep the footpaths in order (in good repair and safe for pedestrians) 
3  Keep the parks in order (clean and maintained) 
4  Collect the garbage 
5  Keep community centres maintained 
6  Keep building site compliant with regulations and approval conditions. 

I am a business owner, so I know I can't just pass on my cost increases to my customer - I need to 
find more innovative ways to offset those costs. I am appalled at public servants, like at Willoughby 
Council, who choose the lazy, low road: making threats to cut services unless large rate increases 
are approved. Fatuous comments about how "we know residents have cost pressure" make this 
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even more appalling. The correct solution: do the job you are paid for as managers and maintain 
services within the rate peg. 

There should have been a option to reduce rates 

Rates are circa double that of a similar property in North Sydney.   

As a retired couple, and not withstanding the pensioner rebate on Council rates, we can't absorb any 
more rate rises. Enough is enough. Look for cost cutting measures.  

I would support rate rises if they went to actual services. The council needs to stop wasting money 
on WOKE causes, such as reconciliation plans and carbon reduction and focus on the only thing we 
want from a council. Local services, infrastructure and amenity. Narrow the focus to only this and I 
would happily pay more. I wont pay a cent more for stupid causes outside the scope of what 
Councils exist for. 

everyone has to cut budgets in these tough times. If Council increases rates it will make ratepayers 
suffer more pain. Council must make difficult savings decisions just like the ratepayers do 

Firstly, why on earth do I have to set up a sign in and go through all this rigmarole in order to 
complete a survey - is it to deter people from providing feedback - what a ridiculous way to do 
things! 
If Council is finding it so difficult to make ends meet, why don't you simply sell the incredible amount 
of infrastructure involved in the Councourse that you used ratepayer money over many years to 
build? Hopefully it would be worth more than you spent on developing it, but I somehow doubt it. 

Not many business owners and employees have had an annual increase of 3.5% to our income.  
 
Yet during a cost of living crisis, Willoughby council presents a 3.5% increase as being the 'reduce 
service' option, and 12% to even maintain services. 
 
How do you think customers of a business would react if the business increased prices by 12% for 
the same service? 

I believe that many of Council's current services are unnecessary.  Many others are running 
inefficiently. Much more can be done to trim costs. Focus on the basics 

With increased cost of living we all need to be more productive, but productivity is declining. 
I am against spending money inefficiently.    

As already acknowledged in your emails, this is a time of significant financial pressure and instability 
for community members, so I would expect to see the government stepping in to close the gaps as 
opposed to having the additional costs passed on to the community. I strongly support a service 
reduction to simply "keep the lights on" while we navigate through these difficult times with the 
thinking of reviewing it in a near (and hopefully better) future. 

There is massive challenges for households at the moment and you are proposing options with 15 
and 20% increases. It's a disgrace. First port of action should be to tighen the belt at WCC, and look 
for cost savings within the administration functions, then if necessary start cutting 'nice to have' 
services first. Until such time as the council has reduced its funding shortfall, some community 
based activities may have to be cut or scaled back and prioritise essential services. Effectively 
council is spending beyond its means at the moment. Do better, and stop pushing the problem down 
the line to the rate payers. For example, you sent me both an email and the letter in the post... 
STOP relying on physical mail, look to make all rates notices electronic (its both more cost effective 
and more environmentally sound). Thats just one small example of where council is wasting money 
hand over fist. 
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Reduce services further so there is no rate increase. 

Too expensive and don't see much good services being delivered  

we could wait until inflation rate decreases and payroll increases to increase our council rates 

Collect rubbish, maintain footpaths and council roads, operate and maintain libraries, reserves, 
pubic toilets and public swimming pools.  Stay out of politics. 

I am financially struggling, my average pay rise over the past 5 years of less than 1%pa.  

Council should concentrate on the basic services &amp; avoid "the nice to haves" 

Household Income is already stretched to its limits recently due to various RBA rate rise and this will 
be the nail in the coffin. Please hold off so that we do have some breathing space to get our 
household budget in order.    

Why not a rate increase that is a compromise between different levels? 

at this stage, with the inflation, the slowing  economic and the high interest rate it wouldn't be a good 
move at all to increase the rate 

Why would you want to increase rates so much in a cost of living crisis ? Landlords will pass these 
increases on to renters so everyone will cop a cost increase.  

I would like to see the area continue to improve infrastructure and services and although cost is a 
burden it’s worth it to me to improve our suburb 

State government should step in . Crazy billions of tax payers dollars spent by state on infrastructure 
without value  returns . Fixing the problem not by passing it to residents  

The Council needs to reassess which services are reduced. For example, prioritise cuts to festivals - 
why do we need to pay for Emerge Festival and the likes, over infrastructure and maintenance 

Personal economic situation 

I appreciate the opportunity to have input into this decision making process. For our family, other 
than for necessities, such as garbage collection and water/sewerage maintenance, we don't use 
Council services. I've often thought it's not very fair for those families that have no need or interest in 
the many and varied events or services Council runs to be paying fees for everyone else. 

Spent too much on Concourse  

People are feeling strain enough as it is, our mortgage has gone up $1k/month we don't need to be 
paying extra money mainly for services we don't use 

The same applies as if you are working in a private enterprise… you need to work out a way to do 
more with less. This is NOT YOUR MONEY. 

As an Aged Pensioner a rate increase would make things much more difficult to make ends meet. 

Cost of living pressures. I believe the council can find savings else where until inflation drops 

Rates are already unaffordable  

The council should be able to find efficiency/productivity savings before raising rates higher than 
inflation .  That is why interest rates are going to force everyone in the community to achieve better 
productivity. 
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Council must live within its means just like anybody else. "Reduce service" is an emotive term. 
Council should adjust its services and expenses and adapt to new circumstances. What happens to 
all your surpluses from previous years? Cut your own remunerations before cutting services. Raise 
your productivity before cutting services.  

We are all tightening our belts! 

I hope Council can review their budget, trim their costs and bear in mind the huge cost of living 
residents are trying to cope with by managing their own budgets.  

Council needs to get back to core servicers. It need to get out of activities that the private sector 
could service. Council staff levels can be reduced by reducing the focus. Marketing staff should be 
reduced to one person to support the Mayor. Some unwanted Council land can be leased for 50/100 
years. There are many other initiatives that can be considered. Council is  is about the five Rs: - 
Rubbish and Roads and Reduce costs, Reduce costs, Reduce costs. 

As a retired person it is extremely difficult to pay Bills with the current price increases  across 
virtually all products and services.  
I believe Council has the responsibility in these times of steep Cost of Living pressures on families to 
explore all avenues of reducing their costs and explore more effective ways of managing costs. 
Obtain more assistance from The State Government. 

cannot afford any rate rises and will not be supporting any of these options as they are all 
unreasonable at this current time 

It should be easy for WCC to reduce UNNECESSARY expenditure and prioritise essential services 
that most residents pay their rates for. Eliminate all unnecessary activities (eg supporting fringe arts) 
and getting involved in quasi-political activities. Sustainability is national, WCC should concentrate 
on recycling. It is all about getting back to basics such as rubbish, recycling and roads.  

Over the years the rate is index adjustment, but on top of that the council also get increased rate 
based on an unrealistic property land value. This land value is closed to the property value, and 
totally out of touch with reality. 

Cost of living have increased everywhere and while I understand the pressures this presents to the 
council we all need to tighten our belts. At my work, people have been let go and we need to do the 
same job with less people and we only been given a small increase to our pay way below inflation. If 
rate owners have to face this then the council must also do the same. 

Any rate increase greater than inflation is unacceptable.  The council should review all non-core 
services, including community and other grants and reduce or eliminate these.  Councils should be 
focused on core services such as refuse collection. 

I have a property in the Central Coast council area, and therefore I have first hand experience of 
what permanent base rate rises mean. My preference is to keep base rates as they are if rises in 
them cannot be reversed. The peg rate will ensure that our rates continue to rise automatically. 

Utility services have placed unprecedented pressures on the general public, Interest rates, food, 
power 40%+&gt;, people can ill afford more rises at present 

council seems to be spending a lot of money on unnecessary items 

With interest rates already at unsustainable levels, increasing council rates will force people to 
choose between paying mortgage or eat. In this inflationary market, I do not believe spikes in rates 
and services are needed. 

The cost of living has placed a significant burden on families. This is just another cost increase. 
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Very disappointed that you are increasing rates. I will remember this at the next council elcetions. 

I am on a fixed income and cannot afford any increase in rates on top of other inflation caused 
increases 

Rates are already high. 

I want to be informed of the outcome 
Stop wasting money on vanity projects which are only accessed by very few residents, concentrate 
on the basics 
I don't want to rank the options above, should be single choice 

It will put more strain on my already very tight household budget. 

It is the Council's obligation to continually reduce the cost of providing goods and services, and not 
just continually increase prices as is the manner in which most Govt Agencies seem to operate. As 
with everyone in the country we are all doing it tough and Willoughby Council needs to understand 
that and try and push the cost of service down by becoming much more efficient at every aspect of 
your business. 

No 

Landowner should not be responsible to bad budget management from the council. Covid situation 
could have been managed differently and that created inflation. I don't want to be impacted and 
have to pay more because people in charge have been taking the wrong decision. 

N/A 

Council should find new revenue sources and undertake a deep dive into costs to ensure services 
are maintained  

I have experienced first hand the gross inefficiency of the council. The only option should be 
reducing the red tape and bureaucracy in the council and the number of people employed. 
I imagine the biggest cost to council is salaries. 

A lot of the landowners in Chatswood are older retirees with limited income, increasing medical care 
costs and facing the rising costs of living that everyone else faces. It is not reasonable for the 
Council to increase rates in the name of expanding services in difficult times like these. If there are 
limited funds, then services should be cut back, and less important projects also need to be cut 
back. Australians have battled crises over history. Everyone, including local Councils, will need to be 
frugal and spend money more efficiently- this will be a good opportunity for Willoughby Council to 
carefully scrutinise how best it will spend the available resources and funds. As a family we 
STRONGLY OPPOSE ANY INCREASE IN RATES AND SERVICES and FAVOUR REDUCING 
SERVICES GOING FORWARD. 

High inflation applies to everyone, Willoughby has more population Than say hunters hill, by 61500 
people, the rate income is significant. The surplus 48m deducting the loss during Covid is merely a 
years surplus, does not add up, except maybe poor management. Perhaps look into fixing that?  

Green bin and recycling bin only needs to be collected once a fortnight. Alternate weeks 

I want you dolts to just focus on Roads, Rates &amp; Rubbish and forget all your other virtue 
signaling, prancing around wasting rate payers' money on zealot garbage.  Stop the rot and just get 
on with the basics and we ratepayers will decide and pay for whatever extras we require. 

95% of the community is reported as being satisfied with the current services that the council 
provides as such and in this current climate I see no reason to change. Focus on less development 
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and multiplex high rises and therefore less increase in population in the area, our schools are 
already at capacity and the infrastructure cannot support it not do we want it.  

You left out "Reduce Services and Reduce Rates" as an option. Very disappointing. 

Please keep the cost low 

The council needs to cut discretionary services to work within its budget and keep or increase core 
business services. there is a lot of inefficiency observed , mostly due to lack of communication and 
consultation. This results in rework.  

During the most significant increase in cost of living in a generation, it is not appropriate for council 
to increase rates at accelerated rates (12% and higher). Council needs to make difficult cost cutting 
decisions in the same way that all households and commercial enterprises are required to do.  

With the increase in inflation causing financial burden in all aspects of life, we all have to reduce to 
our expenses and hence services 

It was not very long ago that the Council increased rates. I don't believe its inflation figure and the 
inflation is coming down. Land values are constantly increasing rates in any case. The compounding 
effect of increasing land values and increasing rates seems unreasonable. I am very doubtful of the 
Council's case for increasing rates. 

We pay enough rates. You need to learn to manage your money better. 

This is gross mismanagement and such wasted money spent by the council  

How dare you present an ultimatum to either increase rates or reduce services. How dare you 
suggest that the public should front up the cost of your financial mismanagement. Inflation is an easy 
wall to hind behind and a convenient way to disguise your financial incompetence. Show us exactly 
what your costs are and by what percentage they have increased over the past 12 months. Only a 
council would suggest rate rises of circa 15% during a time of economic turmoil for many. A truly 
shameful proposal. Manage your balance sheet better in future which will allow you to maintain 
services without proposing outrageous rate rises.  

People are still struggling with the cost of living. 

Have you ever heard of USER PAYS. 
Once people have to vote with their own money, you find out what services are really valued. 

Cost of living already an issue 

In difficult economic times we all have to tighten our belts - council included. 

I'm senior and my pension don't increase  

Like all other businesses, Willoughby council must find productivity enhancements and efficiencies 
to save cost to secure Willoughby's future. The council should focus on the core services for its 
constituents (e.g. Waste) and cut costs in non-core areas.  

With cost of living increases the only viable option for many people will be to reduce services to 
minimise the increase. The other 3 options (12-20%) increases will severely impact many household 
budgets further than they have already been impacted.  
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Unfortunately the current economic conditions have forced most Australians to reduce their 
expenditure due to the increase in service costs no matter where you live. This means that some of 
the previous "must haves" like holidays etc have been dispensed with. 
Council is obviously in the same situation and must consider the same action. 
It is obvious that Council has been spending on unnecessary items particularly in the "social" areas 
and these  have to go! 
It is indicative of very poor management when anyone spends more than they earn, so my vote is to 
reduce services.  
But even then the rates have been forecast to increase by 3.5%, and that is 3.5% more than my 
income has increased so I would appreciate it if you did not increase my financial burden. 
BTW - thank you for providing the opportunity to comment on these options. 

At breaking point with interest rate rises. Couldn’t pay one more cent on rates. We all have huge 
rising costs and no rising income or wage increases to off set these increases so please make 
adjustments and cut backs  like we all are rather than instead of pushing us off the cliff  . Please 
have a heart. It’s really tuff atm. That’s why the cap was brought in to help us through not to find 
ways around it so you can keep spending. It’s just wrong and a group of us from the area all 
discussed this today.   

Council are on a go slow now so I can’t imagine a reduction in services! 
We have been residents of North Arm Rd for over 30 years and have made numerous requests for a 
hedge / road/ path upgrade to no receive no action from Willoughby Council 

Seems council is wasting our money on services that are of little importance to residents. Planting 
hundreds of trees in the name of the environment and then not having the resources to maintain 
them so they fall on roads etc is a waste of spending. Perhaps consult residents on what services 
they deem important - garbage, roads, more parks.  
Council allows additonal apartments to be built replacing single dwellings therefore increasing rates 
payments and they are still working at a loss. How can we increase parkland and space for this over 
populated community if the priority is high rise? 

Council should be focussed on helping residents with cost of living. 
Council should be focussed on providing the basic services well but not add on's if funds not 
available. 
Example ... the 3 x per annum bulk pickup's could be replaced with request service ... once free and 
2 additional with cost recovery ? 

Reduce costs within the council. I know councils have Millions of dollars and are making good 
money already. reduce your own costs.  

Have we reached that point where a number of council services are given a value beyond their 
benefit to the community, in order to maintain a percuniary reward for the council employees who 
administer then? When any other organisation needs to pull their horns in and stop spending like the 
billionaires they aren't, they just get on and do it. 

Disappointed with the lack of detail as well as definitive guide around how additional funds will be 
spent and what services would be cut. Signifies a lack of accountability from Council to commit to 
what they will spend money on. 
To be clear we would be prepared to put our hands in our pocket if ownership and responsibility is 
taken by Council to be transparent with spending! 

Council is out of touch. Local council should be abolished and more power to state government. No 
need to decentralise rubbish collection and park management. Everyone you talk to in counci is 
unhelpful, slow and doesn't see ratepayer as a customer - get rid of the council please. 

Look into ways of cutting unnecessary spendings.  
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Cost of living is high. I don’t get much value out of what Willoughby council offers its residents 

Cost of living pressures are very high….we all need to tighten our belts! 

We all have cost of living expenses increased, including interest rates. I cannot afford any more 
costs to my weekly budget. It is of note that this online survey likely misses many elderly or less 
educated or imigrant subgroups of our local area, so I hope is representative of all those that matter.  

There is no evidence optimization opportunities were applied in the past in order to manage costs 
and the pub test for the maintain option does not add up to a 12%. 

You need to be more efficient 

I think it's tough on retirees who are not earning an income to be asked to support an increase in our 
rates.  Personally I do not benefit from a lot the services provided by Council other than waste 
services.  I would prefer it if there were some way to recognise self-funded retirees (as opposed to 
Pensioners) to give us a break on Council Rates.  We're not all wealthy baby boomers, and some of 
us are struggling with the increases to the cost of living across the board. 

Its too much of an increase for the last 3 options due to higher living expenses in general. We can't 
afford another high increase in another area 

I suggest less diversity and higher concentration on the essentials, eg roads, footpaths, clean ups. 

Given that most property in the LGA have increased in the rateable value there will be a natural 
increase in rates. No further increase should be required at all. 

I cannot afford any increase. If there was a zero increase option I would select that. The Council 
needs to "tighten its belt". 

I believe council miss manage  funds 

Can’t afford to pay for your mismanagement  

The cost of living crisis is already stretching homeowners. Rather than rates increases we need to 
reduce expectations and reduce services.  

Manage costs - like evewry other busuiness has to. 
Stop going for easy target by increasing rates 

I currently see regular council spending being wasted and adding more rates to this pot will only 
increase waste in Willoughby 

Would like to see council focus on core objectives. Conducting training courses and other 
educational activities, advocating for state or federal issues such as the referendum should be 
removed immediately. These are not core business.  

Council should find savings within unnecessary social programs, including diversity programs 

Council needs to find ways to cut their overheads and running costs and if projects are unaffordable 
they should be scrapped. Live within your budget as the community and business has to do so. 

no rise 
cut back on wasted money 
economize 

We are also having to cut back in our own goods and services to cope with inflation. Local govt is in 
a better position than us individuals to absorb costs and work to a budget. Cut back on Exec 
bonuses and cars, less travel, less entertaining, there’s a whole saving in those alone  
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Council needs to raise their productivity and do more for less given high cost of living pressures rate 
payers are facing 

I don’t agree with any of this .. even if u have us choosing 1-4  
I vote 4 the whole way . It’s a disgrace that u would even do this survey  

Everything is going up. I am a pensioner and am struggling badly to keep my own daily costs down 
in order to live a healthy life.The cost of living now is too expensive to maintain. 

Being a pensioner, I barely manage to keep up with my bills at present. eg. home and contents 
insurance has gone up by a massive 45% this year. Yet my disability pension has stayed pretty 
much the same. How am I to pay for food and heating?  

Rather than increase rates to residents, a preferred option is to SiGNIFICANTLY  INCREASE taxes 
or levies to Developers, whose greed goes straight to their hip pocket and does NOT give back or 
participate innany positive way to the community. Please include this as an option in the future. 

High mortgage interest rates (mortgage stress) and real inflation with food, infrastructure (Electricity, 
Water)  cost materially increased. Companies have announced redundancies to cut cost. Council 
must not add to burden of mortgage stress.Households and corporates are cutting cost 
(redundancies have been announced). In these economic stress times council must reduce services 
and not add to mortgage stress to households.  

Thank you for the opportunity to have a say. Given the significant rate if inflation and increase in 
interest rates for mortgage borrowers such as ourselves we are financially struggling to just get by 
and strongly encourage the Council members to go with option 1, which is most affordable.  

Option 1 is most preferred given financial distress from mortgage payments, increase in cost of 
living, inflation and increase in energy and fuel prices. 

Council are getting screwed by government. 

~$200 annual increase to secure future of infrastructure etc is worth doing now.  

Why isn't the council committing to cost saves across all options? What are your productivity 
measures in the first place?  

It would be unreasonable to increase rates beyond 3.5% in these times. I do not support rates going 
up beyond 3.5% and would accept a reduction in services 

Too many other services are increasing at the same time. Council should be responsible and 
operate within the government rate increase guidelines. 

Budget management should be a priority and effort spent on work that does not really have a 
meaningful impact on the community should be shelved like every other business has to do. Council 
waste on projects which are election based decisions and glamour projects that add little should be 
shelved. 
 
Why do we have 8 gardeners regularly prying a wildness track but refuse to leaking pipes that 
damage walk paths  

I think we have too many councils and need to amalgamate some of them. This will be a more cost-
effective approach, rather than passing these costs onto residence. Plus, why do the amounts go 
from 3.5% to 12% - no option in between. This will be a big increase for many families and during a 
time of high inflation and the approach is inconsiderate. Nor does not give people confidence that 
the money is being manage sufficiently. Please consider amalgamating councils before you increase 
our rates. 
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I am happy with council having a minimal role. Council does a good job providing essential services, 
non essential services are not needed in my opinion 

There is no justification for raising rates any more than the minimum amount. If individuals within the 
LGA wish to access services that need to be reduced in order to achieve this then they should 
access them on a "user pays" basis. Many residents, like me, only make use of the basics provided 
by council (eg rubbish collection) and see no reason for having to subsidise those people who 
choose to access other services. The decision council makes on this rate increase matter will 
strongly influence my choice at the ballot box next time there is a local council election. 

Councils need to run like business by managing costs and improving productivity. I can’t go to my 
customers with double digit price increases particularly in the current environment.  

 I find that a huge amount of public money is being wasted on  "prettying up" rather than on needed 
infrastructure. A prime example is the horrific changes to Artarmon shopping strip. you are losing the 
character of the place. Shameful waste. 

The significant increase in energy prices, general cost of living and rising mortage interest rates are 
making it hard for my household to afford a 12% increase of council rate.  We can only live with 
reduced council service. 

Frankly, as it is life's tough with many rate rises. Inflations are sky high and we do not need more 
rate rises. Furthermore, i doubt with the increased rates, services will improve. As it is Willoughby 
council is slow to respond, emails sent fallen to deaf ears, streets are filthy and not cleaned, drains 
are clogged with leaves and debris, illegal street parkings are getting worse and no patrols. We 
should keep things as it is and don't see why we need to have rates increased by 3.5% and yet with 
reduced services? Council needs to prove yourself in the first place but at the moment, I don't see 
this being the case.  

Council should audit all levels and costs of current services provided with a view to reducing them.  

We have a huge mortgage and other big commitments on top of a high cost of living expenses 
hence any rate increase/s will add more financial stress into our life.  Please refrain from introducing 
any increase/s in rates please. 

Given current cost of living pressure Council should economize  and look to ways to raise revenues 
and reduce less important services. 

The increase in the other 3 options is way too much more than my pay increase. 

3.5% in current environment is already a lot. We are all working harder to keep a balanced budget 
and council should be no different. Finding new revenue sources is a good idea or reduce services 
until inflation settles. It doesn't hurt to have to scrutinize spending, be that households, governments 
or companies, which can reduce waste and inefficiencies. 

Some suggestions on cost reduction: 
- no more free pre-booked clean up collection  
- monthly or bi-monthly scheduled clean up collection rather than 3 scheduled plus a free pre-
booked per year (I am assuming the utilisation of prebook service is high) 
 
This facilitates more often collection services which reduce the need of pre-booked service while 
people can still book their paid services  if needed 

The impact of the rising cost of living becomes most noticeable when we make our everyday 
household purchases. Even though the increase in individual expenses may seem small, when we 
take into account electricity, gas, and all our other expenses, it becomes clear that we can no longer 
afford these rising costs.  
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These are hard times with high rises in the cost of living, and not the right time to proceed with 
increased infrastructure and other projects.  Business should pay more of any rate increase. 

If rates go up more than 3.5% I won't be able to afford to pay for my car, my unit levies, my 
electricity bill, my groceries etc. 

The council fee is charged based on property value, which means residents in Northbridge paid 
more council fees than other suburbs. Then, the percentage increase has more impacts on residents 
in this area. It's not fair for us to pay more council fee now, not even to mention increasing it by 
percentage. That's outrageous!  

Living cost increase, household income reduce by half due to a new born. 

I think it is an absolute disgrace that because of councils inability to manage finances the burden be 
pushed to the rate payers. Council charge outrageous fees to everyday citizens don't maintain 
facilities and provide exceptionally little in return. The fact that the council seperated garbage 
collection is nothing but an additional tax. The council should merge with neighbouring councils and 
achieve economics of scale .  
 
Councils lack of fiscal capability should NOT be funded by the residents. 
 
This proposal is an absolute insult. 

The proposed options to increase rates by as much as 12% are unaffordable and have been poorly 
communicated 

I am not confident of the audit of projects and expenditure of the Council. Im also not confident that 
the best use of financial resources is being achieved. Like all residents ( and Australians), Id lie to 
see the council do more with less funding and with distinct accountability for expenditure. 

You should list out what services would be cut, and what would increase u der different proposed 
options. 

Cost is too high 

Na  

The council is hardly doing a great job of keeping up with projects and maintenance as it is. The 
roads are WOEFUL and have been since long before COVID-19 could be sighted as an excuse. The 
ridiculous cost, inconvenience and inefficiency of the street scape at Artarmon station is a prime 
example of wasted funds, let alone the disruption to business owners along the strip. Keeping it 
short, the council has hardly spend the revenues that well historically to justify an increase in rates 
over the state government threshold, let alone 12-20% Spend it better, use it wisely, improve the 
ROADS in the district rather than widening a footpath and adding trees next to a rail corridor in one 
suburb perhaps… 

People have become too focused on short-term, hip pocket issues. Services and infrastructure are 
the paramount components of a cohesive society. I’ve lived in the USA and have witnessed, at first 
hand, the degeneration of societies when people vote for narrow interests.  

Will support lower services 

Council needs to stop complaining that it doesn't have enough money, when it charges significantly 
more than North Sydney Council, which does an excellent job of looking after its residents without 
continual rate rises (my sister lives there). If Willoughby Council is struggling it should consult and 
copy what North Sydney Council does (or better yet, merge with them). 
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It’s appalling that you are even considering the decrease in services in alignment with a rate 
increase in the the midst of a cost of living crisis.is the council tone deaf to what citizens are 
experiencing???  

The proposal is ridiculous and completely out of step. 

The proposed increases are insulting considering covid was a government led plan. There is no 
doubt this has resulted in a significant increase to cost of living in all aspects. When does this stop? 

Rates are already too high as is absolutely everything else right now, cost of living is close to 
unbearable. Reduced services is only viable option at present. Even that still comes with a 3.5% 
increase. 

This could be a textbook example of how to manage change: 
We genuinely don't know which option will work best, so let's trial one of the four. 
If you reduce services and it proves unsuccessful, you can acknowledge its failure, then pursue one 
of the other options. 
By contrast, if you raise rates, that rise is permanently baked in and can never be reversed. If it 
proves to be unsuccessful, you can switch to a 'reduce services' strategy but there's no way you can 
reduce rates by 12%, 15% or 20% - politically, it just can't be done. 
So be sensible, be logical and trial 'reduce services' first. 

The cost of living is out of control, all government including council must ensure every possible way 
to reduce the impact of this on working tax and rate paying people. Anything more than reduce 
services are forcing all but super rick people out of the area.  

I find the reference to reduction in "services" misleading and obtuse (perhaps deliberately so as to 
alarm residents). Council should be able to maintain essential services (such as waste collection, 
park, road and storm water maintenance, planning regulation, libraries etc) and reduce spending on 
"community projects" that benefit very few, are often wasteful, undesirable, duplicative and have 
negligible advantage to the community as a whole. In our local community, the "Bellambi square 
project" is an example of a completely incomprehensible use of taxpayers money. It is largely 
regarded as comical, but for the cost and inconvenience it has no doubt caused. Council should 
stick to its principal functions under the local government act. Now is not the time to be spending 
money on virtue signalling and self-righteous vanity projects.  

Times are tough Its time to cut back on costs not increase spending. Amongst other things, Seeing 
footpaths paved one day and dug up soon after and bitumen replacing new pavers is not spending 
money wisely.    

I was forced to set up an order of the preferences but I do not support any rate increase other than 
the minimum of 3.5%. It's unacceptable asking for a rate increase without providing the data that 
explains in which items the money is currently being spent. "highly valued services"? "stable 
environment for staff retention and morale"? What's more stable than a city council? what about 
residents' retention and morale? Unacceptable. Current spending should be audited / shown to the 
public before asking for a rate increase. I'm sure there are plenty of useless services that can be cut 
off to avoid rate increase while keeping the same level of service on the important matters. 

People are hurting a great deal due to inflation, with vastly increased cost of living expenses. Now it 
is time for council to cut back on unnecessary spending. 

Prefer to minimize council rate as cost of living here is already too high  

Cost of living has already increased enough, salaries have merely increased 4-5% therefore we can 
not afford these increases 

Now is not the time to put increased financial pressure on Families  
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The less the merits  

I prefer option 1 

Rate Increase for councils should be in line with the Government rate pag. 
Please let me know the outcome of the survey (aggregated data across all options please) 
I don't want to rate option 2-4 in question #12, as option 1 is the only one I would endorse. However 
due to the surveys limited functionality, it forces me to make a choice 

Council Services are currently very satisfactory,  but too much is spent on minor projects  like 
Bellambi St closure which is very unpopular with surrounding businesses due to parking problems. 

There is no justification in increasing costs to maintain or improve services. Reduce the costs to fit 
the budget like everyone else has to do with cost of living pressures 

Should be an option between the 3.5 and 12% options. Eg 7% 

I don't see any extra services anyway - I live on Strathallen Ave and see the weeds growing in the 
centre divided and in a couple of years we will have trees there. No one cleans the streets anymore 
All I see is reduced services anyway. 
Cut your funding to the Art Gallery and other places which are not frequented that often. Pick up the 
recycle and gardens bins every 2 weeks (we have big enough bins for this) There are so many ways 
you can streamline services to keep the rates down  

The council needs to improve productivity and efficiency rather than just raise rates 

I don’t think you completely understand the heightened pressure of inflation already on the residents. 
There shouldn’t be any increase in rates for the next 1-2 years until the pressure of inflation reduces. 

Better for council to increase projects when inflation subsides and households are not stretched with 
bills 

Because I think I'm already paying too much for council rates, so I'm wondering what you all do with 
the money 

All businesses and government agencies are needing to find savings. Council needs to step up and 
do the same - and not ask for more money.  

I don't know how you have so far been unable to identify ways to save money, there is so much fat 
within your operations and for such a poor service from an extremely wealthy area I am not sure why 
you should be given more funds. 

Should tax and charge businesses that operate in the area more rather than its residents. 

Cannot afford price rises. Cut services as required 

Salaries are not rising at 12%+, so like families, Council should also live within its means 

Option 3 and 4 will affect already stretched community members. 

Very few of us are receiving pay rises - these options are just unaffordable 

Huge cost of living pressures 

The focus needs to be in efficiency. With that the number of services to be reduced can be more 
limited. Once better efficiencies are demonstrably, then might come to time to request support for 
restoration and/or additional services.  

Living cost is increasing. Council services are well and can be reduced in some areas. 
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Tough times require cutting back on spending 

Cost of living pressures 

I don’t make use of most of councils services as it is so see no value in increasing services.  
Further, council should deal with some austerity like the rest of us… 
What is the 20% Covid loss?? Council still collected rates - they should not have suffered any 
material loss.  

Query if there’s been enough discussion prior to arriving at only 4 options? Note I’ve only indicated 
“supportive” for Reduce Services in light of all other available options (which is also why I couldn’t 
indicate “very supportive”) because it’s the least financially challenging option made available for 
residents in this survey. 
 
Also, can Council please substantiate the claims under the “deteriorating financial position section”? 
(Eg how did $20.6m in COVID-19 losses come about? How was it calculated and accounted? How 
did Council arrive at inflation forcing up cost by 12.1% when that is not CPI?)  

Even in a seemingly affluent area such as Willoughby the current impact of inflation and interest 
rates are having a detrimental effect on the welfare of residents.  It is my recommendation that 
Council makes the minimal increase now even if that means are reduction of services or the 
realisation of assets. The options above 12% are maid of 'nice to have' options vs. essential 
services.  Council should seek further revenue by having those running businesses using council 
property (e.g. dog walkers, personal trainers) recompense council. 
 
Finally, Councils recent LEP that "Chatswood CBD Strategy stated that no residential land uses 
were to be permitted west of the North Shore rail corridor as there was further opportunity for office 
growth in this zone' is clearly at odds with the Minns Government where they are supporting a 
strategy to encourage offices and short terms rentals to be converted and used for residential 
purposes,  I strongly suggest Council revisit this decision and seek support from the State 
government to explore opportunities for increasing residential premises in Willoughby.   

We all need to live within budget.  Cannot just simply push problem on to rate payers.  Let us decide 
what services are to be withdrawn. 

Rate increase not supported 

As a retiree, I have not budgeted for a rate increase of 12.1% or above. I think the council needs to 
focus on reducing expenditure and getting its finances back into the black. 

I would have preferenced option 2 (12% rate increase) had it not been for the apalling waste of 
council funds spent on the stupid, ugly and completely unnecessary "public space" at Bellambi in 
Northbridge. If the Council has money to burn on senseless projects like that, it could do with some 
belt tightening. I do NOT however, support the reduction of waste collection to fortnightly. That is 
unhygienic and 3rd world not appropriate for a modern city suburb. I have otherwise been impressed 
with efficient bin replacement, and dangerous tree removal on council land adjoining my property-so 
it's a shame some bright spark came up with the Bellambi fiasco. Truly stupid IMHO. 

As a single 1 bed home owner with no kids, my costs are in proportion already much higher than 
anyone else and the benefits minimal. I have a mortgage that is about to double, combined to many 
other costs increase, and just can’t afford more increase. 

The cost 

You have already mismanaged budgets and don't think you can do better in the future  

Can’t afford any more money to pay extra fees for literally everything  
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they are already expensive enough 

Currently when the inflation is high, the economy is contracting, on the edge of recession (most 
countries has declared they are in recession as USA and Germany), people usually tighten their 
belts and reduce their spending. Therefore the last 2 option are absolute. The council should not fuel 
the inflation, when all of us trying to contain it and the salaries do not move up with the inflation I 
believe It is inappropriate to ask  for increase of the services at all. 

I hope the council would consider rezone the so called conservation area. Most of houses look old 
and tired, so is the suburb where I live. When a lot of other suburbs develop fast and bring a lot of 
value to the landowners, we are left way behind. Quite disappointed to be honest therefore not 
supportive for rate increases.  

Need to cope with family financials and prefer minimum increase option or no increase option.  

Council provides excellent services  , with many marginal ones that can be cut back on  

I don't think it's the right time to increase rates as high cost of living at the moment causes a lot of 
pressure on families. Thankyou  

I am retired and can not afford increased rates  

I am in favour of council, like other businesses that have a budget, finding ways in which to cut costs 
and operate within the financial constraints available to the council. 

Just as the council is $ strained, so is the public. We can’t afford rate increases  

Living costs and inflation are high enough, please don't add more to people living here.  

Cost of living pressures make the 12% and above impossible for us 

Cut back on wastage. 

Cannot afford it  

Times are tough, and as a family we are having to work harder with longer hours for the same 
money and make sacrifices like less holidays for the good of our future and believe that its only fair 
that council should consider doing the same for the good of the community for the time being. 

You do not do near enough as it is. Too many old &amp; cracked foot paths, you do not maintain 
trees like you are supposed to on the streets. 

I will not support any rate increase above the 3.5%. The council provides lots of free entertainment 
activities that are not needed. Those should be cut first instead of increasing rates  

We wish to keep cost of rates low - we too are experiencing inflation in other areas and increasing 
rates adds to the cost burden.  

Consider lower increase for pensioners. An increase of 12% to 20% is not manageable for aged 
pensioners. 

Council has immense waste in infrastructure spending eg why a new pool at Willoughby, overdone 
sidewalk outside Artarmon railway station and I can go on.  

Do not increasre rates.  
I have lived here for +30 years and in that time have seen very little to support any increase in rates. 
Council has sufficient funds already exsisting, this should be used to support the rate payers 
currently, who have collectively created those funds rather than put further pressure on all in what is 
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a very streched economy already. On face value this is just passing the buck and seems like poor 
managment and historically poor value for what is done. 

Putting the average rate is not accurate. You should separate average HOUSE rate and average 
UNIT rate. It under values the actual rate increases for those with houses. 

Given the current interest rate rises, cost of living I support measures to reduce economic pressures 
on families. Happy to review down the track when circumstances improve r.e. rate increases. Would 
appreciate keeping essential services the same e.g. rubbish collection but hold off on 'nice but not 
essential' things e.g. projects like the public area near the Strathallen and Sailors Bay intersection 
until economic circumstances improve  
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Attachment L– Comments made by participants who 
supported Maintain Services as their first ranked 
option 
Council needs to manage with the existing rate base - adjusting rates for inflation is acceptable - 
Council should manage its spending priorities to manage to the inflation adjusted rate income. 

Believe efficiency savings can be made as well 

I would suggest for Council "to get back on track financially" before continuing to spend on projects/ 
increase services. Option 2.  

I believe that Council can cut expenditure further in non-priority areas rather than imposing a large 
rate rise. I am, however, aware of the unexpected and unavoidable costs incurred in recent years so I 
would reluctantly support a minimum rate rise.  

Willoughby Council has previously been alleged to have mis-invested public funds, so I do not trust 
the Council to rate charge for more than is necessary to maintain existing services 

I question the spending decisions of council, including money wasted on unwanted footpaths in 
Middle Cove and questionable street repairs.  Budget repair should include better discipline/ 
prioritisation of funding. 

Being a resident for over 57 years it is vital that our existing services remain. I don't believe option 3 
or 4 should be considered. 

False economy to cut sevices. Need to maintain pleasant and healthy surroundings. 

I don't want the level of service to reduce, but it's a stretch to manage the higher rates.  Now is not 
the time to expand services. 

This is the best compromise between rate increase and service availability and to better secure 
Council's future financial position 

At a time of cost of living increases, maintenance of existing services at the least increase in cost is 
most appropriate for most people 

I think we need to increase to maintain the status quo and then over the next few years work out if 
some of the programs run by council should be continued.  Then we will have a better position as to if 
cuts to services can be made. 

We need to maintain services but we are all under financial stress. 

Until interest rates drop we need as minimal rate increases as possible. 

I have been disappointed with Council's ability to deliver services in a polite and timely manner since I 
have lived here over the past 20+ years. It seems residents are ignore or put on hold for ever with 
their inquiries and co0ncerns but developers can do whatever they want without consequences - I 
don't see increasing rates enormously is going to change or fix this. 

As the current economic environment is quite tough at the moment with no payrise for most and 
increase in interest payments and other expenses it’s not affordable to have too much of an increase.  

Why is there no option between 3.5% and 12%.  
Option 4, under the current financial strain of the gernal economy is irresposible at this time. This 
should be scrapped and instead there should be an option around 7.5%  
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Businesses are still in recovery mode that financial pressure could result in moving shutting down or 
moving to another area to trade. 

As a resident, I support maintaining at least the current services. Reducing services will be 
detrimental to our community 

Based on what is outlined in the Maintain services, I think this is fair option for residents &amp; 
council. I was disappointed to see money wasted in placing cobble stones in select roads around 
Artarmon with no real benefit.   

Please consider saving money on rubbish removal services which I think can be greatly reduced. 
Make the bins smaller - especially the recycling bin. Make this a fortnightly collection, not weekly. It 
will make people consider a purchase that comes wrapped in large volumes of carboard etc. let alone 
the plastic and Styrofoam that likely is put in the recycling. A bin the same size as the red bin is 
sufficient for everyday recyclable items. Some huge houses are being built in Willoughby and these 
residences with 5 bedrooms should be paying more for rubbish removal if they need bigger bins.  

I am disappointed that there is not a moderate option between 3.5% and 12%. I agree the financial 
position must be reinforced, but at the same time a moderate curb on services is also feasible. The 
commitment by the council of a $1m cost reduction is NOT adequate. The other 2 options (15% and 
20%) just showed the council is out of touch. 

Focus needs to be on cost reduction not just new services 

I feel a reasonable rate rise is acceptable but we need to maintain services. 

The level of service we currently receive is very good. I would not like it to reduce. However, I do not 
think there is a need to increase it either If the population is increasing then so is presumably the 
number of dwellings and therefore the rates income to Council. So I find that part of the justification 
doubtful.  

I think some increase is warranted to maintain services.  

Moderation 

Council needs to manage its rate payers after tax money better. 

Maintaining existing level of services is most important. 
The current level of inflation has forced up costs by 12.1%, but inflation is expected to return to an 
acceptable level by 2025, which will enable Council to improve services eventually or at least 
maintain current services. 

we can't afford substantially higher rates. But we also don't want to see our services reduced. Can't 
see what benefit we'd get from increased services and/or infrastructure so voting to maintain. 

Some of the issues faced are one off events and don't require a permanent rate rise. A levy to cover 
certain events would have been far more acceptable.  

I am retired on limited income  and there is no consideration given to me for this. We do not have to 
be a worldclass standard community with more fancy playgrounds and swimming pools and parks as 
long as we have all the basic services working efficiently. 

Wild weather being a reason for cost, give me a break 

I recognise that to maintain services, we have to pay more for them. If the council goes broke that is 
not good for anyone. 

Balance between cost and maintenance. 
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Start with Option 2 and then let's review the budgets next year  

We are now paying the price for money wastage over the years, especially with wasting money on 
rubbish like excessive and unnecessary speed humps, poorly designed roads and traffic lights, 
allowing overbuilding of residences, which hugely increases heavy road vehicle traffic and parking, 
leading to continual inconvenience to residents and damaging of roads and infrastructure!!  

With current high interest rates, an increase in council services would be untenable and a decrease in 
services would be unacceptable. 

Do not want us to be in deficit.  

No 

Council rates already too high for the services provided 

I have been living in the area for over 18 years and I am very satisfied with the services provided by 
the council. I believe maintaining them would be an excellent outcome.  

I would not want to see any reduction in local council services. 

This is an embarrassment for Council. All businesses have experienced the same issues and yet they 
have had to adjust their business models to allow for much lower increases in their revenue. There 
should be another model that requires the Council to get more efficient combined with a price 
increase of say 8% to maintain current services. 

Wage rises have been minimal over the past 3 years and have supported owing to inflationary 
pressure. Lets hope Council have also.This being the case minimal increases are required until 
interest rates and inflation have subsided. 

As a pensioner the cost of living increases for all government services are significantly impacting our 
standard and quality of life 

We need funding for projects but with inflation only at 6 to 7% I think a 15-20% increase is far too 
much. We are on a part pension so something that is fair to us is welcome. And really we very rarely 
use the services of say library, swimming pool. The increase could definitely be used for fixing 
potholes in  roads. 

Your options are misleading and incomplete. (1) Willoughby and North Sydney have relatively low 
residential rates because of large proportion of commercial rates. (2) For Maintain Services 12% 
increase, you can levy the required $ amounts on commercial property and leave residential 
unchanged. (3) you fail to disclose the Council's financial position. A current Statement of Financial 
Position should be attached to the options. 

It’s important to maintain services but within a tight budget 

My rates are above the average now and as a self funded retiree any increase above necessary to 
maintain services would be very difficult to afford. 

I do not recommend a pre-planned sharp increase in rates over 4 or 5 years as inflation is expected 
to drop and economic condition is subject to change. So let's take slowly and step by step. 

My rates are considerably above the Council average due to an unreasonable increase in UCV. I 
have asked the State government to justify the increase but no response. I am a self funded retiree 
and have seen a significant decrease in my costs and and a decrease in my pension. I will receive no 
consideration in paying my rates and taxes and do not believe that any additional services will benefit 
me.  

Willoughby City Council is quite similar the North Sydney Council in that it contains a large 
commercial business district. The additional rates and charges earned provide significant financial 
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benefit to the Council which many other council areas do not have. This needs to be factored in when 
considering any additional rate increases.  

If the council increases services and infrastructure spending and then inflation increases further, we 
will be locked in to escalating rate rises to maintain the increased services and infrastructure. If we 
maintain existing services, then we just need to deal with current inflation issues. Perhaps we could 
also review contracts and suppliers to see if savings can be made?  

I cannot afford a big increase in rates and I’m happy with the services already provided  

would be good if you could ask for infrastructure support in 2 years once the cost of living pressure 
would have eased. I support in principles, but would rather start paying for them in 2 years. 

It is a challenge to simply maintain services after a couple of years of higher than previous inflation, 
so some extra increase in rates is to be expected. 

Think it would be useful to review all current services provided by council and advise ratepayers of 
any initiatives planned or underway to streamline them to save money before actually discontinuing 
services. 

As noted - this is JUST for the residentail rate compoent.  When added to the waste that went up 
10% last year and given arguments, can only assume same this year, it raises the overall cost up 
way more.  Also, with options 2 - Maintain services - you predict a $5.22M surplus - more than 
enough to cover the Additional 2M for public area maintenance.  A 3.22M surplus is still strong. 
Means really could have offered your residents option3 for the % increase in Option2 

I am strongly opposed to a 20% increase - which takes my rates to well over $2,000 per annum. 

Ideally council would invest more into local beautification but this should be maintenance not projects.  
Willoughby looks like it is unloved.  Weeds everywhere 

Just think we should maintain current services and consider increased services and infrastructure 
when broader economic circumstances improve 

This is probably one of the best council initiatives I have ever seen, if only more governments 
behaved this way. Let’s treat everyone like adults, let them know the ramification of each choice and 
allow people who care enough to vote. Primo 

A lot of people are under financial stress out there.  This may lessen in 12-24 months. Keeping costs 
well down in this period would be respectful of that; the option to increased services and infra 
afterwards will always remain. 

I am okay with maintaining current service levels as I think Willoughby council do an amazing job 
already.  

my rates are $2,071 already. The services provided are plenty. Parks and playgrounds seem to be 
redone at an alarming and unnecessary frequency.More people now live in the area in apartments 
and dual occupancies so more rates would be collected.Residents are suffering enough with higher 
food prices and mortgage payments.We all have to tighten our belts so council should do the same. 

Residents are under the same or worse financial stress as Council. Delay whatever can be delayed 
without harm being caused to residents of Willoughby. 

"Maintain" is important/worth funding. 

I would like to propose that there is a solution that  achieves the best outcomes at the lowest cost. By 
critically assesses services there may be valuable savings ie our council has very high household 
waste collection services - can you reduce green waste pick up during winter to only every fortnight.   
Can the recycles be pulled back to fortnightly?   What about a campaign that if your bin is only 1/2 full 
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- don't put it out to make the process quicker.   Similarly the big waste pick up could be reduced to 1 
less per year.  These strategies would reduce the cost,  and therefore with a moderate rate increase 
you could continue to improve services which is critical.  

The reality is that the population is doing it tough, worse than thje official figures wouild suggest, and 
it is very adverse to further impede the financial survival of those doing it tough 

I understand there is always cost inflation and as a community, we should do our best to spread the 
increase. I believe it is critical to maintain the current level of service for the community considering 
the benefits we all enjoy. If possible, improving those services in an efficient way (i.e. within a 
reasonable cost increase) would be a good outcome if supported by the majority of the community. 
Thank you for the opportunity to have my say. 

There should be a fifth option. Not supportive of rate increases in the current economy. Why suggest 
to reduce services but ask us to pay more for this reduction in services???  

Pretty rubbish to have to rate these options without a clear indication of what’s at risk; or what 
investments the additional rates might entail.  

I would prefer rates to stay the same due to cost of living pressures, but can see the benefits of 
council having a surplus in case of emergency. Plus I would not want to see services decrease.  

Would like to know if the cost of the Concourse development negatively contributed to the current 
financial situation. 

Where are the options for council looking after grass cutting on council land? I have more grass 
outside my property than in it and I’m expected to maintain it. Council should remove rubbish ✅ and 
maintain common areas/roads as a priority. Trim the rest of the activity (including political) back and 
focus on what is needed. 
 
Also, where are the treasure troves that have been built up over the years from development? 

There have been a number of council "initiatives" which I have found confusing and wasteful over the 
past number of years - including the most recent "improvement" of the Artarmon Shopping precinct.  
Widen footpaths, plant a few new trees, approve lower class business retail opportunities and reduce 
travel flow.....all of which has disrupted our lives for still an undetermined timeframe.  I'm sure the 
folks who previously occupied the benches opposite the shops with their paper bags will enjoy the 
new outlook.  I dread to think of what other initiatives extra money would enable council to achieve.... 

Services have been good. Happy to see it expanded or maintained. Current infrastructure seems 
sufficient - slow growth over time is fine.  

No further comments 

Keep the same services 

Very disappointing council failed to manage their financial responsibilities up to this point and now 
relying on extreme rate increases to fix their poor management. More information on how council plan 
to be more productive and how they intend to seek more external revenue stream initiatives would be 
beneficial to understand 

Self funded 87 year old 

I do not favour expenditure on capital projects such as the Bellambi St Plaza and the further costs 
associated with such. 

Thank you for your clear explanation. 

Please do not reduce service 
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Please do not reduce the services 

I am satisfied with the current service level and wish to maintain it.  
 
I am against reducing current level of service (it could make the LGA dirtier or I cannot get what I 
need). I also do not see a need to increase infrastructure, they will not benefit me as an adult without 
kids living in the area. It may further attract more people coming to the LGA and fake "homeless" 
people staying in the LGA.   

It would be a retrograde move to reduce services. They need to be maintained, plus the council also 
needs to continue to identify efficiencies and productivity gains.  

In the current macroeconomic environment, it is not a good time to be considering expansion of 
spending programs that would add to the cost of living of residents beyond what is essential to 
sustain current level of services. 

In the current macroeconomic environment, it is not a good time to be considering expansion of 
spending programs that would add to the cost of operating rental properties for property owners 
beyond what is essential to sustain current level of services, which would add to cost pressure to 
increase rent for the tenants. 

I understand council’s challenges.  Council also has to be cognisant that wages are not growing by 
12%, in fact it’s probably less than 3.5% for most people. However it’s easy to be confused as the 
communications don’t outline the average year on year proposed adjustments.  it would be good to 
see the rolling 5 year increases in rates.   I do regularly see opportunities for cost savings by council.  
Two areas that I feel strongly about are the following: 
 
1.  Planting of large trees under power lines, and the many decades of tree lopping maintenance 
costs that follow this.  If this is a significant cost item for council then it would be good to have a 
review conducted on potential solutions. 
2.  Re- surfacing of residential streets with new bitumen when they don’t need it.  I was outraged 
when they relaid a perfectly good surface in Beresford Avenue a few years ago. 

Happy with the current services. 

I am happy with current level of service, especially important services like Bushcare.  
 
Many of the ‘infrastructure’ projects are irrelevant to me.  

People are very afraid that red bin services will be reduced in once a fortnight. If you are going to do 
that you must come up with ab environmentally friendly and regular service to take out people’s 
compostable waste.  

For  more than 10 years there has been an increase in dwellings within the council zone presumably 
leading to an increase in revenue, cost reductions and efficiencies should always be considered 
before simply raising rates. 

An already heavily populated area which cannot tolerate a reduction of services (in particular rubbish) 

Financially, I cannot afford these increases, and options 3 and 4 do not provide significant benefits to 
my family. 
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Attachment M– Comments made by participants 
who supported Increase Services as their first 
ranked option 
15% is acceptable,20% is a bit too far. 

All for improvements but need more info to know what infrastructure project work local council would 
invest in, and ensure the info is proactively shared with Willoughby residents / goes through 
consultation / transparency around how projects are prioritised. 

Quality of life is too important  to reduce the services 

There is an expectation that council will also provide with eliminating inefficiencies and provide for 
cost cuttings 

Having a well-functioning council is a great benefit to its residents. Reducing services is not a good 
option as witnessed by the state of local government services in the UK. I am happy to pay a bit more 
to increase or maintain services. 

I am in favour of low density and maintaining the tree canopy. 

Reducing services sets a new baseline that will make it harder to return to the current levels in future. 
As a premium area we should be aspiring to constantly improve our council and its lifestyle.  

Need to see reduction in Council administrative overheads and the scope of functions included in 
this. 

I think it's important that the council is in a position to help and support the local community but it 
must also be careful not to waste ratepayers money and ensure work is carried out at an affordable 
cost - all too often government and local authorities seem to pay an exorbitant price for work. 

I would like more transparency with regard to cost cutting measures within the various departments at 
Willoughby council.  

I would commit to the 20% increase if something was done about very dangerous road – Brook street 
Naremburn, it is an extremely dangerous and busy road, there is absolutely nowhere for residents 
and the community to cross safely, the suburb has been divided in half. 
 
It's also impossible to turn right in a vehicle out of McBurney and Slade st safely. It has needed traffic 
lights at Slade Street or a pedestrian bridge for a very long time. I understand that it maybe getting 
speed cameras, but how does that help residents and the community cross a road to get to the local 
shops and the long 1-2km journey to walk to the local buses? 
 
I understand it's been hard to make a decision to fix this problem because of we have had the 
looming Northern Beaches Tunnel hanging over our heads for a very long time, but it was a problem 
before that. 
 
I can't commit to paying more rates for services, if there is no scope to make Brook st a safer street, 
and add services like buses to the area. 

I would not like to see the current level of service go any lower than it is now. I think that a rate rise of 
15% seems about the right level of increase. 
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Happy to pay for increased services.  Give how stressed many people are at present, I do NOT think 
this is the time when councils should be reducing services. I do not think council's previous 
infrastructure projects have been fantastic investment for ratepayers and some seem to have been 
"vanity projects" so am unprepared to sign up for large infrastructure projects in the current economic 
climate. 

Maintaining services and building community connections are important, however the 20% rate 
increase is too much for business. 

I feel it's important to at least maintain the current standard and looking forward to the future. The 
increase from 12% to 15%, at least for a residential ratepayer is rather insignifcant from $130 to 
$163. Though business owners may feel quite the bulk of this compared to residential ratepayers, but 
my gut feel is the ratio of residential vs business is a lot higher considering the density of apartments 
these days.. 

It was reported by the council in April this year that the budget was in good health. 
(link below) 
Why is there suddenly not enough money to continue to provide current services at the current rates? 
https://www.willoughby.nsw.gov.au/Council/News-and-media/Willougby-City-Council-budget-on-track 

I am interested in how rates are applied to empty apartments in Chatswood.  

Our community needs are growing at rapid rates so my preferred option of increase services although 
there is a 15% increase in rates but feel it will help our community greatly in the long run and make us 
more bullet proof financially for the future. 

I'm looking forward to seeing our LGA have a better and more secure future. 

Increased services should be provided in consultation with rate payers.  
*I am not in favour of redeveloping parks (eg Muston Park) when they are working well at present. 
*Funds need to be spent wisely and efficiently. eg I am a keen cyclist, but find the shared path on the 
highway from Mowbray Rd to St Leonards is a travesty as a 'cycleway'. It is narrow and didn't warrant 
the expense so that a box could be ticked in the provision of 'cycleways' in the area. Splashes of blue 
paint do not a cycleway make! A more efficient use of funds (admittedly more, but resulting in 
increased cycling; a good thing for our environment) would have been use of the corridor beside the 
Metro, while it was being developed. At least from Chatswood to Artarmon, off-road) I guess that 
opportunity has now passed, unfortunately?  
Funding needs to be continued to support the Willoughby Symphony Orchestra and Choir, to 
maintain  the Concourse  as an entertainment destination, that has positive consequences for all of 
Chatswood. 

Green spaces and cycling infrastructure are important for the city 

Willoughby Council does a reasonably good job of spending our money and it is worthwhile not 
having a failing infrastructure 

I don't think reducing services is a plausible realistic option. Not saying the standards by the council 
have not been good to date, but I don't think we can afford to do less without detrimental impact on 
the community. There has been inflationary pressures everywhere, so a 10-20% rate increase is 
'normal' in my opinion. I would like to suggest perhaps council can cut down on spending such as 
Spring Fair and other unnecessary outputs (unless these are profit-accretive for council, from fees 
imposed on stall holders).  As additional revenue source, I would suggest increasing the rates for 
buskers and other non-urgent type of activities that do not have a humungous amount of value-add. 

Lets keep our home viable and beautiful. 

I would like Chatswood to look cleaner. 
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we need to maintain and hopefully improve the range and quality of services 

I believe reducing services and investment by the council will affect the most needy for these services 
and thus reduce the diversity of the community and people. Not investing means that there will be a 
time lag and possibly an inability to catch up with quality improvements and services to ensure this 
area continues to be a desirable place to live and work. 

Population and demographic changes are relevant. Are they considered? 

Option 3 and 4 should include aggressive cost cutting to services park option 1 

20% is very costly for me as a pensioner. However I think that the 15% is fairer and brings our rates 
better in line with other councils.  

Reducing services will diminish utility of all residents but probably those in most need the most. 
Unreasonable. Of the others, 15% with increased services around urban tree coverage etc makes 
sense to me, but I am unsure on going all the way to a 20% rise for an infrastructure fund. Better to 
have periodic levies if really needed.  

Tree canopy is important as well as maintaining other services like garbage removal and cleaning 
since amount of people in the area increased massively.  

I support increasing services though I do not understand what a special rate variation is. 

I would like to see council improve the efficiency of their own operations, cut costs where possible 
and maximise other sources of income before contemplating anything more than a 15% rate rise. 

There are more people in Willoughby and there will be more in the future. We need to keep going to 
maintain Willoughby council. 

Not committed to infrastructure projects, but better services and especially improving urban tree 
cover are vital. 

As self funded retirees, our limited incomes oblige us to prefer the option that is as affordable as 
possible yet also is of most benefit to us personally, which is option 3. 

Thank you for the letter &amp; brochure with a very clear explanation.  

I live on a disability support fixed income, so I can't afford increased rates. I also think that services 
need to be maintained and increased. 

Council needs to hire its own sufficient maintenance staff to maintain all public areas. Contractors 
provide poor services at higher costs in comparison. Council must take ownership of a full and 
ongoing solution. 

Would like to see a higher cost reduction target to remove inefficiency such that we would have 
benefits of option 4 while paying rate increase of option 3.  

The information provided by Council for increasing rates has come as a surprise considering the lack 
of services currently provided over the last few years. Council asks for more funds however is not 
managing the current funds to save revenue. Why are you redoing Artarmon the way you have 
designed it, you could have saved money by simplifying the design. Council will have an influx of fees 
and rates with all of the proposed development in Chatswood and I'll bet Council will do nothing about 
traffic. We unfortunately only hear from Council how bad things are and you penalise the residents for 
Council's  
 poor decisions and wasted money and you never state how much revenue Council will gain from 
new development. Council has done very little for the residents on Beaconsfield Road near the Golf 
club, you have not been diligent in ensuring the builder complies with the DA nor is Council 
investigating the dust and noise which is just horrendous. Council needs to do more if you want 
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further rate increases as Council has not been doing enough over the last few years for residents to 
have any confidence that Council knows how to manage funds and how to look after the residents. 
Council will increase rates anyway no matter how residents comment. Best Wishes you can save and 
manage funds better in future. 

I don't want to see waste from council. It's important to improve and maintain parks, sports grounds 
etc. I don't see value in library upgrades. Only other comment: LOADS of new builds in the area. 
Please don't keep approving these if you can't afford the infrastructure. 

For me personally, I would be happy to pay higher rates to support Option 4. I also believe that there 
are many in this LGA who could afford to pay more. However,  I recognise that the community 
generally are currently concerned about cost of living and I think the Council is best to proceed with 
options 2 or 3.   I think Option 1 could expose the Council to significant financial risk and ultimately 
the community will grumble about reduced services even if they voted for that option. 

Need to create local economic activities that will generate revenue without over burdening local 
businesses and residences.  Inflation needs to be adjusted.  

Public area maintenance and urban tree canopy programs are important to me. 

Need to properly maintain roads, parks garbage collection as the priority. 

Cost of living may impact paying increased rates, but inflation impacts council. But amenity is 
important and maintains housing prices so if I have to downsize I am better off 

Strong Preference is not to reduce service  

Services must be maintained or improved  

I think you should maintain the current services. The difference between 12% and 15% is small 
enough that I support the 15% increase services option.  
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Attachment N– Comments made by participants who 
supported Increase Services and Infrastructure as 
their first ranked option 
We should spend now whilst we have the opportunity to prevent further decline in our facilities 

Increased rates will allow Council to out more funds towards solutions that support more housing 
diversity through an increase in density in our Neighbourhood, not just railway stations. 

With a declining revenue base and increased community demands for services a significant increase 
in rates is essential.  A $4/week increase is very easily manageable. 

I'm willing to chip in a bit more money every year, but it would be good to see concrete plans and 
throughlines from increased rates to improved services! 

Our council provides fabulous services, but we need to maintain and invest in improvements to our 
community's assets. 

With rather high population density, it is very important that all facilities, especially recreation and 
passive enjoyment areas are maintained to a high standard - hence higher rates 

Willoughby LGA has a backlog of infrastructure project backline that should be funded in order to 
serve the residents and resilience in impacts caused by climate change.  

Everything is going up and so is the cost of maintaining infrastructure. I am happy to have increases 
that keep Willoughby up to date and safe! 

Even after reading all 4 options, without knowing the details on how would you spend the money (i.e. 
projects pipeline and specific infrastructure), how can us the rate payer say yeah, here's a blank 
cheque for extra 20%, go do whatever you want to do. The reason I'm supportive of rate increase 
(15% of above) is that Willoughby council has done a good job thus far and being a proud local 
residents, I really hate to see the quality of life going down. And by paying a ransom is probably our 
only options, right? otherwise, who would say by giving an increase of 3.5% and we'd guarantee you 
with a reduced service?? I can't tell that to my boss, am I? I can't tell my employer that I'll take 
inflationary pay rise but I'll give you less because you being cheap.   

I support increasing the rates to provide the best possible amenity of the LGA 

As long as the community have input and aware of the planned infrastructure  

I really love the parks and outdoor spaces around here, and would love to see improved cycling 
options, which is a major weakness in this LGA. 

Would much encourage more sustainable infrastructure including Bike Paths 

I do hope Council has not engaged external consultants to design and run this program. We must 
have the capability within!  

Need more maintenance and infrastructure to prevent future decline 

I have never supported rate reductions. With the pressures from cost increases and the decreasing 
support of state government. it is unrealistic and even suicidal to do so 

I'm lucky enough to be in a position to go for the most expensive option, which I believe is needed to 
keep Willoughby thriving.  I recognise that this may not be the case for others. 

I'm happy to pay more for better services and infrastructure. Particularly footpaths and cycleways. 
Willoughby has done a decent job but is far behind other councils in these areas. If this increase can 
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be used in part to improve walking and cycling in our council area then I'm all for it - improving 
footpaths, building new cycleways, creating safer streets. This will be beneficial for the health and 
wellbeing of our communities, businesses, and our environment, and is much needed. 

You have noted that in the increased services options that this will support job retention. I am 
assuming that this means a pay rise? I would expect to see any money from an increase in rates 
above the NSW Government rate revenue peg of 3.5% go only to maintaining and increasing 
services. If this is not the case how will the money from the increased rates be distributed?  

I feel the need to invest in order to keep the area a thriving, modern place to live.  

we are happy to pay for improved services  

Don’t let the neo cons take over! 

Well done on the communications- very clear 

We've always been happy with the level of service provided by Willoughby Council.  

I’d prefer not having to pay more money. Everyone already has a lot to pay and this is just an added 
cost 

Willoughby Council does good things for the community. Rates are probably too low. The cost of my 
preferred option is not even the cost of one coffee a week. 

I believe the rates in Willoughby are far too low compared to the value of housing. This benefits older 
residents that have been here for years at the expense of new and younger residents. For example, I 
have a $500k investment property in Cessnock and my rates are $500 per quarter vs my house in 
Willoughby that is only $380 per quarter. 

I want to keep the area and its services of a high standard. We need to pay increased rates to have a 
high standard of services for the community. I do not want our high standard of living and council 
services to suffer due to lack of money. 

Go for it.  

Strongly against reducing services 

Given that the brochure states that increased costs are partly due to inflationary pressures, I hope 
council will adjust rates accordingly when inflation rate falls. 

I support raising rates significantly to improve infrastructure in our future. I would especially want to 
see the money appropriately used to support services for social housing and residents, great public 
areas, and social infrastructure. 
 
 I intend to be a residential landowner in Whilloughby in the future and understand this rate rise 
affects me both then, and now as a renter. 

Rates increase would be reasonable and affordable 

I would like to know how council will keep costs down please 

Council needs to retrieve rates that were lost during the covid crisis to enable an increase in services 
and infrastructure for the future of Willoughby 

Service increase needs to be on practical things not more bureaucracy  

We need to keep moving forward and preparing for the future even if that costs more in the short 
term.  We will benefit in the long run. 
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It’s a modest yearly increase in actual terms (despite being 20%)and will provide enormous benefits 
for me and my family. Those proposed works will benefit me and my kids and future generations and 
continue to provide a beautiful area for us to live in. I fully support the measures as the increase to 
me and my family’s welfare and wellness is more than made up for by my financial contribution. 

Increased service levels and reliable infrastructures are key to securing a brighter future for 
Willoughby and Australia. 

Willoughby council does a great job in comparison with other councils i have experienced 
I am happy to give them the tools they require especially as current rates are very reasonable 

Simply cannot afford 12% increase or more while income is a lot less than pre-covid 

if we want better services, we need to pay for them. 

I want to live in a fully functioning and forward-looking council area. 

It doesn't make sense to reduce services; maintaining current services increases by 12% and 
increasing services by 15% - ratepayers would hardly notice the difference in their rates. Best to 
increase services and infrastructure if possible. There's always community infrastructure that needs 
upgrading and Willoughby is an excellent Council. 

My support for an increase in services and infrastructure is conditional on the re-building of the Haven 
Amphitheatre as a component of the increase in infrastructure 

I have a very low opinion of Willoughby Council ... as a resident of 40 years you have never provided 
an acceptable level of service .. my enthusiasm to support a rate rise is linked to an expectation that 
you do actually provide both the service you promised and failed to deliver and more on top of that. 

Better library services. 
Please have no fees to reserve a book. 

Very disappointed that the Council has reduced support of residents access to RecycleSmart 
services from once-a-month to once-every-3-months.  
I consider providing REAL sustainable systems of conservation and reuse/ recycle systems a priority.  
Also disappointed that the Council has not reinstated pre-Covid opening hours at branch libraries. 
Also disappointed that Willoughby Park Centre is being more proactive in offering various activities 
across the Council venues (such as various exercise classes avail for all age groups from "tiny tots" 
through to seniors) as were available pre-Covid. 

I hope that the maintenance funding will explore the possibility of creating much needed footpaths 
and steps from the road to the property boundaries on the south side of Coolaroo Toad . The road 
side area is steep and dangerous for us to access our vehicles on the road . Thanks  
I would like to see infrastructure spent on a better community centre for people to hold events eg kids 
parties or meetings. Eg upgrading bales park building 

We are particularly persuaded by the fact that we have the second lowest rates in comparison to 
similar suburbs. We greatly benefit from the services provided by Council 

Excellent articulation of the challenges, root causes and options available. Enhancing our local 
community and improving resiliency is a fantastic return on $218 per year 

We must keep investing in our area for future generations  

Investment in services is needed  

Improving services and infrastructure will improve the harmony of the district and hopefully maintain 
and increase the property price. 
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The 20% increase is the only option if we are to expand community engagement. 

It's fair to raise rates to match inflation but on top of that I feel it's fair that we continue to build 
infrastructure that benefits everyone. After all, our LGA has plenty of 'wealthy' landowners who have 
had a nice bump from inflation on rental income from their properties or other high paying jobs. 

Willoughby Council rates have always been low compared to others in greenfield areas. We need 
more and better infrastructure to support our growing population and whereas I would like to see that 
funded reasonably through new developments, we all need to contribute through our rates, 

Just increase the rates by 20% and give us better services and infrastructure. 

Increased services and infrastructure will improve the quality of life of residents in Willoughby, today 
and in the future. It is also vital for dealing with the impacts of climate change, which can only 
increase. 

Willoughby needs to spend more on improving separated active transport infrastructure to support the 
massive increase in population growth in the LGA and reduce the reliance on cars for short trips. 

I value the services Willoughby provides, including library, parks, Northbridge Baths; I also believe 
Council uses money effetcively for supporting those in greater need than myself 

20% is my preference, keen to see services and infrastructure improved across the LGA 

I'm not one for spending money where it isn't necessary BUT: 
The value of land in Willoughby has increased substantially over the past decade and that is partly 
because the Willoughby Council maintain the municipality to a very high standard and provide quality 
services.  
To reduce or just maintain services would be a retrograde step and would ultimately impact on land 
values. 
Rate payers can't expect to pay low rates but yet live in a beautifully maintained municipality. 

I wholeheartedly endorse the proposal to increase services and infrastructure within the Willoughby 
City Council area. Our community is evolving with increasing densification, and it's vital that we invest 
in upgrading our infrastructure to keep pace with this growth. I particularly advocate for a balanced 
approach that encourages more medium-density options as well as high-density to ensure diversity. 
 
I hope to continue to see Willoughby Council prioritise the maintenance of our green spaces and 
parks. As our area grows, preserving these green oases becomes even more critical. 
 
In addition, I hope the council remains committed to providing affordable housing options for our 
essential workers. It's disheartening to witness teachers and nurses being forced out of our 
community due to rising rental costs. 
 
I strongly advocate for the development of safer and more protected cycling paths. Cycling routes 
which are on the road often put cyclists in precarious situations, particularly when they are 
sandwiched between parking spaces and travelling vehicles. Improving cycling infrastructure not only 
encourages sustainable transportation but also enhances safety for cyclists. Let's invest in well-
designed, protected cycling paths to make our streets safer and more accessible for everyone. 

I am very supportive of council investing in infrastructure and services in an ongoing and sustainable 
manner - this makes Willoughby a great place to live, work and play. 

We need to upgrade the facilities, infrastructure in order to keep Chatswood as a high standard areas 
and everyone loves to live in. 
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If we want to make sure Willoughby continues to be desirable and home to a connected, resilient and 
safe community we need to invest in infrastructure and maintain services at the same time. That 
requires more money.  We will all benefit from increased council services.  

An investment in the betterment of our suburb and it better supports residents 

I am a higher income earner therefore the increase will not impact me financially.  
With the impact of covid and future financial projections I believe it’s important for the council to 
maintain a surplus. Continuous investment in Willoughby i believe will ensure willoughby as an area 
maintains high standards and a desirable living location.  
I firmly believe there should be an increase in investment - rising costs, inflation, population growth 
need to be factored in in order for willoughby to simply maintain its standard and infrastructure of the 
area.  

I think Willoughby Council needs many more resources in order to maintain and upgrade community 
infrastructure.  I think that in comparison to what Lane Cove Council is achieving and North Sydney 
Council, Wiloughby Council is far behind.  This is understandable, it has a very large population and 
area.  We all need to pull together to improve the facilities in our Willoughby area.  

Our rates are comparatively low. Council should improve services and community infrastructure  

The services and infrastructure are essential to the character of Willoughby council areas. This is a 
great opportunity to review the needs of residents and business owners and to make ambitious plans 
that will serve the needs of all.  

A service I would like to see is soft plastic and compost collection 

Council needs to continue to invest in infrastructure and community.  

If we want to ensure Willoughby remains a desirable location to live and/or operate a thriving 
business, we need to maintain and improve services and facilities.  Anything less will slowly erode 
property values and our standard of living in the community over time.  Any short term savings in 
rates with lesser options will  be counterproductive in the long term. 

Increased services and infrastructure is required to support Willoughby's growing population so that  
it remains an attractive place to live, work and visit. 

If you are increasing rates please make sure the money is used wisely and not just to benefit the 
departments that can make residents lives very difficult and unpleasant    
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Willoughby City Council is considering a single-year Special Rate Variation (SRV) 
option to apply in the 2024/2025 rates year. Council commissioned Micromex to 
conduct a mixed-mode telephone and online survey with residents – the results of 
that survey are provided in this Report.

Separate to the Micromex research, Council conducted their own, similar, opt-in 
online community engagement – results of this are not included in this Report.
Objectives (Why?)

• Identify community awareness of Council’s exploration of a Special Rate
Variation

• Determine level of support for each of the proposed options

• Identify the overall preference out of 4 proposed options

Sample (How?)

• Mixed mode approach to achieve a more representative sample:

o Telephone survey (landline N = 63 and mobile N = 187) to N = 250 
residents

o Online survey N = 169

• Greatest margin of error +/- 4.9% at the 95% confidence level

Timing (When?)

• Fieldwork conducted 3rd – 15th October 2023

Research Objectives
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Methodology and Sample

Sample selection and error

A total of 250 resident phone interviews were completed. 222 were chosen by means 
of a computer based random selection process using SamplePages, Lead Lists and 
Australian Marketing Lists. The remaining 28 respondents were ‘number harvested’ via 
face-to-face intercept at Chatswood Train Station and Northbridge.

The remaining 169 online sample was sourced from the Micromex Community Panel 
and Octopus Group sample.

This mixed-mode approach provided a cost-effective methodology – and also 
helped us capture the views of harder-to-reach cohorts, such as younger residents 
and non-ratepayers.

A total sample size of 419 residents provides a maximum sampling error of plus or 
minus 4.9% at 95% confidence. This means that if the survey was replicated with a 
new universe of N=419 residents, 19 times out of 20 we would expect to see the same 
results, i.e. +/- 4.9%.  For example, an answer such as ‘yes’ (50%) to a question could 
vary from 45% to 55%.

The final sample of 419 respondents was weighted by Willoughby LGA age and 
gender population statistics based on the 2021 ABS Census data to reflect the 
population profile.

Interviewing

Interviewing was conducted in accordance with The Research Society Code of 
Professional Behaviour.

Data analysis

The data within this report was analysed using Q Professional.

Within the report, ▲▼ and blue and red font colours are used to identify statistically significant 
differences between groups, i.e., gender, age, etc.

Significance difference testing is a statistical test performed to evaluate the difference between 
two measurements. To identify the statistically significant differences between the groups of 
means, ‘One-Way Anova tests’ and ‘Independent Samples T-tests’ were used. ‘Z Tests’ were also
used to determine statistically significant differences between column percentages.

Note: All percentages are calculated to the nearest whole number and therefore the total may 
not exactly equal 100%.

Ratings questions

The Unipolar Scale of 1 to 5 was used in all rating questions, where 1 was the lowest support and 5 
the highest support.

Top 3 (T3) Box: refers to the aggregate percentage (%) score of the top three scores for 
satisfaction or support. (i.e. somewhat supportive, supportive & very supportive).  We refer to T3 
Box support in order to express moderate to high levels of support in a non-discretionary category.

Ranking question

 A forced preference ranking question was also applied, where residents had to rank the four 
options from 1 to 4.

Micromex LGA Benchmark

Micromex has developed SRV Benchmarks using normative data from 36 unique councils, more 
than 40 surveys and over 18,000 interviews since 2012.
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Gender

Male 53%Female 47%

25%

32%

22% 21%

18-34 35-49 50-64 65+

Age

Ratepayer status
(Multiple responses possible)

Residential 
ratepayer 

78%

Don’t pay 
residential rates 

22%

Sample Profile – Weighted Data

Base: N = 419
* Responses add to more than 100% as a respondent could pay both residential and 

business rates.  See Appendix 2 for analysis of business ratepayers

Time lived in the area

3% 8% 10% 13%
26%

40%

Under a
year

1-3 years 4-6 years 7-10 years 11-20
years

More than
20 years

Speaks another language 
other than English at home

Yes
29%

No
71%

Ward

26%

24%

25%

25%

Middle Harbour

Sailors Bay

Naremburn

West Ward

Business 
ratepayer* 

2%
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Results in Summary: Key Findings

Summary

• Nearly 50% of residents indicated that they were aware of the SRV –
primarily informed by Council’s Brochure. This level of awareness exceeds 
our metro benchmarks.

• There is little appetite for a service reduction - Almost three-quarters (74%) 
of the community preferred some level of SRV, with 41% of the 
community indicating a preference for a 15%+ increase (Option 3 or 4).

• Main reasons for the preference for some level SRV were –
o Maintain service levels
o Affordability of the increase option
o Council needs the increase/only solution
o Upgrading services, facilities and infrastructure
o Prevent service decline

• Those rejecting an SRV, who have a first preference to maintain the rate 
peg level of 3.5%, did so because of cost concerns.
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Results in Summary: Snapshot

OPTION 1 – REDUCE SERVICES - NO SRV OPTION 2 – MAINTAIN SERVICES - 12% INCREASE

OPTION 3 – INCREASE SERVICES - 15% INCREASE OPTION 4 – INCREASE SERVICES + INFRASTRUCTURE - 20% INCREASE

38% are at least somewhat supportive of this option

26% identified this as their FIRST preference

Main reasons for preference:

o Don’t want an increase/can't afford/increase too high

o Council should seek alternatives for generating 
revenue/leave rates as is

o Issues with Council actions

72% are at least somewhat supportive of this option

33% identified this as their FIRST preference

Main reasons for preference:

o Maintain service levels

o Affordable option

o Prevent service decline

65% are at least somewhat supportive of this option

26% identified this as their FIRST preference

Main reasons for preference:

o Upgrading services, facilities and infrastructure

o Affordable option

o Council needs the increase/only solution

53% are at least somewhat supportive of this option

15% identified this as their FIRST preference

Main reasons for preference:

o Upgrading services, facilities and infrastructure

o Council needs the increase/only solution

o Maintain service levels

Were aware that Willoughby Council was exploring community sentiment on various rate options prior to the call, 

above the Micromex benchmark of 34%.

The large majority of residents were informed of the SRV via letter/brochure in the post from Council.
47%
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This section examines respondents' awareness of the SRV and how they were 
informed of Council’s means to seek feedback. 

Awareness of the Special Rate 
Variation

Section One
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Awareness of the Special Rate Variation

Yes
47% 

No
48% 

Not sure
5% 

Overall
Gender Age Time lived in area Ward

Male Female 18-34 35-49 50-64 65+ 10 years 
or less

11- 20 
years

More than 
20 years

Middle 
Harbour Naremburn Sailors 

Bay
West 
Ward

Yes 47% 46% 49% 14% 44% 63% 76% 22% 51% 66% 45% 42% 52% 49%

No 48% 49% 47% 78% 50% 37% 21% 69% 44% 33% 48% 53% 45% 47%

Not sure 5% 5% 4% 7% 6% 1% 3% 8% 6% 1% 7% 5% 3% 4%

Base 419 198 220 106 133 94 86 142 109 169 110 101 104 104

A significantly higher/lower level of awareness (by group)

Overall
Ratepayer Status

Ratepayer Non-
ratepayer

Yes 47% 57% 10%

No 48% 40% 81%

Not sure 5% 4% 9%

Base 419 332 87

Base: N = 419

Q4a. Prior to this call, were you aware that Council was exploring community sentiment on various rate rise options?

Prior to completing the survey, just under half of respondents were aware that Council 
was exploring various rate rises (47%).  This is well above the Micromex metropolitan 
benchmark of 34%, which is an encouraging result given that the Council commenced 
its communications campaign in late September and the survey was conducted from 
October 3-15, 2023.

Awareness was significantly lower for those aged 18-34, non-ratepayers, and those who 
have lived in the area for 10 years or less.

Willoughby 
City Council

2023 LGA 
Benchmark - 

Metro

Yes 47%↑ 34%

Base 419 4,453

↑↓ = Significantly higher/lower compared to the benchmark
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11Q4b. How were you informed that Council was seeking community feedback on rate rise options?

85%

19%

11%

9%

7%

5%

5%

3%

3%

1%

1%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

Letter/brochure in the post from Council

Email from Council

Word-of-mouth

Outdoor poster/sign

Council’s social media channels

Council website

Other websites or social media channels not
managed by Council

Media (eg: TV, newspapers, radio)

Handed a flyer by a Council representative

Picked up a flyer at a Council venue

Other (please specify)

Other (specified) Count

Meetings with Councillors 1

Call for submissions 1

See Appendix 3 for prompted options by demographics

Base: N = 197 

Asked of those aware of the SRV

Means of Learning About the SRV
Of those that were aware of the SRV prior to the call, a letter or brochure in the post from Council was the most effective method of informing 

residents (85%), followed by email from Council (19%). 
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This section explores overall preferences by having residents rank the 4 options and ask for
the reasoning for their first preference. As part of the methodology and before residents 
ranked preferences, they were read a detailed explanation of each of the 4 options, and 
were asked to rate their support for each option on a 5-point scale.

Full scripts that were used in the research are provided in Appendix 1.

Support and Preference

Section Two
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As a part of the survey methodology, residents were given an explanation of each rate variation option, with half of residents given options low to 

high and half high to low (to reduce position bias). After the explanation of each option, residents were asked to rate their support for each option 

on a 5-point scale. The primary purpose of this approach is to ensure that residents are fully informed and considerate of each option before asking 

them to rank the options in order of preference. See Appendix 1 for the outline of explanations given and support levels by demographics.

Looking at the proportion of residents that are at least somewhat supportive, the 12% ‘Maintain Services’ was the most supported rate variation, 

followed closely by the 15% ‘Increase Services’ option.

Q2a/b/c/d. How supportive, if at all, are you of Council proceeding with this ‘…’ option? 

35%

11%

18%

27%

27%

16%

17%

21%

17%

31%

23%

24%

11%

24%

28%

17%

10%

17%

14%

12%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Reduce Services – Rate Peg only (3.5%)

Maintain Services – 12%  rate increase 

Increase Services – 15% rate increase 

Increase Services + Infrastructure – 20% rate increase

Not at all supportive Not very supportive Somewhat supportive Supportive Very supportive

Top 3 Box %
(At least somewhat supportive)

Introduction: Support Levels For Each Option

38%

72%

65%

53%

Base: N = 419

See Appendix 1 for support levels by demographics
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26%

33%

26%

15%

0% 20% 40%

Reduce Services – Rate Peg only (3.5%)

Maintain Services – 12%  rate increase 

Increase Services – 15% rate increase 

Increase Services + Infrastructure – 20% rate increase

Q3a. Please rank the four options in order of preference: 
Base: N = 419

SRV Preference – First Preference
Overall, 74% of residents had a first preference for some form of SRV, whereas 26% favoured the rate peg only option as their first preference. 

Looking across SRV preferences, 33% have a first preference of a 12% rate increase to maintain services, while a total of 41% would like to see an 

increase of services through either a 15% or 20% rate rise. The proportion of residents that prefer an SRV exceeds the Micromex SRV Metro 

Benchmark.

Q3a. Please rank the four options in order of preference: First Preference Willoughby 
Resident First 
Preference

(N=419)

Micromex SRV 
Metro 

Benchmark*
N=(4,055)

26% 31%

33% 31%

41% 38%

*Note: Micromex SRV Benchmark for preference is based off of a 3 option question type 
(reduce services, maintain services, increase services)
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15Q3a. Please rank the four options in order of preference: 
Base: N = 419

SRV Preference – All Options Ranked
Now showing all of the rankings given to the 4 options, we see that the 12% and 15% options are the most preferred on a first and second 

preference basis. By using each option’s rank (1,2,3,4) we can create a mean rank that summarises each options preference as an average.  

Although the 15% and rate peg options are tied on first preference, the 15% option has a much lower mean rank (significantly more preferred on 

mean score basis).

33%

26%

26%

15%

39%

35%

14%

12%

25%

34%

14%

26%

2%

4%

47%

47%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Maintain Services – 12%  rate increase 

Increase Services – 15% rate increase 

Reduce Services – Rate Peg only

Increase Services + Infrastructure – 20% rate 
increase

First preference (1) Second preference (2) Third preference (3) Fourth preference (4)

Mean rank 
(lower is more 

preferred)

% First or 
second 

preference

1.97 72%

2.16 61%

2.82 39%

3.05 27%

Mean scores calculated using scale: 1 = first preference, 4 = fourth preference  

Q3a. Please rank the four options in order of preference:
(sorted in order of most preferred) 
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16Q3a. Please rank the four options in order of preference: A significantly higher/lower (by group)

Preferred Option By Mean Ranking 
Looking at the mean preference rank for all 4 options, across awareness and demographics, we see that the 12% rate increase option is the most 

preferred on average for all demographics, except for residents from Middle Harbour. It is worth noting that in all cases, the 15% option is almost as 

preferred as the 12% option.

First preference % Overall
Awareness of the SRV Residential Ratepayer 

Status

Yes No/
Unsure Ratepayer Non-

ratepayer

‘Maintain Services’ – 12% rate increase 1.97 1.96 1.97 1.96 1.99

‘Increase Services’ – 15% rate increase 2.16 2.11 2.21 2.20 2.01

‘Reduce Services’ – Rate Peg only 2.82 2.96 2.70 2.76 3.09

‘Increase Services + Infrastructure – 20% 
rate increase 3.05 2.97 3.11 3.08 2.91

Base 419 197 222 328 87

First preference % Overall
Gender Age Time lived in area Ward

Male Female 18-34 35-49 50-64 65+ 10 years 
or less

11- 20 
years

More than 
20 years

Middle 
Harbour Naremburn Sailors 

Bay
West 
Ward

‘Maintain Services’ – 12% rate increase 1.97 1.98 1.95 1.99 1.98 1.99 1.89 2.04 1.94 1.92 2.06 1.92 1.90 1.98

‘Increase Services’ – 15% rate increase 2.16 2.24 2.09 2.25 2.18 2.07 2.13 2.14 2.20 2.16 2.05 2.25 2.30 2.08

‘Reduce Services’ – Rate Peg only 2.82 2.74 2.90 2.70 2.82 2.83 2.99 2.86 2.73 2.85 2.94 2.55 2.78 3.01

‘Increase Services + Infrastructure – 20% 
rate increase 3.05 3.04 3.05 3.06 3.03 3.10 2.99 2.97 3.12 3.06 2.96 3.28 3.02 2.93

Base 419 198 220 106 133 94 86 142 109 169 110 101 104 104

Mean scores calculated using scale: 1 = first preference, 4 = fourth preference  

Q3a. Mean preference rank by awareness and demographics 
(lower score = more preferred)

Key
12% most preferred

15% most preferred
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17Q3a. Please rank the four options in order of preference: 

Preferred Option By Mean Ranking: SRV Acceptors
26% of residents have a first preference for a rate peg only option, however, as this question forces residents to rank every preference option we can 

expect an inflated preference for the next lowest option (12% increase). If we remove these 26% of responses, we see that there is a slightly higher 

preference (lower mean rank) for the 15% increase option amongst the remaining ‘SRV acceptors’ (base is now the 312 respondents who selected 

one of the three SRV options as their first preference).

First preference % Overall
Awareness of the SRV Residential Ratepayer 

Status

Yes No/
Unsure Ratepayer Non-

ratepayer

‘Maintain Services’ – 12% rate increase 1.91 1.94 1.89 1.91 1.92

‘Increase Services’ – 15% rate increase 1.86 1.84 1.87 1.86 1.83

‘Increase Services + Infrastructure – 20% 
rate increase 2.78 2.67 2.88 2.80 2.71

Base 312 152 160 241 71

First preference % Overall
Gender Age Time lived in area Ward

Male Female 18-34 35-49 50-64 65+ 10 years 
or less

11- 20 
years

More than 
20 years

Middle 
Harbour Naremburn Sailors 

Bay
West 
Ward

‘Maintain Services’ – 12% rate increase 1.91 1.91 1.93 1.87 1.94 1.98 1.86 1.99 1.92 1.85 2.04 1.92 1.80 1.94

‘Increase Services’ – 15% rate increase 1.86 1.94 1.78 1.85 1.88 1.77 1.92 1.85 1.83 1.88 1.73 1.99 1.90 1.78

‘Increase Services + Infrastructure – 20% 
rate increase 2.78 2.78 2.77 2.82 2.73 2.80 2.79 2.70 2.75 2.86 2.64 3.04 2.73 2.60

Base 312 145 166 73 98 70 70 107 75 129 85 74 72 80

Mean scores calculated using scale: 1 = first preference, 4 = fourth preference  

Q3a. Mean preference rank by awareness and demographics: SRV  
(lower score = more preferred)

Key
12% most preferred

15% most preferred
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18Q3b. What is your reason for choosing that option as your highest preference?

Top Reason for First Preference
Respondents were asked an open-ended question about why they selected the first preference they did.  Their verbatim comments have been coded into 
themes (main themes are provided in the table below, all themes are provided in Appendix 3):

• For those who chose the rate peg only option as their first preference, 45%  selected it because other options are not affordable.

• Top reasons for selecting a preference that involved a 12% rate increase surrounded concerns for maintaining service levels and that it is affordable.

• Those who chose a 15% and 20% rate increase option want to see services, facilities and infrastructure upgraded.

The following slides explore reasons for each preference in detail.

See Appendix 3 for full list of reasons

Rate Peg only 12% rate increase 15% rate increase 20% rate increase

Doesn't want an increase/can't afford/increase too high 45% 16% 7% 4%

Affordable option 9% 23% 25% 10%

Maintain service levels 1% 26% 10% 24%

Council needs the increase/only solution 3% 16% 20% 24%

Upgrading services, facilities and infrastructure 0% 4% 26% 39%

Prevent service decline 4% 17% 7% 18%

Ensure rate rise can be afforded by the entire community 7% 16% 13% 2%

Base 107 139 110 63
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19Q3b. What is your reason for choosing that option as your highest preference?

Top 3 Reasons for Rate Peg First Preference

Residents who did not prefer to implement an SRV stated so primarily because of cost concerns, with some suggesting that Council should explore 

alternative revenue streams.

45%

12%
10%

Doesn't want an
increase/can't

afford/increase too high

Council should seek
alternatives for generating

revenue

Issues with Council actions

Rate Peg only (N=107)

See Appendix 3 for full list of reasons

Most cited preference 
reasons

❑ ‘Cost of living is rising so not everyone can afford the 
rate increase.’

❑ ‘As a business, I can't justify a permanent increase of 
10% to my customers so neither should council be 
able to.’

❑ ‘Concerned for how people will absorb the rising cost 
of inflation and interest.’

❑ ‘More creative thinking within council rather than just 
increasing rates. Are there better ways of raising 
money than going to the rate increases?’

❑ ‘Understand council needs additional funds, but 20% 
is too much of an increase at once.’

Reasons for preference: 
Verbatim examples 
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20Q3b. What is your reason for choosing that option as your highest preference?

Top 3 Reasons for 12% Increase First Preference

For the 12% increase option, many residents clearly identified with the ‘Maintain Services’ naming of the increase, while others saw this as the most 

affordable option to maintain services. 

26%

23%

17%

Maintain service levels Affordable option Prevent service decline

12% rate increase (N=139)

See Appendix 3 for full list of reasons

❑ ‘Best balance between keeping costs low and 
maintaining services.’

❑ ‘The quality of services being received currently is 
adequate and should be maintained so as to keep 
rates relatively low.’

❑ ‘It is a good medium that there is hopefully the best 
outcome without having too much of a rate increase.’

❑ ‘12% is not a huge increase and is affordable and 
reasonable amount. the 15% and the 20% is too much 
of an increase and not necessary.’

❑ ‘I don't want a reduction in services and community 
can't afford the proposed higher rates increases.’

Most cited preference 
reasons

Reasons for preference: 
Verbatim examples 
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21Q3b. What is your reason for choosing that option as your highest preference?

Top 3 Reasons for 15% Increase First Preference

Residents who preferred the 15% increase did so because they want to see upgrades to services/facilities/infrastructure, while many believe this is 

also an affordable option and an option that Council needs to implement.

26% 25%

20%

Upgrading services, facilities
and infrastructure

Affordable option Council needs the
increase/only solution

15% rate increase (N=110)

See Appendix 3 for full list of reasons

❑ ‘This option has the reasonable and affordable price 
increase with increased services.’

❑ ‘Don’t want the council going backwards financially 
or in regards to infrastructure.’

❑ ‘Maintenance of infrastructure and increase of 
services is a very high priority with me, even though it 
will be a bit of a financial sacrifice for me.’

❑ ‘It's not too much of an increase to be able to 
maintain and improve upon necessary services and 
infrastructure.’

❑ ‘Happy to cover 15% increase in rates, as long as 
council is using the money efficiently.’

Most cited preference 
reasons

Reasons for preference: 
Verbatim examples 
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22Q3b. What is your reason for choosing that option as your highest preference?

Top 3 Reasons for 20% Increase First Preference

Reasons for preferring the largest SRV option were driven by the desire to get the most from Council, through upgrading services/facilities/ 

infrastructure. Most of the remaining reasons were that this level of increase is the only solution and is needed to maintain service levels.

39%

24% 24%

Upgrading services, facilities
and infrastructure

Council needs the
increase/only solution

Maintain service levels

20% rate increase (N=63)

See Appendix 3 for full list of reasons

❑ ‘Council offers some great services that add to the fabric 
and richness of the community. I want to see these things 
continue.’

❑ ‘It is important to get back to positive and continue to 
improve our available facilities.’

❑ ‘The actual rate rise in dollars for us is not a huge 
imposition and I believe that the council needs to do more 
and should be able to do more.’

❑ ‘Need to keep improving services and infrastructure as the 
population of the area has increased and we need work 
on infrastructure which is included in my first preference.’

❑ ‘Council plays a key role in getting kids off computers and 
into green spaces by providing them especially bike paths 
and mountain biking trails etc.’

Most cited preference 
reasons

Reasons for preference: 
Verbatim examples 
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As a lead up to asking residents their ranked preference, residents were provided with 
detailed information of each of the 4 SRV options and asked to rate their support on a 
5-point scale.

Special Rate Variation Options and 
Support In Detail

Appendix 1
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SRV Concept Statement
Before outlining the details of SRV options, the following introduction was read to respondents:

Willoughby City Council is facing two challenges.

Firstly, due to a growing and increasingly diverse population and rising community expectations, the
Council is under more pressure to improve services.

Secondly, Council is finding it more difficult to meet these growth and community expectations, due
to a deteriorating financial position linked to a range of unexpected economic events, including
$20.6m in COVID-19 pandemic revenue losses and high inflation.

At the same time as these unexpected events, Council’s rate revenue has fallen, due to NSW
Government rate pegs being set well below inflation levels and the cessation of the Council’s 7.3%
Infrastructure Levy in 2022. As a result, Council now has the second lowest average residential rates
out of the eight councils in Northern Sydney.

Council is already taking a number of measures to address these challenges, such as identifying
efficiency improvements and looking for additional revenue sources – and these initiatives will
continue.

However, even taking into account these measures, the Council could get into financial difficulty by
mid-2025 (if it continues to renew local infrastructure to acceptable levels) and therefore needs to
examine rate rise options.

The Council is now seeking feedback on four long-term rate rise options. These options are known as
(flip order):

•Reduce Services

•Maintain Services

•Increase Services; and

•Increase Services and Infrastructure

Let’s look at the options in more detail:
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Option 1: ‘Reduce Services’ – Rate Peg Increase Only: 
Residents were provided with the following details regarding Option 1:

For this option, rates would increase in line with the expected NSW Government rate revenue peg of 
3.5% (which is available to all councils). In other words, the Council would not apply to the 
government for a special rate increase. 

• The average residential ratepayer who is currently paying $1,088 per year, would pay an extra $38 
in the 2024-2025 financial year (or 73 cents a week).

• The average Chatswood Town Centre business ratepayer who is currently paying around $7,803 
per year would pay, on average, an extra $273 in the 2024-2025 financial year. Businesses outside 
the Chatswood Town Centre who are currently paying around $6,524 per year would pay, on 
average, an extra $228 in the 2024-2025 financial year).

Under this option, because of the low rate increase, the Council would instead balance its budget by 
reducing services to the value of $2.8m and increasing revenue by $500,000.  

The main perceived advantage of this option is that rates will stay low.

The perceived disadvantages include:

• Overall service reductions, potentially including reduced maintenance and putting at risk the 
timely renewal of assets

• No ability to accumulate funds for future community services or projects
• No financial buffer to manage future financial shocks or extreme weather events
• Future rate increases above the rate peg are highly likely
• Reduced staff morale, making it more difficult to attract and retain staff
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Support for Option 1: ‘Reduce Services’ – Rate Peg Increase Only 

Scale: 1 = not at all supportive, 5 = very supportive
A significantly higher/lower level of support (by group)

Q2a. Support for ‘Reduced Services’ Option
(rate peg only: 3.5% increase)

Q2a. How supportive, if at all, are you of Council proceeding with this ‘Reduced Services’ option? 

Cumulatively, 38% of residents are at least somewhat supportive of the Rate Peg 

option, leaving 62% of residents that are not at all supportive. Those not aware of 

the SRV prior to the call were more likely to commit to the top 3 boxes (44%), in 

comparison to those aware (30%).
10%

11%

17%

27%

35%

0% 20% 40%

Very supportive

Supportive

Somewhat supportive

Not very supportive

Not at all supportive

Overall
Awareness of the SRV Ratepayer Status

Yes No/
Unsure Ratepayer Non-

ratepayer

Top 3 Box % 38% 30% 44% 38% 37%

Base 419 197 222 322 87

Overall
Gender Age Time lived in area Ward

Male Female 18-34 35-49 50-64 65+ 10 years 
or less

11- 20 
years

More than 
20 years

Middle 
Harbour Naremburn Sailors 

Bay
West 
Ward

Top 3 Box % 38% 39% 37% 42% 41% 32% 34% 38% 41% 36% 44% 43% 33% 31%

Base 419 198 220 106 133 94 86 142 109 169 110 101 104 104

Base: N = 419
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Residents were provided with the following details regarding Option 2:

Option 2: ‘Maintain Services’ – 12% Increase: 

This option would involve an increase of 12% in the 2024-2025 financial year, consisting of the rate peg 
amount of 3.5% and Council applying for a special rate increase of 8.5%. The special rate increase would 
only apply in 2024-2025, and would be built into the rate base thereafter.

• The average residential ratepayer who is currently paying $1,088 per year would pay an extra $130 in 
the 2024-2025 financial year, or $2.50 a week.

• The average Chatswood Town Centre business ratepayer who is currently paying around $7,803 per 
year would pay, on average, an extra $936 in the 2024-2025 financial year. Businesses outside the 
Chatswood Town Centre who are currently paying around $6,524 per year would pay, on average, an 
extra $783 in the 2024-2025 financial year).

The main perceived disadvantage of this option is that rates will increase at a level higher than the NSW 
Government rate peg

The perceived advantages of the option are that the Council will be able to:

• Recover from the 12.1% inflation increase over the last two years
• Continue to deliver – but not improve upon – highly valued services to the community
• Deliver average annual surpluses of $5.22m, which subject to future financial shocks, could be re-

invested in community services and projects
• Increase responsiveness to resident and business enquiries
• Increase Council’s ability to absorb future financial, extreme weather and growth shocks
• Provide capacity to maintain and renew community assets
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Scale: 1 = not at all supportive, 5 = very supportive

A significantly higher/lower level of support (by group)
Base: N = 419

Q2b. How supportive, if at all, are you of Council proceeding with this ‘Maintain Services’ option?

Support for Option 2: ‘Maintain Services’ – 12% Increase 
 Residents had a high level of support for proceeding with the 12% Increase  

option, seeing 72% of respondents state that they are at least somewhat 

supportive or very supportive.
17%

24%

31%

16%

11%

0% 20% 40%

Very supportive

Supportive

Somewhat supportive

Not very supportive

Not at all supportive

Overall
Awareness of the SRV Ratepayer Status

Yes No/
Unsure Ratepayer Non-

ratepayer

Top 3 Box % 72% 72% 73% 71% 77%

Base 419 197 222 322 87

Overall
Gender Age Time lived in area Ward

Male Female 18-34 35-49 50-64 65+ 10 years 
or less

11- 20 
years

More than 
20 years

Middle 
Harbour Naremburn Sailors 

Bay
West 
Ward

Top 3 Box % 72% 72% 72% 78% 71% 69% 72% 76% 62% 76% 69% 72% 73% 75%

Base 419 198 220 106 133 94 86 142 109 169 110 101 104 104

Q2b. Support for ‘Maintain Services’ Option
(12% increase)
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Residents were provided with the following details regarding Option 3:

Option 3: ‘Increase Services’ – 15% increase

This option would involve an increase of 15% in the 2024-2025 financial year, consisting of the rate peg 
amount of 3.5% and applying to the NSW Government for a special rate increase of 11.5%. The special 
increase would apply in 2024-2025, and would be built into the rate base thereafter.

• The average residential ratepayers who is currently paying $1,088 per year would pay an extra $163 in 
the 2024-2025 financial year, or $3.13 a week.

• The average Chatswood Town Centre business ratepayer who is currently paying around $7,803 per 
year would pay, on average, an extra $1,170 in the 2024-2025 financial year. Businesses outside the 
Chatswood Town Centre who are currently paying around $6,524 per year would pay, on average, 
an extra $979 in the 2024-2025 financial year.

The main perceived disadvantage of this option is that rates will increase at a level higher than the NSW 
Government rate peg.

The perceived advantages of the option are that the Council will be able to:

• Recover from the 12.1% inflation increase over the last two years
• Continue to deliver – and improve upon – highly valued services to the community
• Deliver average annual surpluses of $4.77m, which subject to future financial shocks, could be re-

invested in community services and projects
• Increase responsiveness to resident and business enquiries
• Increase Council’s ability to absorb future financial, extreme weather and growth shocks
• Provide capacity to maintain and renew community assets
• An additional $2 million a year to allow Council to invest in public area maintenance, including 

additional cleaning, care and beautification projects in parks, cycling and walking routes and town 
centres and boost the city’s tree canopy – although there would be no dedicated additional 
funding stream for new priority community infrastructure
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Scale: 1 = not at all supportive, 5 = very supportive

A significantly higher/lower level of support (by group)
Base: N = 419

Q2c. How supportive, if at all, are you of Council proceeding with this ‘Increase Services’ option?

For the 15% ‘Increase Services’ option, 65% or respondents were at least somewhat 

supportive of Council proceeding with it, the highest result of the 4 SRV options. 

Further, non-ratepayers and residents who have lived in the area for ten years or less 

were more likely to support this option.

Support for Option 3: ‘Increase Services’ – 15% increase

14%

28%

23%

17%

18%

0% 20% 40%

Very supportive

Supportive

Somewhat supportive

Not very supportive

Not at all supportive

Overall
Awareness of the SRV Ratepayer Status

Yes No/
Unsure Ratepayer Non-

ratepayer

Top 3 Box % 65% 64% 66% 61% 83%

Base 419 197 222 322 87

Overall
Gender Age Time lived in area Ward

Male Female 18-34 35-49 50-64 65+ 10 years 
or less

11- 20 
years

More than 
20 years

Middle 
Harbour Naremburn Sailors 

Bay
West 
Ward

Top 3 Box % 65% 66% 64% 76% 63% 59% 61% 77% 57% 60% 61% 67% 58% 74%

Base 419 198 220 106 133 94 86 142 109 169 110 101 104 104

Q2c. Support for ‘Increase Services’ Option
(15% increase)
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Residents were provided with the following details regarding Option 4:

Option 4: ‘Increase Services +Infrastructure’ 
– 20% increase

This option would involve an increase of 20% in the 2024-2025 financial year, consisting of the rate peg amount 
of 3.5% and applying to the NSW Government for a special rate increase of 16.5%. The special rate increase 
would only apply in 2024-2025, and would be built into the rate base thereafter.

• The average residential ratepayer who is currently paying around $1,088 per year would pay an extra $218 
in the 2024-2025 financial year, or $4.19 a week.

• The average Chatswood Town Centre business ratepayer who is currently paying around $7,803 per year 
would pay, on average, an extra $1,561 in the 2024-2025 financial year. Businesses outside the Chatswood 
Town Centre who are currently paying around $6,524 per year would pay, on average, an extra $1,305 in 
the 2024-2025 financial year.

The main perceived disadvantage of this option is that rates will increase at a level higher than the NSW 
Government rate peg.

The perceived advantages of the option are that the Council will be able to:

• Recover from the 12.1% inflation increase over the last two years
• Continue to deliver – and improve upon – highly valued services to the community
• Deliver average annual surpluses of $5.05m, which subject to future financial shocks, could be re-invested in 

community services and projects 
• Increase responsiveness to resident and business enquiries
• Increase Council’s ability to absorb future financial, extreme weather and growth shocks
• Provide capacity to maintain and renew community assets
• An additional $2 million a year to improve maintenance outcomes, gardens beautification, and planting 

programs to boost the City’s urban tree canopy
• An additional $2.5 million a year for new priority community infrastructure which supports a healthy, active 

and connected population. This could include funding, for example, to upgrade sports pavilions, cycling 
and walking paths and parks and playground facilities, complete the Dougherty Centre upgrade or close 
the funding gap needed to build the Gore Hill Indoor Sports Centre.
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12%

17%

24%

21%

27%

0% 20% 40%

Very supportive

Supportive

Somewhat supportive

Not very supportive

Not at all supportive

Scale: 1 = not at all supportive, 5 = very supportive
A significantly higher/lower level of support (by group)

Base: N = 419

Q2d. How supportive, if at all, are you of Council proceeding with this ‘Increase Services + Infrastructure’ option?

53% of residents were at least somewhat supportive of Council proceeding with the 

20% increase option. Those who are aged 18 to 34 or have lived in the area for 10 

years or less were more likely to show support for this option, while those aged 65 

and over were less likely to show support.

Support for Option 4: ‘Increase Services +Infrastructure’ – 20% increase

Overall
Awareness of the SRV Ratepayer Status

Yes No/
Unsure Ratepayer Non-

ratepayer

Top 3 Box % 53% 51% 54% 50% 62%

Base 419 197 222 328 87

Overall
Gender Age Time lived in area Ward

Male Female 18-34 35-49 50-64 65+ 10 years 
or less

11- 20 
years

More than 
20 years

Middle 
Harbour Naremburn Sailors 

Bay
West 
Ward

Top 3 Box % 53% 53% 53% 65% 56% 45% 42% 64% 46% 47% 49% 52% 49% 60%

Base 419 198 220 106 133 94 86 142 109 169 110 101 104 104

Q2d. Support for ‘Increase Services +Infrastructure’ Option
(20% increase)
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Analysis of Business Ratepayers 

Appendix 2
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Summary Analysis of Business Ratepayers

Q3a. Preference
First Preference Mean Preference Rank

Residential 
ratepayer

Business 
ratepayer

Residential 
ratepayer

Business 
ratepayer

‘Maintain Services’ – 12% rate increase 33% 25% 1.96 2.13

‘Increase Services’ – 15% rate increase 24% 50% 2.20 1.88

‘Reduce Services’ – Rate Peg only 28% 13% 2.76 3.25

‘Increase Services + Infrastructure – 20% 
rate increase 15% 13% 3.08 2.75

Base 328 8* 328 8*

Q4b. Means of Learning 
About the SRV

Residential 
ratepayer

Business 
ratepayer

Letter/brochure in the post 
from Council 88% 60%

Email from Council 19% 20%

Council website 5% 20%

Base 232 5*

Q2a/b/c/d. Support
%Supportive/very supportive

Residential 
ratepayer

Business 
ratepayer

‘Maintain Services’ – 12% rate increase 40% 25%

‘Increase Services’ – 15% rate increase 40% 25%

‘Reduce Services’ – Rate Peg only 21% 25%

‘Increase Services + Infrastructure – 20% 
rate increase 28% 0%

Base 328 8*

Q4a. Awareness Residential 
ratepayer

Business 
ratepayer

Yes 57% 63%

No 40% 13%

Not sure 3% 25%

Base 328 8*

Ratepayers in this report have been shown as one group, this was due to a very low sample size of business ratepayers (N=8). Whilst the results 

below suggest that business ratepayers responded similarly to residential ratepayers, there is not enough data to make any solid conclusions.
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Additional Analyses and Benchmarks

Appendix 3
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Means of Learning About the SRV – By Demographics

A significantly higher/lower percentage (by group)Q4b. How were you informed that Council was seeking community feedback on rate rise options?

Overall
Residential Ratepayer Status

Ratepayer Non-ratepayer

Letter/brochure in the post from Council 85% 88% 50%

Email from Council 19% 19% 24%

Word-of-mouth 11% 9% 31%

Council’s social media channels 9% 8% 12%

Outdoor poster/sign 7% 4% 39%

Council website 5% 5% 20%

Other websites or social media channels 
not managed by Council 5% 5% 0%

Media (eg: TV, newspapers, radio) 3% 3% 12%

Handed a flyer by a Council 
representative 3% 2% 12%

Picked up a flyer at a Council venue 1% 1% 9%

Other (please specify) 1% 1% 0%

Base 197 187 13
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Means of Learning About the SRV – By Demographics

A significantly higher/lower percentage (by group)Q4b. How were you informed that Council was seeking community feedback on rate rise options? Prompt

Overall
Gender Age Time lived in area Ward

Male Female 18-34 35-49 50-64 65+ 10 years 
or less

11- 20 
years

More than 
20 years

Middle 
Harbour Naremburn Sailors Bay West 

Ward
Letter/brochure in the post 

from Council 85% 85% 86% 59% 92% 87% 84% 76% 88% 87% 82% 82% 87% 90%

Email from Council 19% 4% 6% 0% 5% 7% 6% 6% 5% 5% 23% 26% 8% 21%

Word-of-mouth 11% 6% 7% 23% 7% 5% 3% 18% 3% 5% 16% 5% 8% 13%

Outdoor poster/sign 9% 3% 7% 0% 7% 5% 3% 7% 0% 7% 10% 12% 7% 6%

Council’s social media 
channels 7% 3% 3% 0% 5% 2% 4% 5% 2% 3% 13% 4% 4% 6%

Council website 5% 9% 12% 23% 10% 11% 7% 20% 7% 10% 5% 2% 4% 9%

Other websites or social 
media channels not 
managed by Council

5% 8% 9% 9% 12% 10% 4% 19% 5% 7% 8% 0% 6% 4%

Media (eg: TV, 
newspapers, radio) 3% 1% 2% 0% 2% 3% 0% 4% 2% 1% 1% 2% 2% 6%

Handed a flyer by a 
Council representative 3% 2% 3% 0% 5% 0% 4% 5% 3% 2% 1% 0% 2% 6%

Picked up a flyer at a 
Council venue 1% 1% 1% 0% 0% 1% 1% 2% 0% 0% 2% 0% 0% 4%

Other (please specify) 1% 90 107 15 58 59 65 32 55 111 3% 0% 0% 0%

Base 197 90 107 15 58 59 65 32 55 111 49 43 54 51
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Reasons for Preference
Rate Peg only 12% rate increase 15% rate increase 20% rate increase

Doesn't want an increase/can't afford/increase too high 45% 16% 7% 4%

Affordable option 9% 23% 25% 10%

Maintain service levels 1% 26% 10% 24%

Council needs the increase/only solution 3% 16% 20% 24%

Upgrading services, facilities and infrastructure 0% 4% 26% 39%

Prevent service decline 4% 17% 7% 18%

Ensure rate rise can be afforded by the entire community 7% 16% 13% 2%

Council should reduce expenditure/manage finances better 9% 9% 2% 3%

Council should seek alternatives for generating revenue/leave rates as is 12% 6% 2% 1%

Issues with Council actions 10% 6% 2% 1%

Focus on core services/no extras needed 9% 7% 2% 0%

Happy with current service levels 4% 9% 1% 0%

Lack of accountability/transparency of how funds are spent 10% 3% 1% 1%

Benefits the community 5% 1% 5% 5%

Council is already lacking services/maintenance 3% 3% 0% 4%

More information is required 2% 3% 1% 1%

Happy with Council 1% 5% 0% 0%

Rising population will contribute to Council rates 3% 0% 1% 3%

Best option 1% 2% 2% 0%

Would prefer a middle ground option 0% 2% 3% 0%

Does not impact me/can afford any option 0% 0% 0% 8%

Lack of community consultation 3% 0% 0% 0%

Support fixing roads 1% 0% 0% 1%

Other 4% 1% 1% 6%

Base 107 139 110 63
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Councils Used to Create the Micromex Metro Benchmark

The Metro SRV Benchmark was composed 
from the Council areas listed below:

Blacktown

Burwood

Camden

Campbelltown

Cumberland

Georges River

Hawkesbury

Hunters Hill

Ku-ring-Gai

Penrith

Randwick

Ryde

Ashfield* (Inner West)

Marrickville* (Inner West)

Warringah* (Northern Beaches)

*Former (now amalgamated) Councils
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The Questionnaire

Appendix 4
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The information contained herein is believed to be reliable and accurate, however, no guarantee is given as to its accuracy and reliability, and no responsibility or 
liability for any information, opinions or commentary contained herein, or for any consequences of its use, will be accepted by Micromex Research, or by any 

person involved in the preparation of this report.
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Response to engagement themes and statements and submission from shopping 
centre owners 

THEME: AFFORDABILITY FOR RESIDENTS AND BUSINESSES  
Statement  Response 
These rate increases are being 
proposed at a time when 
increasing cost of living is already 
an unaffordable burden  

 Council will consider genuine hardship applications under 
its Hardship Policy, while noting Council has not had one 
formal application under this policy in the past five 
financial years 

 Council’s level of outstanding rates is the lowest in its 
relevant local government group (larger Sydney councils) 

 The engagement process has shown a majority of 
community members are supportive of a Special Rate 
Variation (SRV), irrespective of perceived or actual cost of 
living issues 

Council needs to be more frugal 
and efficient  

 Council’s current financial position has benefitted from 
historic productivity and cost containment measures. 
Without these measures, Council would have found it far 
more difficult to withstand recent unexpected economic 
events. 

 Under all rate rise options, Council will continue to seek 
out savings and new non-rate revenue. 

 Under Reduce Services, Council will undertake around 
$2.8m in service reductions, and look to raise $500,000 in 
new non-rate revenue. 

 Under the three SRV options, Council will implement a 
$2m efficiency target, to be achieved via savings and new 
non-rate revenue. 

Pensioners & self-funded retirees 
cannot afford extra rates  

 Council will consider genuine hardship applications under 
its Hardship Policy. 

 This would include, in the case of eligible pensioners, 
allowing rates and interest charges to accrue against 
property until the estate is settled. By doing this, Council 
is able to cater for pensioners who are ‘asset rich’ but 
genuinely ‘cash poor’.  

 In 2023/24, eligible pensioners receive a statutory 
reduction of 50% of the combined rates and domestic 
waste management charge of up to a maximum value of 
$250.  

 Pensioners and qualifying self-funded retirees also 
receive a $158 reduction in the domestic waste service 
charge. 

I can afford an increase, but 
please consider those who can’t  

 Council will consider genuine hardship applications under 
its Hardship Policy, while noting Council has not had one 
formal application under this policy in the past five 
financial years 

 
Increased services or 
infrastructure is important and 
affordable  

 Noted 
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THEME: SRV OPTIONS AND THE STRUCTURE OF RATE INCREASES  
Statement  Response 
Need for an intermediate option between 
3.5% and 12%  

 Council needs to make a decision on the four 
rate rise options presented to the community, if it 
is to meet the timeline for an application for a 
SRV by February 2024. 

 It is not possible to consider a new option and 
meet this deadline. 

 In addition, the 12% option is considered to be 
the minimum amount needed by Council to be 
financially sustainable. This is reflected in an 
updated version of the Long Term Financial Plan 
(LTFP), which confirms that a 12% increase is 
needed to withstand unexpected future finanical 
shocks (see Sensitivity analysis in LTFP)  

Increase business rates and leave 
residential rates alone  

 Issues with Council’s rating framework, including 
the relative amount paid between single dwelling 
and higher density areas, would need to be 
considered under a separate rating structure 
review process. This would take considerable 
time and would be considered in future years. 

 IPART has recently indicated that it will be 
undertaking a review of the local government 
rating system so an opportunity is envisaged to 
provide feedback under that process. 

Explain the permanency and timing of the 
rate options  

 The community brochure stated that the 2024/25 
rate change “would be built into the rate base 
and therefore stay in place permanently and 
increase in subsequent years in line with the 
NSW Government rate peg only”. 

 This was also explained in each individual web 
page about the relevant option. 

 A detailed table showing rate increases from 
2024/25 to 2027/28 was included on the 
consultation website. 

Monitoring and review of final rate option 
over time  

 Council is required to prepare an annual budget 
and Operational Plan which undergoes 
community consultation and is also required to 
prepare public reports against its plan on a 
regular basis.  

Option 5 to reduce or zero rates increase 
and reduce services  

 A decision to reduce rates, or maintain existing 
rates, would need to be made as part of 
planning for the 2024/25 budget, if Council was 
not to pursue a SRV. 

 However, such an outcome is not 
recommended, given the significant and 
excessive service reductions which would need 
to take place if this rates scenario was to 
eventuate. 

 For instance, to forgo a 3.5% rate peg increase 
in 2024/25 would require $4.68m in service cuts 
(instead of $2.8m in service cuts envisaged 
under the Reduce Services option in which rates 
would increase by the 3.5% rate peg) 

 Even after $4.68m in service cuts, Council would 
remain in a financially fragile state. 
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THEME: SRV OPTIONS AND THE STRUCTURE OF RATE INCREASES  
Statement  Response 
Businesses are recovering from COVID-19 
and business rates are already excessive – 
some businesses may need to leave LGA 

 Even if the highest rate rise option is selected 
(20% increase) Willoughby’s average business 
rate will remain mid-ranked in terms of cost 
among all Group 3 councils. In addition, 
businesses have a relatively low outstanding 
rates percentage.  

 Therefore, it is considered that for business 
ratepayers there is capacity to pay.  

   
THEME: COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT  
Statement  Response 
Release survey results to the community   A detailed engagement outcomes report has 

been prepared and published for the 27 
November 2023 meeting. 

 A preliminary analysis of survey results was 
released on 10 November 2023. 

Engaging, clear and well-constructed 
strategy & communications  

 Noted with thanks 

On-line registration, contact details, 
response and survey too hard  

 Submissions via post and email were supported, 
for those who had difficulty providing online 
feedback. 

 Some 807 community members were able to 
register to the Have Your Say portal, to 
undertake the opt-in survey, which illustrates 
that most participants were able to navigate 
relevant technology to have their say.   

 In addition, 1,873 responses to the online survey 
were received (6% of all residential ratepayers 
and 1.9% of business ratepayers). 

Forced ranking is coercive if in 
disagreement with Option 2, 3 & 4  

 Option ranking is a useful way to gauge 
community sentiment and should be read 
alongside the alternate community sentiment 
questions which did not require ranking. 
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THEME: POTENTIAL SERVICE CHANGES  
Statement  Response 
Nominate which services will be cut or 
increased – more detail  

 Examples of the types of increased services and 
infrastructure to be funded under the Increase 
Services and Increase Services and 
Infrastructure options were provided in 
engagement material.  

 This includes stating that: 
o Under the Increase Services and Increase 

Services and Infrastructure options, Council 
would allocate an additional $2 million a year 
for additional cleaning, care and 
beautification projects in parks, cycling and 
walking routes and town centres, and 
planting programs to boost Council's urban 
tree canopy. 

o Under the Increase Services and 
Infrastructure option, allocate an additional 
$2.5 million a year to accelerate community 
infrastructure. This could include funding, for 
example, to upgrade sports pavilions, cycling 
and walking paths and parks and playground 
facilities, complete the Dougherty Centre 
upgrade or close the funding gap needed to 
build the Gore Hill Indoor Sports Centre. 

 The relevant services and infrastructure, 
together with more detail as to how Council will 
meet a $2m efficiency target (made up of 
savings and new non-rate revenue) will be 
further refined and formally confirmed in the 
2024/25 budget planning process, if these rate 
rise options are submitted and/or successful.   

 Council is not in a position to state which 
services could be cut under the Reduce 
Services option, as relevant staff would need to 
be consulted before this information could be 
released.  

 It was not considered appropriate to undertake 
this consultation, ahead of a decision on 
whether Council would pursue Reduce Services. 

Nominate infrastructure to be upgraded   Examples of the types of infrastructure to be 
funded under the Increase Services and 
Infrastructure option were provided in 
engagement material.  

 The relevant infrastructure types will be further 
refined and formally confirmed in the 2024/25 
budget planning process, if this rate rise option 
is submitted and/or successful. 

Review discretionary services, cut them and 
focus on core business  

 Under all rate rise options, Council will continue 
to seek out savings and new non-rate revenue. 

 Under Reduce Services, Council will undertake 
around $2.8m in service reductions, and look to 
raise $500,000 in new non-rate revenue. 
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THEME: POTENTIAL SERVICE CHANGES  
Statement  Response 

 Under the three SRV options, Council will 
implement a $2m efficiency target, to be 
achieved via savings and new non-rate revenue. 

At least match the rate increase with 
inflation rate – that’s fair  

 Noted, this is broadly the Maintain Services 
option 

Inflation will come down and Council will 
recover costs  

 Even if inflation does come down in the future, 
Council’s financial situation has still been 
impacted by historic inflation levels. 

 It is also expected that inflation will remain 
unpredictable for some time, meaning the 
creation of a financial buffer via a SRV should 
be considered (see Sensitivity analysis in LTFP). 

Limited benefit gained from increased 
services or infrastructure  

 The benefits to be gained from the Increase 
Services and Increase Services and 
Infrastructure options were outlined in 
community engagement material. These 
benefits are considered to be substantial. 

Too many and too diverse services are 
provided by Council  

 This is broadly the approach under the Reduce 
Services option, which supports widespread 
service reductions. 

 However, the two surveys undertaken by 
Council shows the community did not support 
this option. 

Reduce the standard and frequency of 
waste services  

 A change to the frequency of waste services 
would not assist Council’s operational budget 
position, as these services are funded via the 
Domestic Waste Management Charge and not 
general rates. 

Single dwelling areas pay more in rates, so 
deserve more services, while unit dwellers 
use more services  

 Issues with Council’s rating framework, including 
the relative amount paid between single dwelling 
and higher density areas, would need to be 
considered under a separate rating structure 
review process.  

 IPART has recently indicated that it will be 
undertaking a review of the local government 
rating system so an opportunity is envisaged to 
provide feedback under that process. 

Many do not use all Council services, which 
subsidises others  

 Our community members have different needs.  
 Rates only make up around 40% of Council’s 

revenue, with funding for many services being 
provided by other sources including fees, 
contributions or grants.  

Consider service improvements when the 
economy improves  

 Noted. Only two out of the three SRV options 
involve service improvements. 

Satisfaction with services and the 
opportunity to improve them  

 Noted 

Desire for future improvements through 
increased infrastructure  

 Noted 

Increased services & infrastructure adds to 
land values  

 Noted 
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THEME: MANAGEMENT, ON-COSTS AND OVERHEADS  
Statement  Response 
Clarify and reduce management on-costs 
and overheads  

 Under all rate rise options, Council will continue 
to seek out savings and new non-rate revenue. 

 Under Reduce Services, Council will undertake 
around $2.8m in service reductions, and look to 
raise $500,000 in new non-rate revenue. 

 Under the three SRV options, Council will 
implement a $2m efficiency target, to be 
achieved via savings and new non-rate revenue 

Reduce glossy hard-copy communications 
and propaganda  

 Noted, this will be considered in the 
implementation of any of the rate rise options, 
while noting that “Keeping the community 
informed” is one of the most important service 
areas nominated in Council’s Community 
Perception Survey 

Financial mismanagement by, and mistrust 
of, Councillors and staff  

 Council has been impacted by unexpected 
economic events, including COVID-19 revenue 
losses, extreme weather and high inflation. 

 Community feedback was sought to help 
determine Council’s financial future.  

Isn’t Council able to use reserves rather 
than raising rates 

 Using internal reserves to fund operational 
expenditure would be a short-term ‘sugar hit’ 
which doesn’t address the underlying issues. It 
would also remove funds from important 
infrastructure upgrade projects. 
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THEME: ALTERNATIVE COST-CUTTING MEASURES  
Statement  Response 
Consider the sale of Council assets   Council has a property plan which identifies 

surplus assets. It has sold some of those assets 
in recent times.  

 Under NSW Government guidelines, the net 
gain on the loss or sale of assets is excluded 
from the calculation of the Council’s Operating 
Performance Ratio. As such, the sale of assets 
will not assist the Council’s operational position, 
which is the focus of this report, as it doesn’t 
give an ongoing source of funds for day-to-day 
operations and services.  

 In addition, Council’s Long Term Financial Plan 
states that the Council’s focus should be to 
“optimise returns from assets”, as distinct to 
selling assets, as assets have the potential to 
generate ongoing income for Council and 
therefore reduce the financial impost on 
ratepayers.  

 While asset sales will always be considered on 
their merits, and have the potential to assist the 
Council’s financial position, asset sales are 
irregular and will not be timely enough to 
address the immediate financial sustainability of 
Council.   

 In summary, selling assets is not a long term 
option for sustainability and does not address 
the underlying issue of an unsustainable 
financial model. 

Cancel, reduce or defer capital works 
projects - Bellambi St Square an example of 
wasted expenditure 

 Cancelling, reducing or deferring capital works 
projects does not assist Council’s operational 
position and may in fact make it worse, by 
causing assets to deteriorate and fail, posing a 
risk for our community. 

 The Bellambi St Square’s construction was fully 
funded by the NSW Government. The project 
did not involve use of ratepayer funds. 

Maximise other non-rate revenues and 
develop new sources  

 It should be noted that rates are currently 
generating around 40% of Council’s overall 
revenue, which means that Council is already 
generating most of its income from sources 
other than rates. 

 Nevertheless, under all rate rise options, Council 
will continue to seek out savings and new non-
rate revenue. 

 Under Reduce Services, Council will undertake 
around $2.8m in service reductions, and look to 
raise $500,000 in new non-rate revenue. 

 Under the three SRV options, Council will  
implement a $2m efficiency target, to be 
achieved via savings and new non-rate revenue. 

Review staffing levels and reduce salaries   Under all rate rise options, Council will continue 
to seek out savings and new non-rate revenue. 

 Under Reduce Services, Council will undertake 
around $2.8m in service reductions, and look to 
raise $500,000 in new non-rate revenue. 
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THEME: ALTERNATIVE COST-CUTTING MEASURES  
Statement  Response 

 Under the three SRV options, Council will  
implement a $2m efficiency target, to be 
achieved via savings and new non-rate revenue. 

Get the best value from contractors   Council’s rigorous procurement processes 
already seek to get the best value for ratepayers 
from contracts. 

Re-consider merging with other Councils   This is currently not being considered. It should 
also be noted that a number of merged councils 
(including Canterbury-Bankstown, Georges 
River and Central Coast) have recently applied 
for SRVs. 

Use surpluses to reduce debt and 
unforeseen events  

 In June 2023, Council had $37.5m of debt out of 
$2bn in assets, which is manageable in terms of 
its current operating profile. 

 Council’s audited 2022/23 financial statement 
shows that Council’s Debt Service Ratio – which 
measures the availability of operating cash to 
service debt including interest, principal and 
lease payments – is well within the NSW 
Government benchmark. This indicates that debt 
repayments are not a significant burden on 
Council’s budget. 

   
THEME: GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT  
Statement  Response 

Increasing development and population 
means more rates income  

 Ideally, rates would be set at a level that 
ensures this is the case.  

 However, current residential rates in Willoughby 
no longer cover the costs of services. Therefore, 
the same rates applied to new residents would 
also fail to cover the costs of services. 

 Increased population also creates demands for 
upgraded capacity or new infrastructure which is 
not affordable under the current low rates.  

 Examples of this range from more sports fields 
and indoor courts, increased demand for quieter 
study spaces in libraries, larger community 
meeting places designed for all abilities or more 
walking and cycling paths. 

Increasing populations need more services 
and maintenance  

 Noted and agreed. The rate rise options will in 
part respond to this issue. 

Demand more from developers to service 
growth needs  

 The NSW Government caps the level of 
contributions Council can charge developers for 
new development. 

 Willoughby City Council does not believe the 
above caps accurately reflect the cost of 
providing services to the occupants of these new 
developments. 

 Separately, contributions received from 
developers can only be used to fund new or 
expanded infrastructure assets and cannot be 
used to fund operational or maintenance costs. 
The consequence is that while new assets are 
funded, Council is left to bear the future costs of 
servicing, maintaining and replacing these 
assets in future. 
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THEME: NSW GOVERNMENT INFLUENCES  
Statement  Response 
Need to understand IPART decision 
making process & next steps  

 Next steps are explained in the November 2023 
report to Council and in the timeline at 
www.haveyoursaywilloughby.com.au/swf 

 Information is also available at 
www.ipart.nsw.gov.au/Home/Industries/Local-
Government/For-Councils/Apply-for-a-special-
variation-or-minimum-rate-increase 

 
Relationship of rate increases to 
unreasonable land valuations           

 Council does not gain any extra income 
regardless of how much property values increase 
in total. 

 Councils are subject to a fixed “Maximum 
Allowable Income” from rates.  

 This fixed income to Council can only increase by 
what the Independent Pricing and Regulatory 
Tribunal (IPART) allows. 

 This is further explained in the Willoughby City 
Council Rates Fact Sheet - 
https://www.willoughby.nsw.gov.au/Council/News-
and-media/WCC-Rates-Factsheet 
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SUBMISSION FROM URBIS ON BEHALF OF CHATSWOOD CHASE, CHATSWOOD 
WESTFIELD AND NORTHBRIDGE PLAZA 

Statement Response 
The magnitude of the proposed increases will 
significantly impact the 400+ businesses 
operating within Chatswood Chase, Northbridge 
Plaza and Westfield Chatswood as council rates 
are predominantly paid by the centres’ tenants 
under NSW retail tenancies legislation. 
 
The owners and managers of these centres 
worked with their tenants to provide 
considerable rental support to help sustain their 
businesses through the COVID-19 crisis and 
into the future. These proposed increases will 
directly counteract this support in the current 
retail economic environment which is challenged 
by inflationary pressures, significant increases in 
utility charges and ongoing challenges with the 
labour market. 
 
The excessive level of council rates (existing 
and proposed) levied by Willoughby Council on 
commercial landowners and their tenants 
creates a barrier for the attraction of tenants into 
the centres. The level of these charges and their 
volatility with further SRV applications puts 
centres within Willoughby Council are at a 
competitive disadvantage to shopping centres in 
other Local Government Areas in competing to 
attract and retain tenants. 
 
Further, the level of the charge and its volatility 
will also impact investment and development 
decisions on these centre (current and future) 
relative to other development opportunities. 
 
As above, we cannot support any SRV which 
proposes to further increase the rate charges on 
commercial landowners and their tenants given 
these charges are already excessive relative to 
surrounding council areas. 
 

Shopping centre owners, like all landowners 
across Willoughby, need to be part of the same 
LGA-wide effort to contribute to the Council’s 
financial sustainability and future funding 
priorities.  
 
This is particularly the case given that shopping 
centres (and their tenants) are beneficiaries 
(more than most other landowners) of many 
Council assets and services, such as public 
carparking, events, marketing and promotion, 
growth planning, advocacy and public area 
maintenance and renewal. 
 
Any changes to Council’s rating structure (such 
as the Chatswood Chase and Westfield rating 
sub-category and the relative rate revenue yield 
between business and residential ratepayers) 
would need to be considered under a separate 
process.  
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Executive summary 
Between 30 November 2023 and 14 January 2024, Council exhibited a revised Long Term 
Financial Plan 2023-2033 (LTFP) and changes to its Delivery Program 2022-26 (Delivery 
Program). 

These documents were prepared and exhibited to reflect a decision made at Council’s 27 
November 2023 meeting to support a preferred 15% rate increase in the financial year 
2024/25 (including a 5% rate peg and 10% Special Rate Variation). 

Awareness-raising activity included: 

 Sending an email notification, or posted letter, to 1,873 community members who 
had either completed the online survey, or lodged an email or posted letter, in 
relation to the rate rise option engagement activity between September-November 
2023 

 Sending an email to all 8,777 registrants to Council’s Have Your Say database, 
which outlined all Council projects out for consultation during December, including 
this project 

 Issuing a media release about Council’s decision and the commencement of the 
exhibition on the LTFP and Delivery Program.  

 Placing a public notice in the North Shore Times  
 Issuing a Council News newsletter, which mentioned the exhibition, to 1,904 

subscribers 
 Issuing a Council social media post. 

 
39 participants generated some 61 separate comments, including 56 Have Your Say survey 
comments, four emailed comments and one posted letter.  

Most participants made general comments about the quantum of the proposed rate increase 
contained in the LTFP and Delivery Program, rather than referring to specific sections of the 
two documents. 

Of the 39 participants, some 26 (or 67%) made comments in general opposition to the 
proposed 15% rate increase. The other 13 participants either supported some form of a 
Special Rate Variation or did not make specific comments in favour or against a Special 
Rate Variation. 

Two specific comments were made on the LTFP, namely: 

 Concern about increasing cash levels and surpluses during the life of the LTFP  
 A query on the additional revenue to be gained from the rate increase 

Four specific comments were made on the Delivery Program, namely: 

 One comment in support, and one in opposition, to additional street tree planting to 
be funded by the proposed rate increase  

 The need for tree planting to better consider street tree species  
 A query on what extra services will be received under the proposed rate increase and 

whether this represents ‘value for money’ 
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Awareness-raising and engagement activity 
On 27 November 2023, Council endorsed the exhibition of a revised Long Term Financial 
Plan 2023-2033 (LTFP) and changes to its Delivery Program 2022-26 (Delivery Program). 
The exhibition commenced on 30 November 2023 and concluded on 14 January 2024. 

Council undertook the following activities to raise awareness of this exhibition: 

 On 29 November 2023, issuing a media release about Council’s preferred 15% rate 
increase decision at its November 2023 meeting and the complementary 
commencement of the exhibition on the LTFP and Delivery Program. This release is 
available at Attachment A.  

 On 30 November 2023: 
o Sending an email notification to 1,826 community members who had 

completed the online survey in relation to the exhibition of rate rise options 
between September to November 2023 (available at Attachment B).  

o Sending 37 emails to people who had emailed Council directly in relation to 
the above rate rise options. 

o Issuing a Council News enewsletter, which mentioned the exhibition, to 1,904 
subscribers (see Figure 1 below) 

o Notifying Progress Associations and Chambers of Commerce 
 Posting letters, dated 1 December 2023, to ten participants who had originally sent 

letters providing feedback on the rate rise options 
 On 4 December 2023, sending an email to all 8,777 registrants to Council’s Have 

Your Say database, which outlined all Council projects out for consultation during 
December, including this project 

 On 7 December 2023, placing a public notice in the North Shore Times (see Figure 2 
below) and issuing a Council social media post (see Figure 3 below) 
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Figure 1 – Reference in Council News newsletter 
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Figure 2 – Public notice in North Shore Times on Thursday, 7 December 2023 
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Figure 3 – Social media post 
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Engagement activity  
Summary and level of engagement activity 

For this activity, Council: 
 Established a Have Your Say project page 
 Accepted comments and uploaded submissions in a survey on this page 
 Accepted emailed and posted submissions 
 Held, on 12 December 2023, a drop-in session at Council’s Customer Service Centre 

to help inform people who were considering making a submission (as distinct to 
receiving feedback). One person attended this session. 

Some 34 participants filled out the Have Your Say survey, in doing so supplied 56 comments 
(including 32 comments on the Long Term Financial Plan available at Attachment C and 24 
comments on the Delivery Program available at Attachment D). No submissions were 
uploaded to the Have Your Say survey.  

Four emails (available at Attachment E) and one posted letter (available at Attachment F) 
were also received. 
 
This means that, in total, there were 39 participants who supplied 61 separate comments. 
 
Participant type for Have Your Say survey participants 

Respondents to the Have Your Say survey were asked to state the primary capacity in which 
they were completing the survey. Participants were allowed to choose up to three options. 

As shown below, 31 (or 92% of all) of these participants were completing the survey as 
residential landowners. Participant type information is not available for the five participants 
who either submitted emails or posted letters.  
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Figure 4 – Capacity in which participants filled out survey (up to three options allowed) 

 

The person who participated on behalf of an organisation stated they were participating on 
behalf of “five businesses” (as well as being a residential landowner). 

The person who stated they were participating as an “other” nominated the “other” as being 
the “family home”.   

Location of Have Your Say participants 

Respondents to the Have Your Say survey who indicated they owned property, or rented a 
business or home, in the Willoughby LGA were asked to state the relevant suburb. 
Chatswood was the most represented suburb among all respondent types. 

Figure 5 – Location of participants 

Suburb Number of residential property 
owners from this suburb who 

filled out survey 

Number of business property owners 
from this suburb who filled out survey 

Artarmon 3 0 
Castle Cove 0 0 
Castlecrag 2 0 
Chatswood 4 2 
Chatswood West 1 1 
Lane Cove North 3 0 
Middle Cove 0 0 
Naremburn 2 0 
Northbridge 4 0 
North Willoughby 4 0 
Roseville 0 0 
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Suburb Number of residential property 
owners from this suburb who 

filled out survey 

Number of business property owners 
from this suburb who filled out survey 

St Leonards 3 0 
Willoughby 4 0 
Willoughby East 1 1 
I own properties in 
multiple suburbs 

0 0 

TOTAL 31 3 
 
Overall sentiment 

Of the 39 participants (including the Have Your Say survey participants and those who 
submitted email comments or posted letters): 

 26 (or 67%) made comments opposing the proposed 15% rate increase 
 3 (or 8%) made comments in support of the proposed 15% rate increase 
 9 (or 23%) participants asked questions or made comments which did not specifically 

express a view on the rate increase.  
 1 (or 3%) participant supported a 12% increase (this increase was not supported by 

Council at its November 2023 meeting, and therefore was not included in the LTFP 
and Delivery Program). 

Key feedback themes 

All comments, emails and posted letters were analysed to ascertain the number of times 
certain themes were mentioned.  

The most common feedback theme (mentioned 18 times) was that Council should reduce 
services and find efficiencies, and or find alternative revenue, to do away with or reduce the 
size of the proposed rate increase.  

The next most mentioned themes related to concerns about cost of living impacts caused by 
the rate increase or that the proposed rate increase was not supported by community 
feedback. Below is an analysis of the key feedback themes across all comments, emails and 
submissions. 

Figure 6 – Number of times key themes were mentioned in comments, emails or 
submissions 1 

Theme Number of times 
raised 

General comments about the proposed rate increase 
Proposed rate increase will cause cost of living pressures 9 
Proposed rate increase should be as low as possible 6 
Council should reduce services and find efficiencies and/or 
alternative revenue to do away or reduce the size of the rate 
increase 

18 

Proposed rate increase not supported by community feedback 9 
Proposed rate increase will cause inflation 4 
Ask NSW Government for funding to help recover from COVID-19 
impacts 

2 

                                                           
1 Noting that some comments, emails or submissions mentioned multiple themes, and some did not mention 
any themes  
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Theme Number of times 
raised 

Sell off lazy assets 1 
15% rate increase supported 3 
12% rate increase supported 1 
Specific comments on Long Term Financial Plan 
Can you please confirm that the additional rates amount to $9 million 1 
Concern that rate increase will generate $43.94m in total surpluses 
over nine years and see an increase in Council’s cash and cash 
equivalents from $153m to $211m over the same period.   

1 

Specific comments on Delivery Program  
Tree planting supported 1 
Need for tree planting to better consider street tree species 
(contention that wrong species planted under overhead wires in 
Chatswood West) 

1 

We don’t need any more street trees, as they are a hazard for 
people and cars and ratepayers are bearing the burden of cleaning 
up after them  

1 

Query on what extra services will be received and whether this 
represents value for money 

1 
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Attachment A – Media release  
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Attachment B – Email sent, on 30 November 2023, to 
participants who commented on the rate rise options 
between September-November 2023 

Dear Have Your Say participant -  

Between September and November 2023, Willoughby City Council conducted extensive 
community engagement on four rate rise options to potentially apply in the 2024/25 financial 
year. Thank you again for your feedback during this period. 

At its meeting of 27 November 2023, Council considered the results of this engagement, and 
other information. 

Council selected a 15% rate increase (incorporating a 10% Special Rate Variation and 5% 
NSW Government rate peg) as its preferred option to inform the preparation of an application 
to the Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART).   

The proposed rate increase will assist Council to:  

 Recover from the financial impacts of high inflation outstripping Council’s average 
rates by 15.3% between 2021 and 2023  

 Continue to deliver highly-valued services to the community  
 Increase Council’s ability to absorb future financial, extreme weather and growth 

shocks; and  
 Provide capacity to maintain and renew community assets  

 
The proposed rate increase will also allow Council to allocate an additional $2 million a year 
in additional cleaning, care and beautification projects in parks, cycling and walking routes 
and town centres, and for tree planting and maintenance programs. 

Council is now seeking community feedback on updated corporate planning documents which 
reflect this proposed rate increase.  

You can view a revised Long Term Financial Plan 2023-2033, and changes to the Delivery 
Program 2022-26, at www.haveyoursaywilloughby.com.au or at Council’s Customer Service 
Centre at 31 Victor St, Chatswood (outside of the Christmas closedown period between 
Saturday 23 December 2023 and Sunday 7 January 2024).  

Have your say by:  

 Filling out an online survey, or uploading a submission at this link; or 
 Sending a letter to Willoughby City Council, PO Box 57, Chatswood NSW 2057, 

Australia (address the letter to Special Rate Variation Project Manager and state 
whether you support your name being published alongside this letter in a publicly-
available report).  

 
You can also talk to Council staff at a drop-in session to be held from 6-8pm on Tuesday 12 
December 2023 at Council’s Customer Service Centre (31 Victor St, Chatswood) - no 
registration is required and you can just turn up. 

Feedback closes at midnight on Sunday, 14 January 2023.  
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Council will consider feedback received on the revised corporate planning documents, and 
whether to submit a Special Rate Variation (SRV) application to IPART, at a Council meeting 
to be held on Tuesday, 30 January 2024. 
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Attachment C – Comments received on Long Term 
Financial Plan 

Location of 
participant Comment 
CASTLECRAG Yes 

Councils plan to increase rates by 15% is highly inflationary and will ultimately inflict 
more pain on its constituents. To curb inflation we must all do our part and cut 
expenditure, otherwise your constituents will continue to be hit by higher interest 
rates. 
I completely oppose the increase.  

CHATSWOOD We think the minimum increase option should apply. 
ST LEONARDS Yes, the decision to go with the 15% increase was not in line with the maintain or 

reduce recommendation. The council should reconsider given the cost pressures 
residents are feeling due to inflation. 

NORTHBRIDGE stop all unnecessary spending 
NAREMBURN I would like visibility and regular updates on what the Council is doing to run as 

efficiently as cost-effectively as possible.  
Can the Council consider ways to reduce costs, eg red bin or landfill collection by 
allowing residents to put organic waste in their green bins (bring it forward from 
2030).  

NORTHBRIDGE I absolutely reject the enormous in rates decided upon by Council??Given the 
current economic dilemmas affecting the population, how can Council justify this 
decision??Are you saying this had the majority support of the Willoughby residents 
who opted to have their say??? 

WILLOUGHBY  I don't want a 15% increase in council rates. This should be linked to CPI only.  
CHATSWOOD So disappointing that Council wasted everyone’s time asking for feedback and then 

didn’t listen and chose to do whatever they wanted 
CASTLECRAG It is abhorrent and morally irresponsible, particularly given the economic conditions 

at present, that the LTFP estimates a $43.94M total surplus at the end of the nine 
years in 2032/33 and that Council will simply grow their cash and cash equivalents 
from $153M to $211M over the same period.  The purpose of an SRV is absolutely 
not to sure up Council's financials. Council have not justified the SRV beyond the 
standard rate peg, and it clearly shows in the financial projections that there is, and 
never has been a justification for any SRV, particularly a 15% rate rise (and the 
compounding effect of that rise indefinitely).  We hope that IPART wholly rejects the 
SRV request after reviewing Council's actual position. 

CHATSWOOD Better budgeting and suppliers to reduce the cost 
ARTARMON It seems to be unreasonable option  
LANE COVE 
NORTH 

The Council's decision to implement a 15% rate increase suggests a lack of 
consideration for the concerns voiced by Willoughby residents. This unilateral move 
appears to place the entire burden on ratepayers, without exploring alternative 
avenues such as engaging with the state government or seeking additional sources 
of revenue. The community's input seems to have been disregarded, and a more 
inclusive and balanced approach to addressing financial challenges should be 
pursued. 
 
 
 
 

ARTARMON I strongly oppose rhe 15% increase in council rates at a time when households are 
under enormous financual stress 
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CHATSWOOD 
WEST 

Cut cost like everyone else, and sell off lazy assets that is not the councils prime 
business. 

NORTHBRIDGE Pull your heads in, stop doing woke virtue signalling plans and get the rate 
increases down below inflation. Looking forward to the next opportunity to vote 

WILLOUGHBY 
EAST 

Very supportive of the proposed approach 

WILLOUGHBY Cut your costs as WCC have not been able to keep within its means and struggles 
to meet basic services. Cut the "frills" and extra "services" and just dpo the basics 
properly 

WILLOUGHBY Ask the state government for funding due to they locked us up .we still paid the 
rates.no relief only emergency workers were allowed out.so what losses did 
Willoughby occur I ask.less staff doing things and what was it wanted on at that 
period to justify the losess.we ask be a bit more fair and not hit the people with high 
rates it will only damage people .I hear alot are not happy with the rate rise. 

WILLOUGHBY 
NORTH 

The increase is too high 

ST LEONARDS I am very disappointed that the council fails to control its spending and increase the 
rate which is significant higher than the inflation rate and wage growth. 

WILLOUGHBY Spend as little of ratepayers money as possible. Don't waste money on frivolous 
projects and "causes". 

ST LEONARDS Enlightened and appropriate guve fibacial constraunts 
NAREMBURN I don't agree with 15% increase in rates from next year. We're already under a lot of 

financial stress with inflation, interest rates increase and stagnant salaries / income 
levels. Having known that more than 90% of families across Australia are under 
such stress, this decision of the council is extremely absurd and should be put on 
hold until FY25-26. 

WILLOUGHBY Supported 
CHATSWOOD The selected option is not the one suggested by the analysis. The analysis points to 

the maintain services option. What is the point of running the survey if you are just 
going to choose a predetermined option that is not supported by the data?  

CHATSWOOD A 15% rate hike is too aggressive, especially when the cost of living remains high. 
 
We can leave some service improvements for later 

NORTHBRIDGE Can you please confirm that the additional rates amount to $9 million 
ARTARMON  First of all, I would like to register a protest about the option three rate rise. We were 

opposed to this and said so. The majority of ratepayers supported either no rise or 
option two. This community opinion was completely ignored and Council decided on 
the least favoured option. Why go thru the charade of consultation when the 
outcome is predetermined? 

LANE COVE 
NORTH 

The preferred option of a 15% rate rise is excessive at current economic 
environment and is against the interest of most community members. Given the high 
cost of living pressure faced by the average residents, the Council should aim only 
to maintain the services within the current financial constraints. This is what we 
normal people do when the rate of inflation outstrips the wage rise. Unlike the 
Council who can force rate payers to contribute more, we cannot force our 
employers to pay us higher wages. I hope the Council can intelligently come up 
ways to deliver the program without using a 10% special rate variation. Live within 
your means please. Just maintain the current service levels would be good enough. 

WILLOUGHBY 
NORTH 

You will need some fiscal discipline to keep your budget in check 

LANE COVE 
NORTH 

We are all battling inflation driven cost rises from interest rates, insurance, 
groceries, government taxes and rates. As a resident and local business owner 
these are unsustainable and so I request the council to manage rate rises to low 
single digits and seek to manage spending to this level through eliminating waste 
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(eg the council pay a mowing service to mow behind my house 18 times a year, this 
year they have come 3 times), through user pay fees as needed and careful choices 
on larger council expenditure and investments 

CHATSWOOD Not really - considering that Council asked ratepayers for our opinions about rate 
increases and you ignored the majority of responses, why would i think you would 
listen this time? This is highly disappointing. If Council is going to do what they want, 
then don't waste money you clearly don't have, setting up surveys - you can use the 
money to actually help rate payers. 
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Attachment D – Comments received on Delivery 
Program changes 

Location of 
participant Comment 
CHATSWOOD Poor decision on local rate increases. A 15% increase was NOT supported by 

community consultation. You can guarantee a change in council members at the 
next election. 

CASTLECRAG Yes. Councils plan to increase rates by 15% is highly inflationary and will 
ultimately inflict more pain on its constituents. To curb inflation we must all do our 
part and cut expenditure, otherwise your constituents will continue to be hit by 
higher interest rates. 
I completely oppose the increase.  

CHATSWOOD We think the minimum increase option should apply. 
ST LEONARDS Same as above. 
NORTHBRIDGE stop all unnecessary spending 
NAREMBURN Consider enabling residents to pay for services they use or benefit from, rather 

than a one-size-fits-all rate. This can reduce costs whilst rewarding the right 
behaviours, eg if no red bin collection for 6 months then discount or voucher.  
Consider ways to reduce costs in the long term like a private company, eg bring 
forward allowing residents to put organic waste in their green bins to reduce red 
bin or landfill collection.  

NORTHBRIDGE The delivery program needs to be curtailed and the Council should seriously 
review its decision to decide on the maximum rate increase. There are many 
pensioners living in the Willoughby Municipality who cannot afford this 
extravagant increase in rates, notwithstanding whatever pensioner-based 
discounts are provided. 

WILLOUGHBY I don't think it is appropriate in the current economic environment.  
CHATSWOOD A two digit increase on levy not in line of average income increases % by the 

community residents.  
We only need the most essential and basic services from the council, please 
cancel those optional or fancy items  

LANE COVE 
NORTH 

What is the value of leaving comments if there is no genuine effort to listen to the 
perspectives and concerns of the ratepayers? 
 
 
 
 

ARTARMON I strongly oppose rhe 15% increase in council rates at a time when households 
are under enormous financual stress 

CHATSWOOD 
WEST 

I note increase 'street tree maintenance and tree planting' - how about be more 
wise what and where inappropriate large trees are planted on the verge 
(especially under wires, plenty of examples in Chatswood West lately). 

WILLOUGHBY 
EAST 

I am keen to see more tree planting to ensure a net positive canopy outcome over 
the life of the program 

WILLOUGHBY Cut the excess services and keep to the basics. 
WILLOUGHBY Put it up 3%,only.what losess did council have for that 6 months we were all shut 

down. Goverment still paid the workers and council still were accepting online 
projects.plus on that survey why.was there no option 5 none of the above but 
force to number them or can not finish survey. 
Plus we attended the meeting on the 27th with my brother who spoke .we left in 
shock that council is voting for 15% rise all we said was ask the state government 
for the funds,as we were leaving and didn't swear as Mr rozos accused us of as 
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we watched the replay on video of council.rozos tells mayor to report us ....why 
when we never swore and walked out. My brother only said outside in foyer far 
out no one cares .  
So i ask mr rozos to get his facts right.cause council is not on the peoples side 
with this rate rise.the people as citizens who voted for them to consider and 
actully listen to people with all the rate rises at the moment it's hard .council 
should at least pause till people get back up. 
Atleast one council member understood and was on the peoples side.pls in future 
correct your surveys online to allow other options.plus if you own or have property 
or intrest in the local area are you actully.alllowed to vote on matters ,we ask.pls 
let the people recover from covid to get back on there feet.look at the other 
councils like burwood,marrikville,etc there area looks alot more nicer than here in 
Willoughby.  
There needs to be more public notice with letters and more gathering on matters 
like this,so people are more aware,think about the older generation they don't 
have emails or a computer.  

WILLOUGHBY 
NORTH The increase is too high 
ST LEONARDS I am very disappointed that the council fails to revise the Delivery Program under 

the period of high inflation and increasing burden of the residents. 
WILLOUGHBY Which Councillors voted for rate increases. 
ST LEONARDS no 
WILLOUGHBY Supported  
CHATSWOOD Please don’t pursue all these programs and service improvements during this 

difficult time. 
NORTHBRIDGE Can you please confirm that in return for an additional taxes on ratepayers, in 

return the community gets: 
 
better street tree maintenance and some extra trees planted 
additional cleaning of parks and footpaths 
the opportunity to volunteer to weed the parks? 
 
If so, do you believe the community genuinely sees this as value for money? 
 
 
 

ARTARMON As we have said before, Council has core responsibilities such as maintenance of 
infrastructure and open space, and sanitation. Then there are the frills such as 
festivals and so-called 'community events'. In our opinion the former is neglected 
in favour of the latter. As an example, the maintenance of public open space in 
Artarmon has been disgracefully neglected.   

LANE COVE 
NORTH 

Need tighter fiscal controls to run the council at low single digit rate increases. 
Rate payers are not flushed with infinite funds to pay into council. 
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Attachment E - General emailed comments received 
As part of this engagement process, three emailed comments were received. 

An additional email received for a separate engagement process (amendment to Planning 
Fees and Charges) but which appeared to comment on the proposed rate increase.  

These emailed comments are below: 

Location of 
participant 

Comment 

NORTHBRIDGE As a long-term resident and rate payer of Willoughby Council – more 
than 10 years – and raising a family of four active children - our 
family’s very strong preference is for Council to either retain current 
rates or look to reduce them – certainly not to increase them. 
 
We are very comfortable if this means REDUCING “services”. 
 
Can you make sure our feedback is communicated to your GM, 
Councillors and to IPART. 
 
Happy to provide specifics if someone wants to get in contact. 

UNKNOWN Your e-mail seeking feedback of Council rate increase for 2023/24, 
requires that I register, etc., in order to leave a comment.  
 
I pay your rates and I object to having to register like a dog. 
Your rate increase by the way, at more than double inflation and with 
struggling families, stinks!.. 

UNKNOWN Can you please relieve the people vote results? The statement below 
is blunt . What is “other information “ and how did they weight against 
people say? At its meeting of 27 November 2023, Council considered 
the results of this engagement, and other information 

NAREMBURN 2 I DO NOT want or agee to have services cut. Willoughby must keep 
pace with the north shore LGA areas surrounding it.  
 
Not be the poor relation. Quality Services maintain property values 
and prices. If it costs a 12% p.a. increase then that is what is 
necessary. The area must be clean and offer good amenities. 
Willoughby haa many tenanted properties, and the clean-ups for the 
high turn-over of tenants already leaves our streets looking un-loved 
too many times as rubbish is dumped and there is no way to 
investigate the people involved.  
 
Lane Cove Council is a shining example of clean public space and 
great facilities for all generations. Willoughby is already 
behind in standards. I vote for the 12% inclrease. 

 

  

                                                           
2 This comment was received on a separate engagement process (amendment to planning fees and charges) 
which was on exhibition at the same time as the revised Long Term Financial Plan and Delivery Program 
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Attachment F – Letter received from North Willoughby 
resident (permission not given for name to be included)  
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RESPONSE TO KEY THEMES RAISED DURING COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT ON THE LONG TERM FINANCIAL PLAN 2023-
2033 AND DELIVERY PROGRAM 2022-26  

Theme Number of 
times raised 

Response 

General comments on proposed rate increase 
Rate increase will cause 
cost of living pressures 

9  Council carefully considered this issue before selecting a preferred 15% rate 
increase at its November 2023 meeting. 

 Council commissioned a ratepayer Capacity to Pay report which investigated a 
range of relevant data sources and found there was a general capacity to pay 
the proposed increase across the LGA. 

 The report noted that: 
o Willoughby has the lowest levels of rates outstanding among the 18 

councils in the Office of Local Government’s list of Group 3 councils 
(representing larger metropolitan councils). 

o Willoughby pensioners are eligible for up to $250 rebate on rates and 
pensioners and self-funded retirees are eligible for $158 on the 
domestic waste management charge. 

 In saying this, Council will consider genuine hardship applications under its 
Hardship Policy for Rates and Annual Charges. 

 The Hardship Policy outlines a range of mechanisms in cases of genuine 
hardship, including: 

o Council entering into payment agreements 
o Write off or reduce interest accrued on rates and charges provided that 

the ratepayer complies with the agreement 
o Providing rate relief for residential ratepayers in the first year following 

general land revaluations in exceptional circumstances where rate 
increases resulting from the revaluation would cause substantial 
financial hardship; and 

o In the case of eligible pensioners, allowing rates and interest charges to 
accrue against property until the estate is settled. 

 Council has not had a formal application under this policy in the last five 
financial years.  
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Theme Number of 
times raised 

Response 

Rate increase should be 
as low as possible 

6  Consultation undertaken between September-November 2023 showed there 
was strong support for a Special Rate Variation, with the community broadly 
rejecting the concept that significant service cuts should be undertaken to 
ensure rates stay as low as possible. 

Council should reduce 
services and find 
efficiencies and 
alternative revenue to do 
away with, or reduce the 
size of, the rate increase 

18  Consultation undertaken between September-November 2023 showed there 
was strong support for a Special Rate Variation, with the community broadly 
rejecting the concept that significant service cuts should be undertaken to 
ensure rates stay as low as possible. 

 Council is however committed to finding efficiencies and new non-rate revenue 
sources, concurrently with applying for a 15% rate increase. 

 This $2.0m efficiency target will be achieved as part of the budget planning 
process for 2024/25. 

 Without this target, Council’s proposed rate rise would need to be 3.7% higher 
(equivalent to a $40 increase to average residential rates). 

15% rate increase not 
supported by community 
feedback 

9 The 15% rate increase was selected, in part, because it was: 
 In line with overall community sentiment in favour of a special rate rise 
 The most highly ranked option among representative (Micromex) survey 

respondents who supported an SRV as their first option (and was also cited as 
an “affordable option” by these respondents); and  

 The second highest ranked option (behind Maintain Services 12% rate 
increase) in the opt-in (Have Your Say) and representative (Micromex) 
surveys. 

In addition, it should be noted that 65% of respondents to the representative 
(Micromex) survey were at least ‘somewhat supportive’ of the 15% rate increase 
option (compared to 38% support for the Reduce Services option)    
Therefore, it can be said that the 15% increase was supported by community 
feedback. 

Rate increase will cause 
inflation 

4  Council’s rate increase will make a negligible contribution to Australia’s 
consumer price index. 

Ask NSW Government 
for funding to help 

2  There are no specific NSW Government funding programs available for 
Council to seek reimbursement for lost revenue due to COVID-19 impacts. 
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Theme Number of 
times raised 

Response 

recover from COVID-19 
impacts 
 
Sell off lazy assets 
 

1  Under NSW Government guidelines, the net gain on the loss or sale of assets 
is excluded from the calculation of the Council’s Operating Performance Ratio. 
As such, the sale of assets will not assist the Council’s operational position, 
which is the focus of this report, as it doesn’t give an ongoing source of funds 
for day-to-day operations and services.  

 In addition, Council’s LTFP adopted in June 2023 (and the draft LTFP 
exhibited from November 2023 to January 2024) states that the Council’s focus 
should be to “optimise returns from assets”, as distinct to selling assets, as 
assets have the potential to generate ongoing income for Council and therefore 
reduce the financial impost on ratepayers.  

 While asset sales will always be considered on their merits, and have the 
potential to assist the Council’s financial position, asset sales are irregular and 
will not be timely enough to address the immediate financial sustainability of 
Council.   

 In summary, selling assets is not a long term option for sustainability and does 
not address the underlying issue of an unsustainable financial model. 
 

12 or 15% rate increase 
supported 

4  Noted 

Comments that relate to Long Term Financial Plan only 
Can you please confirm 
that the additional rates 
amount to $9 million 

1  The 10% Special Variation will raise an additional $5.43m in 2024/25 
 This is in addition to the $2.72m which will be raised from the 5% rate peg 

increase. 
 This adds up to a total of $8.15m from the total 15% increase in 2024/25. 
 In the years after 2024/25, it is expected that rates will increase in line with the 

NSW Government rate peg (expected to be 5% or less).   
Concern that rate 
increase will generate 
$43.94m in total 

1  Under the 15% increase, there is the potential for Council to accumulate 
surpluses totalling $42.94m over nine years from 2024/25. 
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Theme Number of 
times raised 

Response 

surpluses over nine 
years and see an 
increase in Council’s 
cash and cash 
equivalents from $153m 
to $211m over the same 
period.   

 This surplus represents an annual operating margin of 2.27%, which is a 
modest margin to manage future financial shocks such as inflation increases, 
could be re-invested in community services and projects 

 In addition, under the 15% rate increase scenario, the combined amount of 
cash, cash equivalents and investments is projected to increase from $153m in 
2023/24 to $211m in 2032/33.  

 Of this $211m amount, the LTFP projects that $74m (35%) of that cash is 
externally restricted (derived from sources such as developer contributions or 
affordable housing which can only be expended on the purpose it is collected 
for), $99m (47%) will be allocated to internal reserves (for specific community 
projects), leaving $38m (18%) to serve as adequate working capital. 

 This means the vast majority of cash and cash equivalents under the SRV 
scenario will be allocated to specific reserves to help fund ongoing service 
delivery, essential asset renewals or new assets. 

 Furthermore, the increase in cash, cash equivalents and investments under the 
SRV scenario places Council in a stronger position to respond to community 
needs, and therefore is considered appropriate to remain in the LTFP. The 
increase in cash also protects Council in the event of adverse economic 
conditions and financial shocks in the future. 

 Council may choose, as part of the budget planning process, to reduce these 
reserve levels in future years by increasing expenditure, subject to an 
examination of the financial situation which exists at the time.  

 It should be noted that the LTFP’s projections assume benign inflation and no 
other economic shocks. 

Comments that relate to Delivery Program only 
Tree planting supported 1  Noted 
We don’t need any more 
street trees, as they are 
a hazard for people and 
cars and ratepayers and 

1  Priority 1.1 in Council’s Community Strategic Plan (Our Future Willoughby 
2032) is that Council should “create and enhance green spaces, urban tree 
canopy cover and greening.” 

 A related measure is to increase the percentage of Willoughby which has 
urban tree cover to 40% by 2036. 
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Theme Number of 
times raised 

Response 

bearing the burden of 
cleaning up after them 

 In engagement on Our Future Willoughby, the above priority had the third 
highest level of support out of 32 priorities. 

 It is proposed that the rate increase will help meet this priority and measure by 
increasing annual programs for street tree maintenance and tree planting.     

Need for tree planting to 
better consider street 
tree species (contention 
that wrong species 
planted under overhead 
wires in Chatswood 
West) 

1  Choosing the right tree species for the right location is an important objective of 
Council’s Street Tree Masterplan. 

 The Street Tree Masterplan divides the Willoughby LGA into a number of 
vegetation precincts and recommends suitable street trees based on the 
topography, micro-climate, soils and landscape character of each precinct. 

 It identifies nine species of street trees suitable for planting under power lines 
on the verges of precincts 2, 3 and 4 in Chatswood West. 

 Unfortunately, not all street trees have been planted by Council, or they may 
have been planted many years ago, prior to implementing the Street Tree 
Masterplan. That sometimes results in unsuitable species selection.  

 All new street tree plantings by Council should comply with the Street Tree 
Masterplan which can be viewed at 
https://www.willoughby.nsw.gov.au/Residents/Trees/Tree-and-vegetation-
management 
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Theme Number of 
times raised 

Response 

Query on what extra 
services will be provided 
and whether this 
represents value for 
money 

1  The rate increase will allow Council to: 
o Continue to deliver highly valued services to the community 
o Deliver surpluses in all nine years between 2024/25 and 2032/33, with 

an average annual surplus of $4.77m. These surpluses, subject to 
future financial shocks such as inflation increases, could be re-invested 
in community services and projects 

o Allocate an additional $2 million a year for public area maintenance, 
chiefly to allow Council to invest in additional cleaning, care and 
beautification projects in parks, cycling and walking routes and town 
centres, and planting programs to boost Council's urban tree canopy.   

o Better absorb future financial, extreme weather and growth shocks in 
an increasingly volatile environment 

o Provide a stable work environment for staff attraction and retention 
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